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Chapter 1061 - Divine Orb 

  

Qi Pu Renyi defended Gai Suwen City, Tianlong assisted the defense, and Zhou Tianming and Tian Yao 

led the fierce attack with the main brothers of the Iron Blood. 

 

的 The fiercest morale between the two sides was fighting. Tian Yao and Zhou Tianming attacked the 

city at the same time. Park Renyi eagerly recruited 110 templar knights from the guild to the city to 

fight, but he blocked the attack of the Iron Brotherhood. 

 

The other side. 

 

杰 Liu Jie was not in a hurry to attack, but reached a consensus with surrounding players such as Song 

Yunyi, and raised the level together, temporarily not fighting. 

 

Yuan Liu Jie was also worried that Song Yunyi’s relationship with Lu Yang was too close, but he did not 

expect Song Yunyi to agree first. This made Liu Jie and the dead grass feel that Song Yunyi’s relationship 

with Lu Yang was not as close as they thought. 

 

“Although Lu Yang and Song Yunyi stood there, Song Yunyi should just want to buy a fortress from Lu 

Yang.” Said dead grass. 

 

Liu Jie said: “I also think so, the son of the dignified Kangbang clan chief, want to make friends with a 

person who has no taste and no identity, and I do not believe it.” 

 

虽然 Although there is no aristocracy in the United States, it is a special family similar to the Kangbang 

family. They are the American aristocracy. 



 

This family is very proud, and they are very, very rich. Even in the heyday of the Liu Jie family, they could 

not become friends with them. They had to be inferior to him. Kangbang Yunyi became a good friend, or 

the kind of friend who can help each other for the war. 

 

In the eyes of the two, this is just a strategy of Kangbang Yunyi, an arrogant noble child! 

 

“Will there be additional investment over Huang Xiang?” The dead grass asked. 

 

Liu Jie said: “Add it, feed this white-eyed wolf and let him continue to bite Lu Yang. Without him, we 

would not get Lu Yang’s information.” 

 

Recently, Huang Xiang always asked Liu Jie for money, but dead grass and Liu Jie didn’t care about it at 

first, but the number of times they asked was more, and they were a little annoyed. 

 

“I’ll contact him.” The dead grass dialed Huang Xiang’s phone and said: “Jie Shao unified funding, tell 

us what happened to Lu Yang recently?” 

 

Huang Xiang said, “I am investigating, but my main responsibility is to investigate you. I can’t come all 

the time. I can only buy other people in the studio.” 

 

“Be careful, don’t go wrong.” Liu Jie said. 

 

“Rest assured, I have my own size, and there will be no problems.” Huang Xiang said. 

 

Huang Xiang’s position in the Jagged Brothers League is a bit awkward. On the one hand, his status is 

very high, but because his main task was arranged by Lu Yang to monitor Liu Jie, not many people knew 

him in the Jagged Brothers’ studio. 

 

He had some contacts, but Lu Yang personally issued an order that all people who have relations with 

him should not contact the players of any studios privately. This is an iron rule. Whoever violates it will 

be expelled from the guild immediately. 



 

Nowadays, every player who can enter the Song of Blood and Fire studio has a high salary. Whoever is 

idle is nothing to cause that trouble, so even if Huang Xiang wants to contact them, they will not talk to 

Huang Xiang. 

 

In this way, Huang Xiang can only invest a lot of money to buy these people, and the people he bought 

are all monitored in black and white, and one of them is a spy inserted by Lu Yangan. 

 

“I can’t understand why these people betrayed the boss,” said the mercenary responsible for 

monitoring. 

 

“Look at it, they didn’t end well.” Black and White passed by, saying, “Remember, people like us who 

want to survive in the society, the most important thing is to keep their promises. People like them who 

are in the dark, are far away. It’s not just as simple as being fired, they are bound to prison. “ 

 

“So serious?” One of his men asked. 

 

“This is a commercial crime, a felony.” Black and white fiddled with the dagger and said, “However, I 

don’t think they may go to court.” 

 

A bunch of mercenaries smiled and nodded, this traitor, **** it! 

 

里面 Inside the game. 

 

Lu Luyang was still brushing monsters. After a week of continuous brushing, his level reached level 150, 

one of the two avatars was level 140, and the other was finally level 100. 

 

At this time, he can summon a third avatar, that is, taking into account his body, he can control a total of 

4 people, and the fourth person, he already has a choice direction. 

 

The role of this avatar is healing, because the second avatar opens the box and becomes a melee mage, 

and only the third avatar can do this. 



 

法 What a mage needs most is the ability to release magic permanently. Although Lu Yang now has a lot 

of magic, he can’t achieve the degree of sustained release. He lets the first clone and the second clone 

return to a special space and upgrades the third clone separately. 

 

刷 After spending a week in the 200-level copy, he upgraded the third avatar to 100, replaced it with a 

dark gold suit of level 100, and added a nine-element elemental ball. His avatar has a high amount of 

magic. 

 

In this way, Lu Yang has full confidence in killing the Mosny worm. 

 

借助 With the help of a flying carpet, he entered the depths of the Temple of Fury, and near a flame in 

the temple, he found the Mussini worm. 

 

Mussini Worm (Divine) 

 

Level: 200 

 

Blood: 80,000000000 / 80000000000 

 

Moussoni looks like a giant cockroach, and cannot move by itself. Its huge body seems to grow in the 

soil. All his attacks are on the ground, and he does not have the ability to attack on the air. This just 

allows Lu Yang to ride on a flying carpet. It doesn’t need to be hurt. 

 

As long as he sits on the flying carpet and maintains the magical fire heavenly abilities, he can kill the 

Mosny worm. 

 

“Hello ~!” 

 

A blaze of heavenly fire fell on the body of the Messini, and inflicted 1.4 million injuries. The pain caused 

the Messini to be very angry. His body kept spawning, creating a large number of Messines. 

 



It’s a pity that Mosny and the bugs he made still can’t hit Lu Yang, and can only be attacked continuously 

by Lu Yang’s skills For a full 16 hours, Lu Yang grinds the Mosny devil to death. 

 

Lu Yang landed on the ground, walked to the corpse of the **** worm, and picked up the **** blood 

and a level 200 excellent golden staff. 

 

Wrath of the Wrath (Excellent Gold) 

 

Level: 200 

 

Damage: 60,000—600,000 

 

Intelligence: +122886 

 

Physical strength: +38888 

 

Added Spell Damage: +188888 points 

 

Added Spell Penetration: +188888 points 

 

Added Spell Critical: +188888 points 

 

Lu Luyang was very satisfied with the staff. He put the staff in his backpack and looked at other items. 

Among all the items, a strange purple bead fell to the ground. 

 

Divine Orb 

 

Level: 0 

 



Description: Players who turn on this bead can use the cool-down skills again. After each use, the bead 

will be dormant for 8 hours. 

 

Lu Yang shook his fist strongly, this is his favorite thing, because this bead can reset the cooldown even 

for the secondary forbidden spell and forbidden spell. 

 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1062 - God\'s left eye 

  

 

 

The next time there is war, his curse can be put once more, enough to destroy more than 100,000 

people at a critical moment. 

 

He put the bead in the column of adornment. This bead can be combined with another item in essence, 

because now the bead has no attributes. 

 

However, in order to get that thing, Lu Yang still had to work hard. He picked up the soul and flew to the 

top of Hell Canyon with a teleportation scepter. 

 

Put on the flying carpet and fly towards the Demon Eye Mountain. 

 

Devil’s Eye Mountain. 

 

It is also a map between level 160 and level 200. The final god-level monster inside is called the magic 

eye. 

 



Because he has only one eye, he also emits laser light through this eye when attacking. 

 

After 2 hours. 

 

Lu Yang came to Moyan Mountain. Instead of hitting the mountain from the bottom of the mountain, he 

flew directly to the top of the mountain and found a place where there was no strangeness to stay. 

 

System prompt: you found the magic eye platform 

 

This is a very large metal copper platform. There are many large floating eyes on the platform. Each big 

eye monster has a level of 200. At the center of the copper platform, there is a huge brass height. tower. 

 

There is a huge ring at the top of the tower, and in the ring is a large eye with a diameter of at least 30 

meters. 

 

Magic Eye (God Level) 

 

Level: 200 

 

Qi and blood: 8000000000080000000000 

 

“God of Fire Falling” 

 

Lu Yang said in his mouth that 150 meters around himself was immediately in the golden flame. 

 

“Roar” 

 

A big-eyed monster was attacked by flames and flew towards the landing land. Before they approached 

within 50 meters, Lu Yang flew into the sky using a flying carpet. 

 



The big-eyed monster has a flight height of only 2 meters. There is no way to face Lu Yang flying into the 

sky, and he can only stay under Lu Yang’s flying carpet. 

 

Lu Yang ran on the flying carpet around the magic eyes. 

 

“Om ~!” 

 

The demon eyes opened his eyes and looked at Lu Yang, his eyes suddenly burst into a fiery golden light. 

 

“Death Ray” 

 

A golden light suddenly blasted towards the landing sun. 

 

Lu Yang had long waited for this move, and immediately controlled the flying carpet to dodge, and easily 

avoided this skill. 

 

The demon’s eyes constantly used the death ray to attack Lu Yang, and Lu Yang flew around the 

demon’s eyes, and within 5 minutes, the big eyes below were all dead. 

 

Lu Yang jumped down from the flying carpet and came to the bronze ground to launch special skills 

according to the magic eyes. 

 

“Blazing Heart” 

 

A fiery flame hit the eyes of the demon. 

 

“112000000” 

 

More than 100 million damages made the magic eyes look angry. 

 



“Inflammation” 

 

Lu Yang turned into a fire monster, but the appearance did not change. 

 

“Meteor Falls” 

 

A 7-level flame change can cause Lu Yang to instantly cast a secondary forbidden spell. 

 

A crimson meteorite with a diameter of more than 50 meters descended from the sky, right in the 

middle of the eyes. 

 

“1019886” 

 

Even god-level monsters are still stunned for 5 seconds in the state of inflammation. 

 

“Meteor Fire Rain” 

 

“Ghost Fire Lamp” 

 

“Fire Sword” 

 

“The flames burn out” 

 

… 

 

Lu Yang threw all his special abilities into the eyes of the demon, and then he launched the Divine Orb 

skill. 

 

“Divine Orb” 



 

All cooldowns for all skills have ended. 

 

“Blazing Heart” 

 

“Meteor Falls” 

 

… 

 

Lu Yang re-launched the skills he had just released, and the blood of the demon eyes was destroyed by 

hundreds of millions after 30 seconds. 

 

“Om ~!” 

 

The demon eyes were so angry that he continued to attack Lu Yang with death rays, and Lu Yang 

attacked the demon eyes while avoiding. 

 

While he was running, Lu Yang took the time to summon the first distraction. 

 

“Moisture body” 

 

The water element appeared not far behind him. 

 

He controlled the water and poured out the sea water from the pure water bottle, and the mountain 

top platform could hold a large amount of sea water. 

 

“Panning Down” 

 

A large amount of rain fell in the sky, and every drop of rain was carried with the ice blue knife light. 

 



“Second Avatar” 

 

The second avatar who has risen to level 120 has 200,000 body power alone. He controls the second 

avatar to climb a copper tower with a long gun and poke the magic eyes with a long gun. 

 

The demon eye focused all his attention on Lu Yang. The output of the opening made him hate too 

much. He only needed to control the physical fire to escape. 

 

Although he can release Blazing Hearts every 30 seconds, ghost fire lights and lightsaber constantly 

damage the eyes of the demon. 

 

Pure intellectual damage, and Lu Yang’s intelligence is more than 700,000, each hit is a seductive 

number of damage. 

 

… 

 

After half an hour. 

 

The demon’s eyes couldn’t resist, and the whole collapsed, but behind the eyes, a piece of divine blood 

fell. 

 

There is still 4 yuan left to upgrade the Demon Heart. He looks at the other items falling from the 

ground. 

 

Devil eyes (artifact) 

 

Level: 200 

 

Intelligence: +200000 

 

Stamina: +50000 



 

Skill level: +2 

 

Skills: Insight into the world: He allows you to see the invisible units around you, whether they are hiding 

in the dark or in space. 

 

Lu Yang wanted this. He put the eyes of the demon and the orb of divine energy together and chose to 

synthesize. 

 

System prompt: successful synthesis 

 

Lu Yang looked at the equipment. 

 

God’s left eye (artifact) 

 

Level: 200 

 

Intelligence: +200000 

 

Stamina: +50000 

 

Skill level: +2 

 

skill: 

 

Insight into the world 

 

Skill reset 

 



Unfortunately, this accessory requires level 200 to be worn. Lu Yang’s level is not enough now, so he can 

only put the equipment in his backpack first. 

 

He looked at the other items, but there was no good thing that broke out. Also, the first time he hit the 

artifact, it was already good luck. 

 

Lu Yang summoned the flying carpet and flew into the sky. He called Tu Feng and asked, “Tell me where 

are the other players who have the heart of Vulcan.” 

 

Tu Feng has been gathering information in this regard, saying: “The one closest to you is South Korea’s 

Park In-yee, who has a demon heart, a fire **** totem, and a fire **** personality.” 

 

Lu Yang asked, “Is it all in his hand?” 

 

Tu Feng said: “It’s all in his hands. He doesn’t seem to like to give such top-level items to his 

subordinates. Except for his brother, he doesn’t trust the rest of the players.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “I see.” 

 

He hung up the communicator and used the teleportation scepter to fly to the tent set up by Zhou 

Tianming and Tianyao under Gassuwen City. 

 

In order to destroy Gai Suwen City, Zhou Tianming and Tian Yao decided to adopt a rotating rest system. 

1.2 million players worked in two shifts, 600,000 were responsible for playing during the day, and 

another 600,000 were responsible for playing at night and day and night. At the same time, all players 

are not allowed except for washing. Take off the helmet to ensure that the enemy can participate in the 

attack at any time when the enemy sneaks in. 

 

The Brotherhood of the Iron Blood has long been accustomed to this situation, but Park Renyi and 

Tianlong can’t get used to it. How have they seen this kind of player like the army. 

 

“Axi.” Park Renyi cursed: “Did he transfer Huaxia’s army over as a player, why the combat power is so 

powerful.” 



 

At this time, Pu Renyi’s eyes were already bloodied, and the helmet connected to the spirit reminded 

him that the connectivity was only 92%, and another 2% would be forced to drop the line. 

 

“Brother, take a break first,” Park Ji-sung said. 

 

“Why am I resting? These **** are playing like this. How can I defend?” Park Renyi cursed. 

 

Chapter 1063 - Capture the city of Gasovin 

  

Yesterday he saw the Jagged Brothers Alliance using this method, and thought of a sneak attack while a 

group of players were asleep in the middle of the night, but just rushed down, all the sleeping Jagged 

Brothers players woke up and rushed over to kill Park Renyi and Tianlong were defeated. They were also 

smashed into the city and almost seized the resurrection point. 

 

After what happened last night, Park Renyi now feels uncomfortable watching the formation of the 

Brotherhood of the Iron Blood. 

 

“I really can’t think of a way to crack it.” Park Renyi said depressed. 

 

Tianlong’s forehead with blue muscles soared around him, cursing: “I have never seen such a lunatic 

player. What do they think, are they not tired?” 

 

鬼 “The ghost knows how it’s raining.” Park Renyi asked. 

 

Ji Puzhixing said, “Strange, it hasn’t rained before.” 

 

“Don’t worry about that, just look at the following, their next wave of attacks is coming.” Park Renyi 

said. 

 



60 More than 600,000 Jagged Brothers players roared in batches to attack the city walls, and Hei Yan in 

the distance shouted, “Forbid the cursed army, prepare.” 

 

More than 10,000 forbidden spell masters read the spell, and for a time, the whole city was dark. 

 

“It’s a curse again, Asi, my curse troop, go on.” Park In-yee shouted. 

 

There are also nearly 10,000 South Korea and India forbidden spells scattered around the city to release 

spells. They have suffered a big loss before, and were used by Mu Yu and several thunder mages who 

also knew static storms when they released the forbidden spell. A static storm hit, causing a large 

number of mage spells to fail. 

 

Later, Pu Renyi learned well and divided the mage team particularly. However, the area where people 

can stand on the city head is limited. These mage can’t go up to the city to attack, they can only take 

turns, resulting in reduced firepower. a lot of. 

 

The Iron Brotherhood Alliance is outside the city and has a wide range of positions, which can release 

magic in a cluster. This is why the Iron Brotherhood Alliance can attack the city wall every time. 

 

也 The same is true this time. Under the collision of the two curses, Park Renyi and Tianlong once again 

lost the battle and were attacked by Zhou Tianming and Tianyao. 

 

“Offensive, take the resurrection point.” Tian Yao shouted. 

 

“Stop it, hold it for me.” Park Renyi shouted. 

 

人员 The personnel of both sides fought together in the city. This time the fighting lasted for an hour. 

No one knew, because the heavy rain falling in the sky made the water inside the main city serious, and 

the deepest place could not have ankles. 

 

I was in this heavy rain. On the city’s head, Lu Yang was standing on it. Behind him were 500 tsunami 

mages and 500 druids who were casting spells. 



 

Lu Luyang released two avatars at the same time, each holding a pure water bottle in his hand. 

 

“Pour water.” 

 

Lu Yang controlled the two avatars to open the water bottle at the same time. For a time, a large 

amount of seawater stormed into the main city. 

 

Although the main city is large, the two water bottles still filled the city with seawater. With the gate 

closed, the seawater quickly flooded the knees. 

 

Lu Yang said to the Tsunami Masters behind him, “It’s up to you to perform. Come on.” 

 

“Tsunami” 

 

“Tsunami” 

 

“Tsunami” 

 

Uh … 

 

More than 500 mages used the tsunami skills at the same time. At that moment, the huge waves were 

20 meters high, and they whistled towards the resurrection point of the safe area. 

 

“Axi, how can there be such a big sea of water!” Pu Renyi cursed dumbly. 

 

“That’s the Tsunami Masters of the Iron Brotherhood, **** it, forget them.” Tianlong cursed. 

 

“Boom” 

 



The tsunami smashed into the safety zone violently, and more than 100,000 players defending the 

resurrection point were killed instantly, while Zhou Tianming took his Ming Wang army to the first to 

rush into the resurrection point and seize the attack position. 

 

“Axi, take back the resurrection point.” Park Renyi shouted standing on the wall in the inner city. 

 

Lu Luyang saw Park Renyi at a glance. He controlled the body to use the residual flame skills, and rushed 

to the wall with a flash of fire. 

 

“Be careful.” Tianlong shouted. 

 

As soon as the sound of the crickets fell, Lu Yang rushed to the wall from a distance of 1,000 meters. 

When he came out of the fire, the damage he hit directly killed 600,000 Park Renyi. 

 

Demon Heart and Vulcan Totem in one place. 

 

“Get back soon,” shouted Park Ji Sung. 

 

“Meteor Fall” 

 

Lu Yang was in the state of inflammation and detonation, and the person who rushed to Lu Yang had 

just arrived in front of him, and was hit hard by a meteor falling larger than the house. 

 

For a moment, everyone within 500 meters in diameter was killed instantly. 

 

Lu Yang easily picked up his equipment and looked at it. There were 6 artifacts in total. He used a stealth 

rune to jump off the wall and return to the battlefield. 

 

At this time, the side of Park Renyi, who was robbed of the safe zone, can only return to the inner city if 

he wants to be resurrected. If he is resurrected in the safe zone, he will face the attack of tens of 

thousands of Brother Iron Masters and shooters. 



 

“Great, now it’s time to attack the inner city.” Tian Yao said. 

 

“Fighting overnight, we were annoyed that we both beat Gasovin City.” Zhou Tianming said. 

 

“it is good.” 

 

The two woke up the rested players and began to attack the inner city with all their strength. 

 

Xun Luyang did not continue to participate in the attack, but instead obtained the newly obtained hearts 

of the demon god, the thunder **** and the wind god, and handed them to a few henchmen. 

 

Today, Lu Yang is full of various masters, some of the relatives of the vice chairman, some masters who 

fight hard by strength However, no matter who they are, they all have I A common feature is that they 

all settled in his studio, and their families lived in the community built for them by the studio. 

 

Lu Yang gave them high wages and high benefits. These people worked hard for Lu Yang, thinking about 

how to get higher positions and treatment from Lu Yang. 

 

“Mu Yu, the war is over, you take a group of people to fight artifact upgrades, I will send you the 

address, according to the address, hit down within a month.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“Yes, brother.” Mu Yu replied. 

 

Lu Luyang smiled at Mu Yu’s answer. Among the younger sisters, Mu Yu had the best character, the 

most understanding of hurting people, and the cutest. She was a sensible and distressing little girl. 

 

“If you have any questions, call me in time and don’t be stubborn.” Lu Yang said. 

 



The copy is not easy to play, but Mu Yu has been with him for two years. He has been a first-class 

master. The person he is looking for will not be a bad hand. With his strategy, he should be able to fight 

it. He said so. I just don’t want to give Mu Yu too much pressure. 

 

Mu Muyu knew Lu Yang’s intentions. He didn’t want to trouble Lu Yang at this time, and he said, “I 

know, go and rest.” 

 

Lu Yang laughed, shut down the phone, quit the game and fell asleep. Zhou Tianming and Tian Yao did 

not need him to help them. It can be concluded that Gai Suwen City will break tonight. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1064 - God Blood Mountain 

  

Sure enough. 

 

清 When Lu Yang just woke up the next morning, Zhou Tianming and Tian Yao ran to report to Lu Yang 

that the war was won. They won the Gassuwen City and forced Park Renyi and Park Ji Sung to retreat to 

Dingzhou City. 

 

Lu Yang immediately ordered Zhou Tianming and Tian Yao’s team to rest, Xia Yuwei and bitter love for 

half their lives to lead the team to attack Dingzhou City. 

 

He himself entered the game, and found that King Kong was making a potion for King Kong, and asked, 

“Is there a stronger potion?” 

 

“Yes.” Jin Buhuan took out 30 sets of magic immunity from his backpack. 

 

Magic Elimination Elixir 



 

Level: 16 

 

Effect: After use, no magic can cause damage to the target for 30 minutes. 

 

Lu Yang Yile asked, “How did you make such a powerful potion.” 

 

He Jin said proudly: “Some of them are made by me, and most of the rest are made by the top mutant 

pharmacists hired by our pharmacy.” 

 

At this level, a player wants to single out the boss monster, only to find a special pharmacist such as gold 

to buy top-level mutant potions, otherwise there is no hope. 

 

Therefore, the pharmacist with mutation ability has also become the most precious group of people in 

the entire game, and 40% of this group are in the blood and fire pharmacy. 

 

These 40% of people are not only Huaxia people, but also top pharmacists in other countries. Without it, 

these people were hired by Jin Buhuan at a high price. After all, for pharmacists, this is just a game. As a 

result of the death, Kim did not exchange them for a higher hire price. This price even exceeded 2 times 

the benefits they generated. There was no reason why they would not work for Kim. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and patted him on the shoulder, and said, “This time you made a great contribution, I’ll 

go first.” 

 

The magic potion that can last for half an hour is enough to let him kill some special wild lord monsters, 

and some have some lord monsters. He only has a large range of magic attacks, letting him use physical 

attacks, he will not. 

 

Like the phoenix phoenix that lives on the mountain of blood on the 200-level map, this is a lord 

monster that Lu Yang can’t escape, because his body has the blood of the fiery demon god. 

 

Xunshen Blood Mountain is located at the center of the northeast and north junction of the New World 

Map. Lu Yang flew on a flying carpet for half a day before reaching the foot of a red-red volcano. 



 

System prompt: You found the God of Blood Mountain 

 

Entering Shenxue Mountain is a troublesome thing, because at the foot of the mountain is a maze, and 

the sky is a no-fly zone. Once someone wants to fly in, they will be attacked by countless phoenixes, so 

they can only walk on the ground. 

 

Fortunately, Lu Yang remembers how to enter this maze. He stepped into the mountain. In order to 

avoid contact with the mobs, he used stealth potions to avoid most of the mobs. Occasionally, he 

encountered broken invisibility, although the opponent was 200. Level mobs, but Lu Yang possesses the 

level 8 demon heart and easily kills the opponent. 

 

He turned left and right all the way, two hours later, he broke out of the maze and entered the top of 

the mountain. Here is a large sycamore tree, with a 200-level phoenix standing on each tree. 

 

Phoenix (Lord Level) 

 

Level: 200 

 

Qi and blood: 50000000000/50000000000 

 

Lu Yang sighed, fortunately, these sycamore trees are 500 meters away from each other. Otherwise, one 

of them would be one of them, let alone him at that time, no matter how many people came, they 

would die. 

 

Lu Yang came to the first Phoenix, his skills showed. 

 

“Blazing Heart Flame” 

 

A blaze of fiery white flames hit the Phoenix, killing the opponent’s 112 million health. 

 



“Neighing ~~” 

 

Phoenix made a sharp bird song, fluttered into the air with wings, stared at Lu Yang with anger, and 

flames were sprayed out of his mouth. 

 

“Magic Elixir” 

 

Lu Luyang took a potion. When the flames sprayed on him, he lost every trace of blood, and continued 

to use skills to fight against Phoenix. 

 

After 10 minutes, the level 200 lord fell to the ground. In the face of Lu Yang’s super high damage and 

various strange skills, it only took 10 minutes to kill the level 200 lord. 

 

He looked at the ground. 

 

A bird egg filled with flames fell to the ground. Lu Yang picked up the bird egg and shook his fist hard. He 

wanted to come here, partly because of this bird egg. 

 

Phoenix Egg (Pet) 

 

Counterfeit Order: 7 

 

Effect: A 7-level phoenix can be hatched. 

 

级 At level 200, a large number of pets began to appear in the game, and pets were divided into grades, 

with a minimum of 1 borrow and a maximum of 11 levels. 

 

Tier 7 is a very good grade, and Phoenix has a lot of skills and is a good combat helper, but the Phoenix 

grade is quite different. 

 



The third grade of Phoenix is only 3 grades, and the skills are scarce. The highest is 7 grades, which is the 

one held by Lu Yang. 

 

After all, this is a new world, and there are areas of god-level monsters everywhere. Phoenix can only be 

regarded as a “powerful point” bird here, not a super **** animal. 

 

He picked up the phoenix egg and looked at other items. There was also a piece of equipment falling 

from the ground. 

 

Phantom Phoenix Helmet (Excellent Gold) 

 

Level: 200 

 

Physical Defense: 15686-17886 

 

Magic Defense: 17818-20198 

 

Intelligence: +15666 

 

Physique: +8028 

 

Added Spell Damage: +28888 

 

Added Spell Penetration: +28888 points 

 

Added Spell Critical: +28888 points 

 

Set: 1/8 

 

2 piece set: +2 to fire skill level 



 

4 Piece Set: Rebirth from Fire 

 

6 pieces: Fire spell damage increased by 30% 

 

8-piece set: chance to summon avatar by releasing spells 

 

This is the best fire mage suit below the artifact of the previous life even many other mages in other 

departments are willing to wear the magic phoenix suit, because his second suit skill is rebirth. 

 

Everyone knows how important it is to have an extra life in the game. Generally speaking, the things that 

can have an extra life are disposable consumables, such as the rebirth cross, but this time it is 

equipment, which is equal to only the cooling time. Can keep being reborn. 

 

Lu Yang is also looking forward to a set of 200-level fantasy Phoenix set in this life. This set is very rare. It 

only burst in this map. The one who can burst this set in the previous life is still the president of a grand 

guild. After hiding this map for two months, a whole set of magical phoenix equipment was revealed. 

However, when he wanted to explode the second set, he found that the drop probability became 

extremely low, and he published it here generously. 

 

While thinking about the events of the last life, Lu Yang killed the monsters and killed more than 100 

lord-level phoenixes in a row. He really let Lu Yang gather the magic Phoenix suit. Sure enough, when he 

continued to kill the lord of the Phoenix, he dropped The chance of falling begins to decrease. 

 

“Maybe the official doesn’t want too many people to get this suit,” Lu Yang muttered to himself. 

 

He killed a whole set of equipment, and Lu Yang’s eyes had become wide open. At the center of the 

map, a huge **** phoenix was exposed. 

 

Lu Luyang came to find it this time, because on his body, it is the key to the demon’s blood. 

 

  



  

  

 

Chapter 1065 - Divine Blood Phoenix Seal 

  

Divine Blood Phoenix (Semi-God Level) 

 

Level: 200 

 

Qi and blood: 100000000000/100000000000 

 

The phoenix blood phoenix has a length of hundreds of meters, and every time its wings spread, it 

covers the sky. 

 

In the last life, he did not kill the God of Blood Phoenix, but only watched the video sent by other players 

in the video. 

 

There are a total of five attacks by the sacred blood phoenix. The first is a large-scale attack. The wings 

of the phoenix are flying, the wings are opened, and 10 level 3 meteors fall in the sky. 

 

Meteor Fall is Lu Yang’s most proud secondary forbidden spell. The release of the Phoenix Blood 

Phoenix once by the Blood Blood Phoenix is equivalent to putting 10 Level 3 Meteor Falls. The damage 

of the Blood Blood Phoenix spell can be imagined. , And this skill also comes with physical damage. 

 

The second skill is the God Phoenix Feather. The Phoenix releases its feathers and conducts a wide range 

of mixed physical and magic attacks. 

 

The third skill is God Fire Nagahara. God Blood Phoenix flies into the air, and every time you flap your 

wings, you will endless flames. 

 

The fourth skill is Shenhuo Jinjing. Phoenix’s eyes will spray out the extremely damaging Shenhuo rays. 

Once hit, even a level 200 full set of outstanding players will definitely die. This skill can only hide. 



 

The fifth skill is the burn skill. Every 30 seconds, players within 500 meters of the Phoenix will 

automatically lose 100,000 blood. At the same time, the damage of this skill is superimposed, that is, 

200,000 after 30 seconds. . 

 

技能 This skill is a test of the team’s ability to cooperate. At the same time, it is also a demigod monster 

that requires a team of 100 people to kill. 

 

It was impossible for Lu Yang to kill the blood phoenix alone, but now he has a magic-free potion, which 

means that the three skills of kidney fire phoenix are invalid for him, he only needs to guard against 

falling stars and phoenix feathers. Physical damage is sufficient. 

 

来到 He came to Phoenix, and Lu Yang, who possessed a set of magical phoenix, had increased his 

intelligence to over 800,000 points and his skill level to 17. 

 

“Blazing Heart Flame” 

 

A fiery flame hit the Phoenix. 

 

“136987860” 

 

Phoenix roared, looked at Lu Yang, a sharp bird sounded, and a group of flames lit on Lu Yang. This was 

the fifth skill burn, but did not cause a trace of damage to Lu Yang. 

 

“Ghost Fire Lamp” 

 

“Fire Sword” 

 

“Lava Eruption” 

 

“Fire Thunder” 



 

Lu Yang connected four skills in a row, while turning the cross flame in his hand. 

 

“Cross of Flame” 

 

With Lu Yang’s current output, each time he uses Fire Cross, he can deal about 1 million damage. In less 

than five minutes, Phoenix’s health is reduced by one-tenth. 

 

“Neighing ~” 

 

Phoenix raised his head sharply, his wings spread, and in an instant, countless feathers flew towards the 

landing sun. 

 

“Summon the avatar” 

 

Lu Luyang’s body flew into the Demon Temple instantly, and the moment he flew away, where he had 

stood, he was attacked by tens of thousands of phoenix feathers. When the phoenix feathers landed, all 

exploded. 

 

But Lu Yang had already flown into the demon temple at this time and would not be attacked. He 

silently counted five numbers and returned from the demon temple. 

 

Phoenix is unable to find the enemy and sees Lu Yangfei returning. He continues to attack with the 

Shenhuo Jinjing skill. 

 

Lu Yang does not need to evade this skill, relying on magic to avoid potions, to resist the attack of the 

Phoenix without falling into the wind. 

 

Phoenix has only two skills that can hurt Lu Yang. Whenever he releases his skills, Lu Yang relies on his 

teleport skills to fly back to the demon temple to dodge. 

 



After half an hour. 

 

God blood Phoenix finally couldn’t hold it, and fell to the ground. 

 

System prompt: You killed the **** blood phoenix 

 

Lu Yang came to Phoenix, a bottle of burning blood fell out. 

 

Blazing Blood 

 

Level 😕 ? 

 

Description: Unknown use 

 

This is the blood of the Blazing Demon. As long as you get two more flesh, you can upgrade the heart of 

the demon. He packs the blood into his backpack and looks at other items. 

 

“Transformation of the Phoenix” 

 

Type: Fire Spell 

 

Consumption: 50000 magic + 10000 magic / second 

 

Distance: Self 

 

Description: Make the fire mage into a phoenix, and have some abilities of the phoenix. 

 

Lu Luyang wanted this skill. He used this skill book and immediately added a skill like a Phoenix Egg in 

the skill bar. 



 

技能 “Shenhuang transform” This skill has a special advantage. When the player is transformed into a 

phoenix, he is attacked by the enemy and will not die immediately, but will become a phoenix egg. 

 

Phoenix egg lasts 10 seconds and has 2 million HP. If someone can smash the Phoenix egg, the player 

will die immediately, and if the player does not die within 10 seconds, he will be resurrected with blood. 

 

技能 The cooldown of this skill is 1 hour when it is triggered once at level 1. Now it can be resurrected 

every 10 minutes with the blessing of equipment such as Demon Heart, Fire Charm, and Flame Chariot. 

 

With Lu Yang’s current blood and ability, trying to kill him within 10 minutes is almost a foolish dream. 

Unless a large number of players ambush, Lu Yang is equal to infinite rebirth. 

 

“It is indeed a 200-level skill book, and it is really strong.” Lu Yang murmured to himself, he put the skill 

book in his backpack, and continued to look at other equipment. 

 

Seal of God Blood Phoenix (Asian Artifact) 

 

Location: Accessories 

 

Level: 200 

 

Intelligence: +200000 

 

Skill level: +5 

 

Special Skills: 

 

Summon Phoenix: Summon a Phoenix to attack the enemy for 2 minutes. 

 



Special effects: This is a very special artifact. 

 

Luyang equipped this Phoenix Seal on his body, because it is a sub-artifact, his level limit is equivalent to 

no. 

 

With this piece of equipment, Lu Yang’s intelligence is more than 1 million. Now his magic value is more 

than 10 million, so there is almost no need to worry that the magic will run out. 

 

This is not what makes Lu Yang the most happy What makes him most happy is that the skill level has 

been increased by 5 levels, and the original fire department skill level +2 equipment has been replaced. 

Now his skills have reached the full level. Level 20. 

 

Now let Lu Yang release the Blazing Heart Flame skill, and the damage of hitting the demigod monster 

can exceed 200 million. 

 

Lu Yang continued to look at the equipment on the ground, and there was only one potion formula. 

 

Venomous Venom Defense Flask 

 

Description: After eating, it can resist 300,000 toxin damage for 30 minutes. 

 

Lu Yang shook his fist. He was about to go to the poisonous temple. He didn’t think of a corpse poison 

defense mixture that had a 1 in 10 million chance to drop. This provided him with great help in entering 

the poisonous temple. . 

 

He picked up the rest of the items, determined that there were no more items worthy of him to fight 

around, and flew back to Vajrayana with a teleportation scepter, and found that Gold was not 

exchanged. 

 

“The corpse poison defense mixture is still a 200-level formula.” Jin Buhuan asked in surprise. 

 

Lu Luyang said, “In three days, I can make more, and I have a lot of use.” 



 

“Okay.” Jin Buchang nodded and promised. 

 

Lu Yang used the teleportation array to fly to Gai Suwen City. At this time, it has become the frontline 

command of the Iron Brothers Alliance to attack Dingzhou City. Xia Yuwei and bitter love are thinking 

about countermeasures. When they see Lu Yang coming, they say hello. 

 

Chapter 1066 - intimidate 

  

“How’s it going?” Lu Yang asked. 

 

Xia Yuwei said, “Dingzhou City ’s defense is much stronger than Gai Suwen City. This time, Tianlong 

supported 1 million people. Many unknown people also entered Dingzhou City. I do n’t know who they 

are. We played for a day. It was a bit laborious. “ 

 

Lu Yang said: “It is conceivable that there are only 6 main cities in Park In-Yi’s main city. Dingzhou City is 

the gate of those 5 main cities. If Dingzhou is lost, he will open the door to us. Now. “ 

 

Ludingzhou and Gusuwen City were two gates established by Pu Renyi in order to deal with Lu Yang. 

Both of them crossed the Hengjin Mountains. 

 

Behind the Hengjin Mountains, Park Renyi’s four main cities are lined up in pairs. The last main city is 

defended from Tianlong. 

 

If Dingzhou City is attacked again by Lu Yang, then Park In-Yi will be safe and can only face the fate of 

four main cities surrounded by Lu Yang, and South Korean players will completely lose their sanctuary. 

 

Therefore, not only Park In-ye ’s guild is defending Dingzhou City, but also many other super guilds in 

South Korea have joined this defensive battle, which is equal to the part of the Brotherhood of the 

Jagged Brothers that faces South Korea and India. 

 

Xia Yuwei frowned and said to Lu Yang, “Boss, is there any good way to crack it?” 



 

Lu Luyang said: “No, but you don’t have to worry. This is just a matter of equipment and level. 

Suspending the attack on Dingzhou City is not a waste of time. You take the team to upgrade. I will be 

responsible for equipping you.” 

 

“Alright,” Xia Yuwei said. 

 

一行 On the night of the rest of the party, the players of the Brotherhood Brothers retreated to the 

main city, and no longer attacked Dingzhou City. 

 

Pu Renyi and Tian Long, who are responsible for defending the city, and several new guild presidents 

who have come to support have discovered this problem. 

 

“Iron Brothers retired!” 

 

小心 “Be careful, don’t try to seduce the enemy.” 

 

Uh … 

 

上 I have been so many times before, and Park Renyi and Tianlong dare not care, but they waited for 

more than an hour and found that the Brotherhood of Iron Blood had really all been withdrawn, and 

they were finally relieved. 

 

“Finally survived tonight.” Park Ji Sung said. 

 

“I hope to have a smooth tomorrow,” Tianlong said in prayer. 

 

Uh … 

 



The presidents of the other guilds also prayed. It turned out that they had not experienced the attack of 

the Jagged Brothers Alliance, but now they are facing each other to know how strong the Jagged 

Brothers Alliance is. 

 

If these main cities were not established by Park In-eok, they are currently the main gathering place for 

Korean players, and they are the places where the remaining guilds are preparing to build the main city. 

 

But now it seems that their minds have retreated a little and they don’t want to build the main city 

within the scope of Park Renyi anymore. 

 

“Since the enemy will not come today, we are going to rest,” said a bald president. 

 

“Yeah, we’re tired enough, let’s go,” said a chairman in a mage’s robe. 

 

Bian Pu Renyi sighed and said, “Thank you for your help, I won’t let everyone go for it, I will give you 

money later.” 

 

The bald head and the mage and others responded with a smile, and left. 

 

After Pu Yuanyi left, they sighed and said, “I don’t have a way to go this way, I can’t support it for too 

long.” 

 

数十 Hundreds of thousands of expenses per day for each guild, making Park Renyi painful. 

 

Wu Tianlong said, “Keep on, or you can’t give them the main city, and you will lose more.” 

 

Pu Puyi sighed helplessly, nodded and said, and left with Tianlong. 

 

清 Early morning the next day. 

 



Xi Purenyi’s party prepared for battle on the city early, but waited for several hours, but none of the 

members of the Iron Brotherhood appeared. 

 

“What tricks did the Iron Brother Brothers play? Why didn’t they come to attack?” Tianlong asked. 

 

“Will you not come to attack?” Park Ji-sung asked. 

 

Park Renyi said: “Don’t take care, we have suffered before, have you forgotten it?” 

 

Zhou Tianming and Tian Yao used this move when they attacked Gao Suwen City. They disbanded the 

team, but they just dismissed for an hour. Zhou Tianming and Tian Yao led the team to attack and 

almost laid down the main city. 

 

“Then I can only continue to wait.” Park Ji-sung said helplessly. 

 

From the morning until the afternoon, the Brotherhood of Iron Blood has not appeared, which makes 

Park Renyi and Tianlong a little bit embarrassed. 

 

“What the **** does Brother Brothers want?” Park Renyi cursed. 

 

“Will they really stop fighting?” Tianlong asked. 

 

At this moment, a player came to report and said, “Reporting boss, just now we are investigating that all 

the members of the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood have upgraded their equipment.” 

 

“What?” The three dragons rage in unison. 

 

“You say it again.” Park Renyi asked. 

 

The person who reported it was startled by the expressions of the three, and said tremblingly: “Some 

people saw Xia Yuwei personally leading the team to upgrade in the wild.” 



 

Park Renyi looked at each other, and then scolded. 

 

“How did you get the news, what did you eat?” Park Renyi cursed. 

 

He said innocently, “The Brotherhood of Iron Blood is special. Every time they lead a team trip, all 

members are required to close all external communication tools, and we have no way at all.” 

 

Park Renyi was so anxious that more than 3 million people stayed on the city for a whole day, but at 

night he was told that the enemy did n’t think of attacking them at all, and made it clear that they had 

been tricked, which made him difficult to accept. . 

 

Just when he was about to get angry Tian Long persuaded: “Don’t blame your subordinates. Since Lu 

Yang is not attacking, it is a good thing for us. We can also upgrade our employees with confidence. . “ 

 

Park Ji Sung said, “Yeah, it is good to survive this crisis.” 

 

Park Renyi’s face finally had a step down, and he waved his hands away and sighed, “I’m worried. Lu 

Yang is obviously unethical to do so now. He won’t fight today, but he will gather again tomorrow. Hit 

me? What do you think I should do? “ 

 

Park Ji Sung and Tian Long are speechless. 

 

Wu Tianlong thought for a while and said, “It’s better, my 1 million people will stay here to upgrade, and 

once there is a war, we will gather immediately.” 

 

Park Renyi looked at Tianlong gratefully and said, “Brother, thank you very much, Smeda.” 

 

Wu Tianlong smiled and said, “The two of us don’t have to be polite.” 

 

想到 He thought to himself that I should thank you, otherwise I will face this problem now. 



 

朴 While Park Renyi and Tianlong thanked each other, on the other side, the commanders of the army 

such as Xia Yuwei, White Lion, and Zhou Tianming were leading the team to quickly upgrade. 

 

Each village has a large number of missions. There are a lot of wild monsters outside the village. With 

the area controlled by Lu Yang today, he controls one-third of the northeast area, which is enough for 

tens of millions of players to upgrade and fight monsters. 
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He rode on a flying carpet to the black poisonous mountain of level 200 alone. 

 

Black Poison Mountain, a 200-level poison map, is full of various poisonous insects. It is the ancestor of 

the evil concubines in the Old World. 

 

There is a poisonous **** in this mountain, which is also a creature similar to a tadpole, but he has six 

pairs of wings, which can not only move freely, but also fly into the air. 

 

Lu Yang thought about **** the lord for a long time, but he didn’t find a good way. The only way was to 

use fire and lightning to directly kill him. 

 

System prompt: You found Black Poison Mountain 

 

Lu Yang took the flying carpet to the top of the mountain. In a huge lair, he saw the deity of the 

poisonous god. 

 



Venomous God (Demigod) 

 

Level: 200 

 

Qi and blood: 100000000000100000000000 

 

Lu Yang did not kill the Venomous God in the last life, because this Venomous God is one of the several 

producing places producing the 200-level anti-toxic agent formula. 

 

Whenever the Venomous God refreshes, it is full of top players in major guilds, and each time they fight 

for the Venomous God. 

 

Lu Yang just watched the video of the last life. He looked around, found an open space without 

strangeness, and controlled the flying carpet to fall down. 

 

“Goblin Robot” 

 

Ten goblin robots jumped out of Lu Yang’s backpack and became a one-man tall steel machine after 

landing. 

 

Lu Yang commanded these machines to build a sentry tower in situ. Soon after the tower was 

completed, he said to Hei Yan, “Are you ready over there?” 

 

“Ready,” Hei Yan replied. 

 

During this time, 200 members of Hei Yan’s spell-casting mage have completed the conversion of the 

explosion blood. At present, these people are killing the upgrade materials of the Demon Heart. At 

present, they have hit more than 10 materials of level 6. Upgrade 10 Demon Hearts. 

 

At present, Lu Yang has 11 fire-like god-like artifacts, which he collected after destroying Australia, India, 

and Indonesia. 

 



After this time, 11 Demon Hearts have risen to level 6, but in terms of personnel selection, Lu Yang has 

not settled, because the first batch of players who controlled these Demon Hearts were sent by Lu Yang 

to the various legions as heads of legions. Went with the head. 

 

The rules he set himself are not allowed to carry artifacts if they become senior commanders of the 

guild. This is the lessons learned by the presidents of so many guilds that he has seen in the last life. The 

joint siege of China cannot be protected without a certain strength. 

 

Therefore, now the heart of the demon **** has become an unowned thing, and Lu Yang has been 

placed in his demon temple all the time. 

 

“Teleport to me.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“Okay.” Hei Yan and others took out the transmission scepter, and 100 people flew to Lu Yang together. 

 

A light flashed, and 100 people including Hei Yan appeared in front of Lu Yang. 

 

“Boss, our first batch of 100 people has arrived.” Hei Yan said. 

 

“We are also here.” Luo Siyu flew to Lu Yang with a second group of people. 

 

At this stage, Luo Siyu has officially become the deputy head of the Forbidden Spell Masters. Seeing Lu 

Yang, Luo Siyu said excitedly: “Boss, who do we kill.” 

 

Lu Yang pointed at the six-winged pheasant in the distance and said, “Kill him, poisonous god, you set 

fire to my side.” 

 

200 people immediately began to superimpose the release of fire thunder at the place designated by Lu 

Yang. In just one hour, 60,000 fire thunder were arranged. 

 

When they laid out the fire thunder, Lu Yang flew down to the mountain and built a second sentry tower 

in a nobody’s place. 



 

This sentry tower is for his men to evade. A fire thunder can’t kill a demigod lord of level 200. It can only 

kill him less than one tenth of his health. At least he wants to kill him. It takes 10 hours. 

 

“Boss, fire and thunder are all done.” Hei Yan called. 

 

“I see.” Lu Yang teleported back to the highly toxic platform and said to Hei Yan, “You teleport to the 

mountain, wait for the fire blast to explode, and continue to make fire thunder. During this period I ran 

this weird world, Build it and call me. “ 

 

“Okay.” Hei Yan said respectfully, and he and Luo Siyu each flew to the sentry tower under the 

mountain. 

 

Lu Yang looked at the poisonous god, and in his mouth spelled out the head of the poisonous **** with 

his left hand. 

 

“Blazing Heart” 

 

A white spark burst into the heart of the poisonous god. 

 

“112987658” 

 

“Hello ~!” 

 

Suddenly the poisonous **** looked up at Lu Yang, roared loudly, opened his wings and launched a 

charge towards Landing Yang. 

 

“Fire Sword” 

 

“Summon Flying Carpet” 

 



Lu Yang launched his skills, and six fire swords appeared around his body. At the same time, a flying 

carpet appeared in front of his body, taking him to fly away. 

 

While flying, the fire sword attacked the poisonous god, causing the poisonous **** to become even 

more angry, just when the poisonous **** rushed to a distance of only 50 meters from Lu Yang. 

 

“Boom ~!” 

 

A violent explosion shook the entire poisonous mountain. 

 

“6000000000” 

 

60,000 fire thunder exploded, killing 6 billion HP of Venomous God. 

 

The Venomous God looked around and found that only Lu Yang was angry. He opened his wings and 

chased after landing toward Yang. 

 

Lu Yang is not afraid of the flight of the poisonous god. He is not a flying beast. The movement speed of 

Lu Yang’s flying carpet is the same. He has no advantage in the air. 

 

In this way, the two flew down the highly poisonous mountain, chasing one after the other, and after 

Luyang fell down, they started the fire magic transformation ability. 

 

Forbidden spells have no cooldown mode, and he threw them down one by one. Even if it is a demigod 

monster, facing the artifact such as the heart of the demon, he still cannot be immune to the skills and 

was stunned. Time in seconds. 

 

Under the support of Level 8 Demon’s Heart, Lu Yang’s blazing speed is no longer able to catch up with 

the poisonous god. With the support of the flames and magic changes, Lu Yang releases the burning 

heart flame to the poisonous **** while running. 

 



After playing for half an hour in a row, Lu Yang alone killed the opponent’s 7 billion health. Counting the 

continuous fire swordsmanship, more than 8 billion were killed. 

 

The Flame Devil has risen to level 8 and the duration has also changed to 1 hour. When Hei Yan and Luo 

Siyu tell Lu Yang that they are ready, it is time for the Flame Devil to change. 

 

Lu Yang looked at the poisonous **** 200 meters behind him, immediately released the flying carpet, 

and flew towards the position of the sentry tower. 

 

“You teleport to the top of the mountain and continue to set fire to lightning,” Lu Yang said. 

 

“Yes.” Hei Yan and Roth Rain nodded, and the two flew to the top of the highly toxic platform, and 

continued to mine at the place where the fire thunder technique had been previously released. 

 

Lu Yang brought the Venomous God to the place of Fire Thunder, and as a result, the Venomous God 

was hit again by 60,000 Fire mines, losing more than 6 billion health. 

 

But at this time, Lu Yang did not dare to attack with the flame of flame, because he did not have the 

support of the flames, and could only fly for an hour on the flying carpet. After an hour, the 

mountaintop skills were completed. He pulled the poisonous **** back to the poisonous platform and 

bombed him again. 

 

… 

 

This reciprocated for more than 6 hours. Fortunately, the cooldown time of Level 8 Demon Heart was 

only 2 hours. When Hei Yan and others felt tired for Lu Yang, they exploded for the last time. 

 

The Venomous God spewed a large amount of magic blood and fell to the ground. 

 

System prompt: you killed the poisonous god 

 



Lu Yang breathed a sigh of relief for six hours in a row. He was so exhausted that he came to the 

poisonous **** and picked up a recipe. 

 

Black Gold Elixir 

 

Effect: Can resist 800,000 poison damage for 30 minutes. 

 

Lu Yang satisfactorily put the formula in his backpack. All he wanted was the black gold potion. As long 

as he had him, he would enter the poisonous place later and never have to worry about being hurt by 

the toxin. 

 

Demigod-level mixture formula resists 800,000 toxins. In the game, you can play damage with this toxin. 

There are no monsters below 160. 

 

In other words, from 130 to 160, the Iron Brotherhood will usher in the fastest land reclamation time. 

 

Many lords blame the poison damage for just over 800,000 points. They will easily kill the lord. 

 

Poison damage is different from conventional damage. They ignore the resistance of iron walls and 

shield walls, that is, how much blood is destroyed as much as toxins. Now that you have a black gold 

potion, you can be sure that you took the potion. When a person sprays poison, that person does not 

shed blood at all. 

 

Lu Yang looked at the other items, and the last piece of divine heart of the 9th level of the demon heart 

was collected, and he can now upgrade the demon heart. 

 

Among the remaining items, there is a 200-level sub-artifact. 

 

Five Poison Pearls (Asian Artifact) 

 

Level: 200 

 



Intelligence: +200000 

 

Entire skill level: +2 

 

Description: After wearing it, it can absorb 5 million points of worm toxoid damage. When the toxin is 

full, it can release highly toxic Nova, and distribute the 5 million toxin damage to everyone within 50 

meters. 

 

Lu Yang sighed that his luck was really good. One of the most troublesome treasures of the last life fell 

into his hands. 

 

This is a skill that can completely suppress poisonous attacks, like the magic fire bead of level 200. Fire is 

magic immune when worn. 

 

But this five poisonous bead is not a finished product. Although he can absorb 500,000 toxins, he can’t 

restrain some special toxins, such as corpse poison, herbal toxin and animal toxoid. He can only protect 

against toxins. 

 

In the previous life, a top studio player gathered the other beads of the five poison beads. After all the 

beads were synthesized, they became a poison bead, completely poisoned, and once rushed into a guild 

with poison. It was useless to destroy the poison guild. 

 

Lu Yang was yearning for this treasure at the time. He never thought he could get it in this life. He 

immediately put the five poison beads in his backpack. Like the runes, the five poison beads did not 

need to be equipped in the grid. Can work. 

 

He looked at the other objects, but there was nothing good, he said to Hei Yan and Luo Siyu: “You 

continue to fight the Amethyst giant, I will go back.” 

 

“Yes.” Hei Yan and Luo Siyu said respectfully, each leading a team to fly back to Amethyst Mountain, and 

continued to kill the Amethyst Giant. 

 



Lu Yang flew back to Chiyang City with a teleportation scepter, found Jin Buhua, handed the formula to 

the other party, and said, “Make a medicament according to this formula. If there is no herbal medicine 

to collect, tell me, I’ll find it.” 

 

“Okay.” Jin Buhuan looked at the herbal formula against the inventory in the warehouse, and said, “The 

200 eggs are missing. The other herbs are not low, but they can be matched.” 

 

Lu Yang took out the Mussini egg from his backpack and said, “Can this work?” 

 

Jin did not change his eyes and said, “Yes, this is not a problem at all. I’ll take the medicine.” 

 

Lu Yang nodded and said, “I’ll take a break.” 

 

He quit the game, called Black and White, and asked, “Did you find Liu Jie?” 

 

Black and White said: “No. After the Liu Jie family moved to New York, only the Liu family’s women lived 

in this villa. Liu Jie’s father returned occasionally, and Liu Jie never returned.” 

 

Lu Yang frowned, and asked, “Have you ever found Shefby? What did he say?” 

 

Black and White said: “Shefby said that Liu Jie has been in Africa, and it seems that there is no time to 

come back for some engineering matters.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Keep monitoring, it doesn’t matter if you can’t find him. I don’t believe he can escape this 

disaster.” 

 

At this stage, the Song family and the Kangbang family joined several other families to jointly suppress 

the aluminum price. The original 31,000 tons of finished aluminum fell to 8,000 yuan, nearly three-

quarters, and the Liu family has started to make a lot of losses. 

 

Lu Yang hung up the phone and called Qi Yun again, asking, “Is Liu Jie doing any projects in Africa 

recently?” 



 

Qi Yun said: “The current information can not find out which project was done by the Liu Jie family.” 

 

Lu Yang frowned, and asked, “Can’t you find the three with Kangbang and Song?” 

 

Qi Yun sighed and said, “The Liu Jie family used to be too brilliant and left too much legacy. Africa now 

has a large number of Huaxia companies working there. We screened one by one and still couldn’t find 

one.” 

 

The hundred-footed worm died but was not stiff, and Lu Yang sighed that the Liu family was really not 

that easy. The last one was that he was able to kill Liu Jie. It was really luck. 

 

“How is the mine of the Liu Jie family?” Lu Yang asked. 

 

Qi Yun said: “At present Liu Jie is selling a lot of mines he has bought. I suspect he is going to put all his 

net worth into the game and rely on the game to make money.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “I hope he can develop in the game in an all-round way. Continue to check and let me 

know if there is progress.” 

 

“Yes,” Qi Yun said. 

 

Lu Yang closed the intercom and rested. He remembered that at this time, it was almost time to open a 

new expansion. 

 

Since the opening of the new continent, under the new mode, players are not very enthusiastic about 

building the main city, because the cost of the main city is too expensive, and building the main city is an 

important source of money for game companies. 

 

If players are not active in building the main city, Second World is likely to be unable to maintain its huge 

funding system, and there may even be a possibility of currency collapse. 

 



Fortunately, I have to admit that this game is too popular with players. Even without building too many 

main cities, the game company just made money by selling skins. 

 

So far, the total sales of skins in the world are as high as 100 billion U.S. dollars, and not only the skins 

but also the transformation system in the game. Players can buy their favorite appearances. Buy that 

calf skin. 

 

Similarly, with the efforts of billions of players worldwide, this system has also sold hundreds of billions 

of dollars in two years. 

 

But even so, in the past two years, the amount of money produced in the game is very exaggerated. 

Therefore, the game has introduced so many money spending systems, such as fortress wars, national 

wars, and sea wars. 

 

But this is still not enough, because now players only need to brush low-level copies, one brush can 

produce a lot of materials for sale. 

 

Some people can swipe out a few gold coins a day and get thousands of credits, which is too harmful for 

the game itself. 

 

The game official hopes that players can earn 3,000 credits a month in it, but they can earn thousands in 

a day, which is obviously contrary to the original intention of the game. 

 

Therefore, in the last life, two years after the service was launched, the game launched a new expansion 

pack, specifically to recover the gold coins in the game, while adjusting many purchasing options. 

 

For example, the adjustment of making low-level copies to make money. In the future, the copper coins 

swiped in the game are no longer copper coins that can be directly traded, but a type of coin called 

virtual copper coin. This kind of coin can also be purchased in the game, but only Buy a potion that 

cannot be sold. 

 

That is to say, if you want to make a low-level copy to make money, this road is blocked and you can 

only make a copy of the same level to make money. 

 



The second change is to force players to devote more energy to exercise technology. The overall health 

and defense of the monsters in the game have increased by 20%. It is impossible to worry about 

monsters as before, and I want to be faster Playing copies can only intensify exercise techniques. 

 

Lu Yang recalled the changes to the new expansion film of the last life, and fell asleep unknowingly. He 

woke up until late at night. 

 

But when he returned to the game, he found that the whole game showed a boiling state. 

 

“What the hell, why not let the low-level copy be brushed.” 

 

“What is a virtual copper coin? 

 

“Hack father game, I won’t play anymore.” 

 

… 

 

In a scold, Tu Feng pulled Lu Yang into a special space, and the 33 vice-chairmen stood up in order to say 

hello to Lu Yang. 

 

“Why did you gather here for a meeting, what happened?” Lu Yang asked. 

 

Tu Feng frowned and said, “Boss has released a new expansion pack, just now.” 

 

Lu Yang laughed. He wasn’t too surprised. He was thinking about it just now, and came out immediately. 

 

“Tell me something, what’s changed.” Lu Yang said. 

 

Tu Feng said the changes, exactly as Lu Yang thought before, and said, “This change is not a problem in 

itself, but he will exacerbate some conflicts.” 



 

“What conflict?” Lu Yang asked. 

 

“Originally, some studios would not allow elite players to enter high-level maps and us to rob us, but 

now the official prohibition of low-level copies, these people are bound to enter high-level maps and rob 

us. Resources. “Tian Yao said. 

 

“At present, these places were developed by us. If someone snatches them, even if we are willing to let 

them out, our brothers will not agree. In this way, conflicts must be caused, and our guild is too large. 

Below, we are a very big hidden danger for the future. “Zhou Tianming said. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1068 - Town demon tower 

  

 

Lu Yang nodded and said, “It’s true. Then hit it, and you’re welcome. Regardless of the future, the game 

is a game. Seeing the lord monster is not grabbing it, what’s the point of playing the game?” 

 

Zhou Tianming: “…” 

 

Tianyao: “…” 

 

… 

 

Everyone was a little hesitant and looked at Lu Yang together in surprise. 

 

Lu Yang was stunned by them and asked, “What do you think of me?” 



 

The crowd then reacted, all a little embarrassed. 

 

Zhou Tianming laughed and said, “Boss, your style is usually too soft. We thought you were going to let 

us restrain our brothers. We are worrying about this. We never thought you would let us do it. We were 

a bit uncomfortable. . “ 

 

Everyone nodded together. 

 

Lu Yang laughed and said, “We must fight, we ca n’t recognize it at any time, and the map we managed 

to get down, how can we just give it to others? Do n’t hesitate to rob anyone. . “ 

 

“Yes.” Zhou Tianming and others said excitedly. 

 

Tu Feng said, “Boss, there is one more thing. This time, we will open a new expansion pack and come 

out with a system called princes dominate. Look at it.” 

 

Lu Yang knew that the princes were competing for hegemony, but he took the information Tu Feng 

passed to him and took a closer look. 

 

The princes fight for hegemony, as the name implies, players can become a vassal by building a main city 

in the game. 

 

The first level is a baron, you only need to have a main city, the second level is a viscount, you need to 

have three main cities, and so on. If you want to become a grand duke, you must have at least 50 main 

cities. At present, no player has the ability. Build so many main cities. 

 

But even if someone wants to build so many main cities, the system does not allow it. In the new 

expansion pack, the size of the main city built by the player must be determined by the level of the main 

city, which means that the main city also has a level. 

 

If you want to build more than 50 main cities, you need to make your main city reach level 5. To become 

a prince, you need to build 100 main cities, and you must have a main city to reach level 7. 



 

And this time the highest official position in the game is the king. If you become a king, you can divide 

the player’s title and become a real, similar to the class of the royal society. To achieve this, there must 

be 10 main cities at the same time. Only reach level 7 and above. 

 

If it is just a vanity, players from all over the world may not care too much about the main city, but it is 

officially stated that it is intentional. There are two benefits to building the main city. The first is that you 

can learn a lot of life and strengthen your own attributes. skill. 

 

The second is that you can learn enhanced damage and defense skills, such as spell enhancement, which 

can increase the player’s attack damage result by up to 40%. 

 

Although it is the damage result, not the direct damage, the promotion data is also very high. Another 

one, the most worrying upgrade for the player, the official also gives a new method. 

 

This is a task similar to the old ring road task on the old road, but this task is very difficult, and it requires 

a lot of materials, and most of them need to be done in the New World. 

 

After watching it, Lu Yang was sure there was no difference from the previous life, saying: “With this 

expansion pack, all wars must be temporarily stopped, and the main city level must be raised first.” 

 

Everyone nodded. 

 

Tu Feng said, “But if you want to collect these materials, you need to enter a place called Tianyuan 

Shencheng. If you want to go in, you must call the transfer token. We don’t know where to get it.” 

 

Lu Yang nodded. In order to enter this **** city, he must have a token like a Chinese tiger symbol. 

Tianyuan God City is a Chinese-style expansion film specially developed by the Second World in response 

to the call of Chinese players. 

 

In the last life, Lu Yang was very familiar with this map, because this was the map with the worst losses 

for him. At that time, he made a lot of money by selling forts. He wanted to do something in the game, 

but because of this, The map is miserable. 



 

However, after the reincarnation, Lu Yang believes that he can have the supreme honor on this map, not 

only will he no longer lose money, but also will allow the guild to develop far beyond other guilds. 

 

“This token is very easy to obtain. As long as you kill a boss with a level of 100 or more, you will have the 

opportunity to get it. You should go and play the copy first.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“Okay,” everyone said. 

 

Lu Yang read the spell and flew back to the demon temple. Before he went to fight the token, he was 

going to raise the heart of the demon to level 9. 

 

Put a few items before and the heart of the 8th level demon on the altar, Lu Yang activated the altar, a 

flash of light flashed, the heart of the demon rose to level 9. 

 

Demon Heart 

 

Level: 9 

 

Constitution: +200000 

 

Strength: +200000 

 

Stamina: +200000 

 

Intelligence: +700000 

 

Dexterity: +200000 

 

Flame Demon: Level +8 



 

Fire Skill Level: +8 

 

Special Spells: Meteor Fire Rain, Meteor Fall, Ghostly Fire Lamp, Fire Sword Art, Magic Fire Heaven 

 

Divine Forbidden Curse: Ninth Hell 

 

Spell Penetration: + 70% 

 

Spell critical strike chance increased: + 70% 

 

Spell release speed increased: + 70% 

 

Spell hit chance increased: + 70% 

 

Lu Yang looked at the name of the ninth **** with an excited smile on his face. He unconsciously moved 

his body and muttered to himself: “This is invincible.” 

 

The Ninth Hell 

 

Type: Fire spell 

 

Consumption: 5 million magic + 500,000 magic / second 

 

Distance: 5000 yards 

 

Description: Unleash the ninth **** of the overwhelming curse on enemies within a diameter of 5000 

yards. Enemies in **** cannot release magic. They take damage of intelligence level * 1 per second, 

reduce the movement speed by 50%, and **** moves with the releaser. 

 



This skill is equivalent to the realm, and it is precisely because of this skill that the demon’s heart shows 

his ability as an artifact, but at the same time, this skill will also allow Lu Yang’s magic value to be 

drained instantly, even insisting on 30 Can’t do it in seconds. 

 

Want to officially use this skill to kill people, only wait for a 200-level sub-artifact to be fully dressed and 

artifact accessories can be used. 

 

Lu Yang looked at his skills with regret. After packing, he flew to the copy of the Temple of Fury with a 

teleporting scepter and continued to kill the Messina worm. 

 

After two days of killing, he collected hundreds of thousands of Messinian eggs in his hand and handed 

them to Jin Buhuan, who also delivered the first batch of 10,000 black gold potions. 

 

He evenly distributed the potions to the vice-chairmen such as Zhuojiu and Xia Yuwei, saying, “You use 

this potion to take your hands to upgrade. I’ll go to Tianyuan Shencheng to see, and you’ll wait for me to 

inform.” 

 

“Yes.” The crowd nodded and agreed. 

 

In the past few days, he got more than a dozen tokens for killing the Messini worm, and his masters got 

dozens for killing the monsters. 

 

Lu Yang activated a token, and a flash of blue light on his body made him unable to close his eyes. When 

he opened his eyes again, he appeared in a city with ancient charm and ancient Chinese architecture. 

 

The system prompts: You found Tianyuan God City 

 

Lu Yang looked around. As in the previous life, the birth point was still in the central area of Tianyuan 

City, with the safe area as the center, and the palace on the northwest side. You can get upgrade tasks 

at the gate of the palace. 

 



But Lu Yang does not need to do this task now. What he needs to do is to quickly find a place to learn life 

skills, because soon there will be a large number of players here. He doesn’t want to wait for him to 

come. The secret here is If the players find it, then he loses more. 

 

As he was about to leave, there were a few rays of light around him, and then several players walked 

out of it and saw each other, showing a vigilant look. 

 

The rules in the game, once the token bursts out, it will be immediately transmitted out of the city, and 

no one wants to be killed by a sneak attack as soon as they reach the new map. 

 

But when they found out that the system suggested that the safe zone pk was invalid, they just let go of 

each other, but their vigilant look remained unchanged. 

 

When they saw Lu Yang, their faces remained unchanged, but they were separated from each other and 

went to search the map. 

 

Lu Yang didn’t care about these people’s actions. Just before his teleportation, he changed his 

appearance with a camouflage coat. Now he is just a hardcover man, which is very different from the 

original mage’s appearance. 

 

He saw the people around him dispersed, and no one noticed him. Lu Yang used the stealth potion and 

ran toward the northeast corner of Tianyuan God City in stealth. 

 

But he had just left, and there were two invisible players beside him, who looked at each other. 

 

“I didn’t expect this person to be so savvy, Smeda, it looks like we can only look for it ourselves.” 

 

“That makes sense, Smeda.” 

 

The two were South Koreans, and they happened to be Park In-Yi and Park Ji-Sung. The two presidents 

waited for Lu Yang in the New World for several days without waiting, and because the new map was 

open, they couldn’t help but hit the token flying Entered Tianyuan God City. 

 



“I don’t know what happened to Liu Jie’s inquiry. We went to ask him, but he came a few days earlier 

than us. If there are good things to share, Smeda.” 

 

“That makes sense, Smeda.” 

 

The two stopped talking and left in stealth. 

 

On the other side, dozens of people including Liu Jie, Tianlong, Bloodthirsty Batian, and Green Water 

Ghost are gathering in a high tower in the northeast corner of the map. 

 

On their other side, there is an alliance formed by Saudi Arabia, such as Faisal and Ayala, and the 

president of the Spanish National Super Guild. Both sides are outstretched, and there is a possibility of 

war at any time. 

 

In the middle of the two sides, there is a little golden fox tremblingly watching the players on both sides, 

and from time to time they issued a sharp cry for help. 

 

“Liu Jie, don’t go too far, we found this little fox first.” Ayala said angrily. 

 

The two female guards beside him, Aisha, were just as angry as Shana. 

 

Liu Jie said with a smile: “Ayala, what do you say, we are the first guild to come here. The first floor was 

hardly cleaned up by us. This is the second refresh. You just came in, why did you find it first. “ 

 

“Whatever it takes to kill them, just kill them.” Edward thundered, and he was ready to attack at any 

time. 

 

Liu Jie reached out to signal him not to worry. He secretly typed and said, “We will fly out of the city 

when we die. We do n’t have many tokens. Faisal is a Saudi prince. , We have few people, and it is not 

appropriate to win hard. “ 

 



“But this summoned beast is obviously a treasure …” Edward had to speak, but was stopped by Liu Jie. 

He said to Faisal, “Well, if you want this summoned beast, pay for it.” 

 

Faisal didn’t care about money, and when he heard this, he was agitated and asked, “How much?” 

 

“Obviously this summoned beast is at least third-order. At present, he is the best summoned beast we 

have ever seen. So, let’s buy $ 10,000. How about buying this?” Liu Jie said. 

 

Faisal directly threw Liu Jie $ 10,000 in gold coins, put away the summoned beast, saw the qualification 

of the summoned beast, and a satisfied smile appeared on his face. 

 

“Thanks a lot,” Faisal said. 

 

Liu Jie said with a smile: “It should.” 

 

“Let’s go. Since there are several pioneers on the first floor, we go the other way to the second floor.” 

Faisal said. 

 

Ayala and the others nodded and followed Faisal. 

 

Schneider and Edward watched Faisal as they traveled far away, and the two couldn’t help themselves, 

asking one after another. 

 

“Why give them that summoning beast? This is not a matter of money, but whether we can learn about 

this new map as soon as possible.” Schneider said with a frown. 

 

Liu Jie said with a smile: “The Sky-Eye Alliance still has a little ability. I know some information about this 

beast beforehand.” 

 

“There’s news on it.” Schneider and others showed joy. 

 



Liu Jie nodded and said, “Yes, this summoned beast is one of the next five levels of summons. It has no 

training value. The truly useful summoned beast is not in this map. To find that level of summoned 

beast, you need to leave Tianyuan City and go Look for the map outside, or return to the map of the 

New World and kill monsters and drop beast cubs or pet eggs. “ 

 

“Then let’s go and see. If the new pet is done, it will make a lot of money.” Schneider said. 

 

Liu Jie nodded. He now needs money very much. The family’s aluminum ore business suddenly suffered 

a global aluminum price plunge, which caused their family to suffer serious losses. To turn around from 

this, they must make a lot of money in the game. 

 

Originally, he wanted to take advantage of the number of guilds and kill a few small cities around him to 

make money, but the sudden emergence of new expansions caught him off guard. 

 

Fortunately, SkyEye Alliance has a certain network of contacts. From the “Second World” official team, 

some new information pieces have been released. One of them is to learn how to improve personal 

strength. 

 

“Everyone will follow me to the third floor of the town demon tower, and I will take you to catch a kind 

of summoning beast, where he can learn some special abilities, which will be of great help to us.” Liu Jie 

said. 

 

“Okay.” Schneider and others followed Liu Jie and walked towards the second floor. If they wanted to go 

to the third floor, they had to clean up the monsters on the second floor. 

 

Fortunately, the monsters in this town’s magic tower are from level 100 to 160, and the first two floors 

are monsters between level 100 to 110. It is not difficult to kill. 

 

But when they killed monsters, what they didn’t know was that not far from them, it was Lu Yang who 

went in stealth. 

 

“It seems that Liu Jie and I are going to the same place.” Lu Yang murmured to himself, since someone 

opened the way for him, he didn’t need to worry, just follow them, the stealth potion in the backpack 

Mostly, he doesn’t lack this. 



 

Fighting monsters along the way, Lu Yang followed them to the third floor. On this floor, the monsters 

were different from what they saw on the first and second floors. 

 

The monsters on the first and second floors are mainly ordinary boar monsters holding sledgehammers. 

On the third floor, they become blue-faced fangs. 

 

The way of the green snake’s head attack is to spit out strange golden flames. Any player who is hit will 

not only lose blood, but also lose a lot of magic. At the same time, he cannot be healed and added 

blood. 

 

“Damn it, add blood to me,” Schneider shouted. 

 

“Schneider stepped back. On Bloodthirsty Zenith, you got Yinhuo poison and couldn’t treat it.” Liu Jie 

shouted. 

 

Schneider reluctantly retreated, and the Bloodthirsty Zenith reached the front to continue attacking. 

Fortunately, all the monsters they encountered appeared one by one. Soon Liu Jie they killed the Blue-

faced Basilisk, and the team continued forward. 

 

“What the **** are we going to catch? It’s all three floors, you tell us.” Schneider asked. 

 

Liu Jie smiled and looked around. Suddenly, he found a red dragon flying in the distance. 

 

“What we want to catch is him. This evil is a necessity for mission.” Liu Jie said. 

 

Everyone looked at the dragon. Obviously, the dragon was not a strange monster. It was 20 meters long 

and had no wings behind it. However, it had three horns on its head and looked vicious. 

 

Evil lord (lord) 

 

Level: 140 



 

Qi and blood: 60000000000/60000000000 

 

“Are you sure we are going to kill him?” Schneider asked. 

 

“Any questions?” Liu Jie asked. 

 

“How do I feel like I can’t kill it,” Edward said. 

 

“It should be possible. The configuration we came here just happens to form a team. As long as the 

surrounding mobs are killed, the formation can be killed by pulling away the formation, everyone is 

ready.” Liu Jie said. 

 

Edward and Schneider shrugged their shoulders. Liu Jie is now the power of the Tianyan Alliance in the 

game. They can only take orders from Liu Jie. 

 

“Damn Chinese style, why dragons can fly without wings, which is obviously not in line with scientific 

principles.” Schneider muttered. 

 

Schneider was not far from Lu Yang. Lu Yang listened to Schneider’s words clearly. He couldn’t help but 

smile. 

 

“I didn’t expect this Schneider to be quite fun. How can western winged lizards compare with Chinese 

dragons? Shenlongs have magical powers Although this one is a dragon, it is also a dragon’s early form. 

Lizards are not comparable at all. “Lu Yang thought to himself. 

 

He decided not to take a shot for the time being, when Liu Jie and the evil spirits were almost fighting, 

they shot them. 

 

There is Nedan in the evil spirit, which is a necessity for the next task, and what he needs is exactly this 

evil spirit. 

 



One side of Liu Jie didn’t know that Lu Yang was not far away from them, because the levels of the two 

sides were too different. Lu Yang was 160, and Liu Jie was more than 130. 

 

“You’re all ready, Black Blood uses a flying knife to blame.” Liu Jie ordered. 

 

Black Blood nodded, walked 30 meters away from the evil spirits, and threw a flying knife. 

 

“-1” 

 

The evil spirit turned to look at Liu Jie and others, and screamed and flew to the ground. Just before the 

black blood, Schneider transformed into a white rhinoceros form, and slammed into the evil spirit’s 

body. together. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1069 - Alchemy Bottle 

  

 

The evil attack power is not high. The main attack method is to spit poison. The poison damage can 

cause about 300,000 per second. They do not cause much damage to Liu Jie, but the evil poison attack 

also makes players eat. Medicine and healing with blood-increasing skills can only alternate with 

resisting evil attacks. 

 

After 10 minutes. 

 

Evil fell to the ground. 

 

“Huh, it was killed. I thought I was going to die here.” Mu Huali said later, afraid that he had just been 

sprayed with two poisonous mists by the evil spirit, and was almost killed by chronic toxins. 



 

Liu Jie said with a smile: “Fortunately, we have a lot of people, otherwise it is really easy to beat.” 

 

“Let’s see if Nedan bursts out. We’re leaving here for a mission. It’s really evil. If you don’t know why, 

adding blood is invalid.” Schneider said. 

 

Liu Jie nodded and was about to walk to the side of the evil corpse, but at this time, a strong wave of 

magic appeared behind Liu Jie and others. 

 

“No, there are people.” Liu Jie looked back in horror, but as soon as he turned around, he saw Lu Yang’s 

sneer. 

 

“It’s Lu Yang, everyone is careful.” Liu Jie shouted. 

 

Lu Yang snorted and said, “Be careful now, it’s too late.” 

 

“Meteor Falls” 

 

He has turned into a state of inflammation, a huge group of fire meteors descending from the sky, in the 

middle of Liu Jie and others. 

 

Liu Jie, who was already bleeding, was killed on the ground without any resistance. 

 

“It’s bad luck for you, and you met the lord monster.” Lu Yang walked to the evil spirits, and picked up 

Neidan, who had fallen to the ground. 

 

Normally, there should be very few evil evil lords in this layer. Normally, ordinary evil evils are 

encountered, and there is also Nedan in their bodies. As long as the evil evil Nedan can complete this 

task, no You need to be the lord to blame. 

 

Lu Yang guessed that Liu Jie should have very little information, otherwise he would have known how to 

deal with this problem. 



 

All poisonous monsters attacking Tianyuan City must use Tianyuan City’s Qingling Rune to add blood. 

The way to make Qingling Rune is very simple. You only need to learn the life skills to make Rune. 

 

There are two places that can be learned, one is the Qingyuan Taoist in Tianyuan City, and the other is 

the skills that will be opened after the guild reaches level 2. 

 

However, the most practical method is to find the Qingyuan Taoist. The maximum production skill level 

of Fu Yu can be learned up to 160. When learning from the guild, the money is two-thirds of the 

Qingyuan Taoist. Contribution degree. 

 

If you want to increase the gang contribution, you need to do gang tasks. For people like Lu Yang, even 

the gang master needs to have a contribution to learn. 

 

In addition, Qingyuan Taoists not only have the skills of Fuyu, but also include furniture making, house 

construction, advanced cooking, advanced refining, advanced forging, and advanced tailoring skills. 

 

These skills originally had a place to learn in the old continent, but after entering Tianyuan God City, a 

new kind of material was produced here. If you want to use these materials, you can only learn high-

level skills again. 

 

Although nominally due to different forging methods resulting from the Oriental Mode, the nature of 

the pit money is the same. 

 

In the last life, many players cursed this mechanism, but later players found that this mode is also good. 

He can allow many players to get high-level equipment without having to play a copy. However, this 

mode costs too much money, only It can be used by rich local tyrants. Others do not have this 

qualification. 

 

Lu Yang recalled all the previous life, and returned to a very secret private house in the northeast corner 

of the city with the evil lord Nedan, where he found the Qingyuan Taoist who was being injured. 

 

“Boy, I see your bones are so peculiar. Would you like to be my apprentice?” Qingyuan Taoist asked with 

a look of unpredictable expression. 



 

“Yes,” Lu Yang said. 

 

“Very good, as long as you help me kill the evil devil in the town demon tower and take his Nedan to me, 

I will accept you as an apprentice and teach you various skills.” Qingyuan Taoist said. 

 

This game mode does not exist in the West, so for Western players, it feels very different after getting 

started, and has a high evaluation of this version of the mechanism, of course, except those who pit 

money. 

 

Lu Yang took the wicked Nei Dan from his backpack and gave it to the Qingyuan Taoist. “I’ve got it.” 

 

Qingyuan Taoist’s eyes brightened, and he took the evil nerd and said, “Yes, it really is this thing. He can 

help me heal quickly. Very good. I accept you as an apprentice. There are 8 skills for you. You want to 

learn. what.” 

 

An interface appears in front of Lu Yang, each with 8 skills. 

 

Enhance Qi and Blood 

 

Increase mana 

 

Advanced Alcohol 

 

Advanced cooking 

 

Advanced Forging 

 

Senior tailor 

 



Advanced Leatherworking 

 

Rune Art 

 

The maximum learning limit for each skill is 60 points. This is another limit set in the game. In order to 

prevent individual local players from directly spending money to buy level 160, these skills are 

specifically limited to level 60. I want to learn higher Level, you need to enter the guild to learn. 

 

And there is a limit to learning. For example, if a player wants to learn 160 skills, he must reach level 

160, otherwise he can only learn the current skill level. 

 

Lu Yang spent a lot of money to learn all the above 8 skills to level 60. Now it does n’t make much sense 

to him how much money he has, so he does n’t care, but ordinary players are definitely afraid to learn 

like Lu Yang. They can only learn the same. It takes a long time to make money. 

 

After learning the skills, Lu Yang walked out of the room and came to the pharmacy not far away. 

Among the antique wooden pharmacies, an old man with white beard was standing among them. He 

sold 8 kinds of herbs, namely dragon grass and Lingshan Xianzhi. , Snowdrop seeds, nine-color flowers, 

etc. 

 

Although the name is loud, the actual effect of each is very low, and it is only used to make special 

potions. 

 

Lu Yang also bought 100 sets, and found the refining pharmacy at the back of the pharmacy. After 

renting one, he made elixir in it. 

 

Level 60 refining can make more than 10 kinds of potions through these 8 kinds of herbs, and the potion 

level is level 3. 

 

For example, Lu Yang now holds a dragon called Jiuzandan, which has two functions, one is adding blood 

and the other is adding magic. 

 

Nine Dragons 



 

Grade: 3 

 

Qi and blood: +300,000 

 

Magic: +300,000 

 

Although it is a primary elixir, this is a secret recipe of the last life. If there is not a contradiction within 

the refining guild, this elixir will not be exposed. 

 

The study of alchemy is very complicated. He requires players to control the herbal medicine precisely 

on grams, which stumped many players, so there were not many Danfangs studied in the previous life, 

and they were even less exposed. 

 

Lu Yang himself has a little knowledge of pharmacological knowledge and does not have much 

accomplishment. Therefore, he can not learn too much fang, but he is fortunate to be a rebirth. In the 

last life, he often looked at this strategy. In his mind, Remember so many kinds of Danfang. 

 

In addition, he also knows a way to improve Danfang’s grade, but to learn this method, players need to 

do a task. 

 

In the game, in addition to the original artifacts such as the Divine Heart, which is easy to obtain, this is 

the easiest artifact to obtain, and it is an artifact when you get it, no need to upgrade the level. 

 

But this is easy for Lu Yang and impossible for ordinary players, because it requires Lu Yang to complete 

a trial. 

 

Every player who enters the Tianyuan City will encounter a priest with white hair and immortal style, 

Qingyuan Sword Fairy, every time he enters the mission site near the city palace. 

 

Lu Yanggang returned to the palace and found that there are many more players here. There are dozens 

of them. They all seem to be level 130 players. Obviously they are the main force of each guild or the 

master of the studio. 



 

Among them were Liu Jie, Edward and others, and they saw Lu Yang again. Edward and Liu Jie couldn’t 

wait to jump up and kill Lu Yang, but they knew it was a safe area and the attack was invalid. 

 

“Lu Yang, you won’t be too proud.” Edward scolded. 

 

Lu Yang snorted and said, “You are the oldest, talk to me.” 

 

His stupid Edward has no sense of self-confidence and flushed face. Obviously, now he is only a vice 

president of the Liu Jie Guild. There is a gap between him and Lu Yang. For an Englishman, what they 

care about most is title. , Identity. 

 

Liu Jie stood in front of Edward, blocking Lu Yang for him, and said with a cold face: “This account will be 

liquidated sooner or later, you remember.” 

 

Lu Yang snorted again and said, “Just a few of you, ask for blessings, don’t let me find another chance, or 

you have to die back.” 

 

He turned and left. Now he is too lazy to swear with Liu Jie. Unlike when he was just born again, he ca 

n’t wait to stand in front of Liu Jie and scold him for three days and nights. Knowing that those are 

useless, what really works is to make his family bankrupt, and to ruin everything in the game. 

 

It wasn’t him Lu Yang who was cruel, but he didn’t do it, and Liu Jie would do it to him. Only after one of 

them was completely finished would the matter be considered over. 

 

He arrived in front of Qingyuan Sword Fairy. The task given by Qingyuan Sword Fairy was a mind-finding 

task. Originally, Qingyuan Sword Fairy was a monk who eliminated the demon, but he was about to 

become a seated man. The treasure was passed to the successor, but he needed a player with great 

perseverance to inherit the treasure, so he set up this mind-finding mission. 

 

Many players in the last life have done this task unintentionally, because there is no option when 

answering this question, everything depends on the player’s understanding of the question, so this 

question is very difficult. 



 

Many people thought that this was an ordinary task, and answered it casually, but they didn’t know that 

one person can only do the task of Qingyuan Sword Fairy once. If they are not satisfied with the answer, 

they will not get any reward. The sword fairy dialogue will not trigger the task. 

 

Later, many top studios who like to crack the special task of “Second World” found this task. Several 

studios got together and tried to answer the questions one by one. After finally answering more than 

500, they finally completed it. The answer to all 9 questions is the ultimate treasure. 

 

Lu Yang was very familiar with this task in the last life, because the treasure he gave was too good, and 

the answer was not difficult to remember, he still has a rough memory. 

 

Now, in this life, when he personally confronted the question of Qingyuan Jianxian, he was more excited 

at the same time. 

 

He answered the task one question after another according to the memory of the previous life. When 

the nine questions were over, Qing Yuan Jianxian said with satisfaction: “Very well, you are my chosen 

heir, then follow this.” 

 

A white light flashed, and a white jade vial was added to Lu Yang’s hand. 

 

Refining Demon Bottle (Artifact) 

 

Level: 100 

 

Intelligence: +100000 

 

Stamina: +100000 

 

Strength: +100000 

 

Dexterity: +100000 



 

Stamina: +100000 

 

skill: 

 

Refining monsters: Put the target in the refining monster bottle. Once the monsters enter the bottle, 

they will be refined into elixir. The more monsters in the bottle, the higher the level, the better the 

refined items. 

 

Lu Yang looked at the small bottle in his hands, and he couldn’t help it. The bottle was a treasure. I did 

n’t know how many people died because of this bottle. Even because of this bottle, there was a decisive 

battle of tens of millions of people. time. 

 

Not for others, because this bottle is the only existence in the game, except for this one, there is no 

second one, he is more expensive than artifacts such as the heart of the demon god. 

 

The elixir refined through this bottle, for example, after absorbing the evil spirits, can be refined directly 

to elixir 5 or higher. 

 

At the highest level, 13 bottles of top-level elixir can be refined through this bottle, which is a treasure 

that players can’t refine after learning refining medicine to level 160. 

 

For example, the spiritual gourd Xiandan, adding 10 million magic, only this potion can restore Lu Yang’s 

magic to full value, which can let him release the ninth **** to extend to more than ten minutes. 

 

There are nine more turns back to soul dan, and after death, there is no need to lose the baby’s elixir of 

experience. After death, it can be taken by other players. It can also be taken in advance. After death, it 

can be resurrected at the same time. magic. 

 

The third is a booster-like elixir, which can increase the player’s vitality, magic, defense, and attack to 

20% of the original value, which is very bad. 

 



The dragon serpentine Jiu Sedan made by Lu Yang was prepared for the production of the spiritual 

gourd Xiandan and Jiuzhuan Huidan. 

 

Just absorbing a few wild boar demon and evil spirits into the bottle can make these two elixir, he took 

the bottle and returned to the town demon tower. 

 

Just returned to the tower and found that many players were playing monsters inside. These people also 

saw Lu Yang and could not help but be vigilant for a while. 

 

“Brothers, how about teaming up and seeing you together? It depends on you being new.” A player who 

placed an order asked. 

 

Obviously, this person wants to team up with Lu Yang to cope with this situation alone, but Lu Yang has 

no interest in team formation and said, “Sorry, I’m still alone.” 

 

“Hey, this brother’s approach is very wise. You guys don’t know yet, he is a notorious junk player who 

kills teammates to win treasures. They don’t know what to do, so stay away from him.” Three stops not 

far away Among the players together, one of the young players said sarcastically. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Thank you.” 

 

Hearing the words of the young players, everyone around them looked at this unknown player for a 

while, leading him to explain wildly: “Those are nonsense, nothing, how can you frame me.” 

 

“I frame you?” Said the young player, with a look of scorn, “Do you dare send us your killing value? I bet 

you have a casualty killing value of at least 800 points.” 

 

A casual player without a guild. After two years, with very little participation in the pk, many people do 

not even have a kill value of 1 point, because they do not kill people, they are only peaceful players. 

They have played several battles normally. The kill value It is only a few dozen points, but if the casual 

player exceeds 800 points, or there is no name in the game, there is only one possibility, which is 

generated when killing teammates to win treasure. 

 



“More than 800 points, that’s really jerk, this one, send the picture to everyone for appreciation.” Of a 

five-member group player in the distance, a mage player relied on many people and asked fearlessly. 

 

Unexpectedly, I found that I couldn’t hide it, and simply smiled, saying, “This is all a misunderstanding. It 

is their misunderstanding. I am not a person who likes fighting.” 

 

The young player said, “Look, he admits it, I know he’s a bastard. Everyone stay away from him. Team up 

with such people and wait for being assassinated.” 

 

The players around are unknowingly near, and can’t help leaning in the distance. Originally, they were 

worried that other people suddenly attacked them to **** the treasure from their bodies. Now with 

this news, everyone is hiding far away. So as not to be calculated. 

 

Lu Yang also walked away. He was not interested in participating in the battle between the two parties. 

Just as he was about to go upstairs, a loud noise came from behind him. 

 

“Give me death.” A warrior player charged Lu Yang at a distance of 10 meters. At the same time, he 

raised the 130-handed two-handed sword high in his hand and slashed off Lu Yang’s head. 

 

Not only did he do it, but the young man who had just taunted the unintelligible man also did it, and the 

Dark Warlock range skills threw one by one towards the landing sun. 

 

Not only him, but also the five groups of people. At this time Lu Yang knew that he was fooled. It turned 

out that these groups were basically a group of players who sneaked in. No matter how many people 

were in the other, just say this first. In a set of rhetoric, most people will focus most of their energy on 

the unknown in this response, while others can just launch a sneak attack. 

 

Obviously, these people know that those who can enter Tianyuan God City at this stage must be 

masters, and they must have many treasures on them. 

 

But they don’t know it is Lu Yang is not an ordinary master. He is the emperor Lu Yang. The only master 

in the game who was named emperor. In the 0.5 second that the two-handed swordsman came before 

him At the time of the clock, a red-red flame radiated from him. 

 



“Resistant Fire Ring” 

 

How did the two-handed swordsman rush over and fly backwards? At the same time, just as he stopped, 

a flame fell over his head. 

 

“23786866” (Critical) 

 

The damage of more than two million instantly dropped the two-handed swordsman, and then a flash of 

white light appeared on his body, appearing behind him. 

 

“Pyroblast” 

 

A gigantic blaze of flames hit the unknown brain with precision. 

 

“23589868” (critical strike) 

 

Overwhelmed, die! 

 

Chapter 1070 - Guixuedan 

  

 

Lu Yang dropped two players in the blink of an eye, which shocked everyone who originally thought that 

only two people could be sent to kill Lu Yang. 

 

“Who is this person?” 

 

“What reaction speed?” 

 

… 

 



For a while, everyone didn’t make a shot in time. One of the five members took the lead to respond and 

shouted, “Kill him fast, you can’t let him run away.” 

 

“Yes, let him run away and we will be dead.” 

 

“kill him.” 

 

The group then reacted, but now it was too late, Lu Yang said the spell. 

 

“The Ninth Hell” 

 

Lu Yang’s tens of millions of magic values were instantly reduced by half, and then a large piece of magic 

fell every second. At the same time, the players standing on the field seemed to be in hell, and countless 

flames appeared in front of everyone. 

 

“40000000” (Critical Strike) 

 

“40000000” (Critical Strike) 

 

A piece of damage sprang up. In just one second, everyone around was killed, and the monsters in the 

first floor of the town demon tower were instantly killed by Lu Yang’s skills. None survived. 

 

Lu Yang watched a sneer on the first floor lobby that was killed and walked towards the second floor. At 

this time, the second floor lobby had not been mobbed. Soon he passed through the second floor lobby 

and entered the third floor. 

 

A vulture just passed by the third-floor doorway. 

 

Evil 

 

Level: 120 



 

Qi and blood: 6000000/6000000 

 

However, it is only 6 million HP. There is no difficulty in killing it, but the chance of full blood status is 

very low if you want to get into the bottle. According to the exploration of players in the previous life, 

when the target HP is below 10% Is the easiest to capture. 

 

“Flame Storm” 

 

Lu Yang’s left-hand staff pointed at the evil spirit, and a huge array of flames of light emerged from the 

evil spirit. 

 

“2401986” (Critical Strike) 

 

The evil spirit enters a stun state and is controlled for 2 seconds. Taking the opportunity, Lu Yang first 

hits a flaming bird. 

 

“2401986” (Critical Strike) 

 

Then replaced the heart of the demon **** and the blood seal of the phoenix. For a while, his 

intelligence decreased by 900,000 points. He played a Pyroblast in the last second. 

 

“431988” (critical strike) 

 

“421968” (Critical Strike) 

 

The blood volume of the evil spirit is less than 100,000 points. 

 

“Roar” 

 



The evil spirit awoke, and roared towards the landing sun. 

 

Lu Yang took out the refining demon bottle and aimed at the evil spirit. 

 

“Close” 

 

A burst of blue light flew from the refining bottle, and the evil spirits rushed in the middle. When the 

blue light covered the evil spirits, the evil spirits looked confused for a while, then the body quickly 

reduced to a keychain-sized mini dragonfly Into the refining bottle. 

 

System prompt: successful receipt 

 

Lu Yang looked at the bottle with satisfaction, put dragon serpentine into the bottle, and chose refining 

medicine. 

 

A light flashed from the mouth of the bottle. 

 

System prompt: Refining success 

 

Lu Yang tipped the bottle into his hand, and a spiritual gourd elixir flew out of the bottle and landed in 

his hand. 

 

Spirit gourd elixir: magic increases by 10 million 

 

Lu Yang wants this baby. As long as he has him, he can continue to release the ninth hell. In this map, 

except for the Paladin and a few players with magic immunity skills, the rest cannot pose any threat to 

him. 

 

He continued to walk inside, and after a while, there was a sound of walking behind him, which 

surprised him a little. 

 



Although this is the third day of the service, there are still few people who can explode the token, and 

few people can find it. Listening to the footsteps of the other party is obviously familiar with this place. . 

 

Lu Yang curiously used the stealth potion to make his body disappear, and looked at the doorway. After 

a while, a group of players with different costumes rushed up. They have people from many countries, 

including Chinese people. 

 

A headed player who made Lu Yang feel familiar said: “Let’s look for it. Don’t conflict with Lu Yang easily 

when you meet Lu Yang, and immediately call the rest of us.” 

 

“Yes,” said a dozen people around. 

 

Lu Yang couldn’t help frowning. He didn’t remember having a conflict with these people in front of him. 

Why was these people’s purpose their own? 

 

He couldn’t help but follow behind the group of people and wanted to hear what they said, but after 

taking a few steps, he remembered who these people were. 

 

The last-known Liancheng Insurance Group, a huge group that suddenly popped up in the past ten years, 

his founder made a company with a market value of only tens of millions in just ten years. Soared to 

hundreds of billions. 

 

The reason why it can develop so quickly is because the boss of this company dares to fight hard. 

 

The most shocking thing was that he escorted the company to a bank ten years ago, in exchange for 

billions of credit points, and united a few friends, invested 26 billion credit points, and bought an 

internationally renowned company. 21% of the shares became the company’s largest shareholder. 

 

This kind of insurance company relies on its sufficient venture capital and a large amount of borrowed 

funds to make its own company ups and downs for everyone, and strives to **** domestic companies 

that have high-quality credit in the world. 

 



At that time, the company that was controlled by the holding company tried hard to obstruct it, but the 

effect was almost zero. What surprised everyone more was the liabilities caused by the insurance 

company doing so at the time. 

 

The total asset value of the entire company is less than 10 billion, but it bears 26 billion debts. These 

debts are required to be paid off within three years. For an insurance company, the possibility is not 

high, and the company bought this international After the shares of a famous company, the actual 

control of the company is not his. 

 

If the new company does not pay dividends for one year within these three years, then the insurance 

company will not be able to exchange money. Even if the dividends are paid, some people have 

calculated for them, and there is still a gap of 2 billion. 

 

After this problem occurred, everyone was worried about the fate of this internationally renowned 

company, and scolded the insurance company boss, but what was unexpected was that there was a 

group of fellow villagers behind him. 

 

The end result is that the company did not use these fellows to help, and it was solo on its own, and 

when the company’s shares were pulled to a higher price, 26 billion shares were thrown out in stages, 

earning fiercely. Nearly 6 billion credit points. 

 

Later, the boss became an industry star, and he has a famous saying: In this circle, everyone has money, 

not how much you have, but how much you dare to spend. 

 

Lu Yang remembered that the man in the last life was the game he entered at this time. He never 

thought of hitting his head. 

 

“Don’t dare how much money you have, you don’t have the money I have, and I dare not spend it.” Lu 

Yang sneered, and continued to hang behind them. 

 

As he walked, Lu Yang contacted Tu Feng, “Let me check the recent domestic and international 

situation.” 

 

“Yes,” Tu Feng said. 



 

Lu Yang felt that if he remembered it correctly, it should be that this year, the wealthy people from all 

over the world found that after investing in the construction of the main city in the game, they made 

much more money than after investing in other industries to make money. When it comes to this, the 

game has entered an unprecedented boom. 

 

After all, this is a huge game with billions of people online at the same time, and the business 

opportunities in it are unimaginable. 

 

Soon, Tu Feng returned the news. 

 

“Players in various countries are developing very fast. According to what we know now, there are more 

than 500 bosses who have invested in building the main city in the game.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “Fortunately, we are in a remote place and there are not many people competing. If it is 

outside, it is estimated that even me, it would have been destroyed a long time ago.” 

 

Tu Feng said: “Indeed, after these people come in, the salary of professional players has increased very 

much. Many senior players in our guild have left us because of the better treatment given by other 

guilds.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “It’s very good, and the development of various parties is good, but they still don’t want to 

enter this northeast region. I think our family is enough in this region.” 

 

Tu Feng smiled and said, “I’ll help you investigate the situation in the area. If there is a problem, I will 

contact you in time.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “In particular, pay attention to a guild called Tiantong Chamber of Commerce. Their boss 

stepped up to the sky and had some ideas for us.” 

 

“Okay,” Tu Feng said. 

 



Lu Yang closed the intercom and continued to follow them. He wanted to see if these people were 

colluding with others. 

 

For the Tiantong Chamber of Commerce in front of him, Lu Yang really doesn’t have a good way to deal 

with it. The other party has a large amount of money. The reason for entering the game is to kill the 

original first, and then they can occupy the first to make money. 

 

The two sides are simply deadly enemies, and they are inherently opposed. It is conceivable that in the 

next period of time, Lu Yang must first find a way to kill the enemy in front of him. 

 

As for Park Renyi, he can only let him go for the time being, otherwise, if he let a step up to join forces 

with Park Renyi, he will be out of luck. 

 

Moving forward all the way, soon, Lu Yang followed them to the 4th floor. After arriving here, they 

caught up with a few strangers. 

 

“Did you find Lu Yang?” Asked the first middle-aged man with a cold face. 

 

Stepped to the sky and said, “Not yet, I suspect he’s advanced to the next level, or left.” 

 

“Be sure to hit him. If you can kill him, it will be a great opportunity for our guild to make a name for 

itself,” said the middle-aged player. 

 

“I have the same intention. Originally, we had no chance to meet. We never imagined that Lu Yang 

would dare to come to Tianyuan God City alone. Such a good opportunity must not be missed.” 

 

… 

 

Lu Yang looked at them with a cold look in his eyes. He slowly backed away to 100 meters away. At the 

moment, he is only one person coming over, and it is not suitable for fighting with each other for the 

time being, although he has a super curse like ninth hell. But this skill will make the entire third layer of 

monsters come over to trouble him. 

 



There are many blame lords on this level. Lu Yang also has no ability to kill so many people by himself, 

and his other skills cannot kill the more than ten people in front of him in an instant. 

 

While he was still in stealth time, he continued to walk towards the upper level of the lock demon 

tower. When he came to the sixth floor, the lock demon tower brushed again, and mobs were 

everywhere. 

 

Among the many monsters, there are many green-faced fangs vampires wearing red capes. Lu Yang took 

out the refining demon bottle, several vampires who had been hit in a row and sucked them in. 

 

Ghost Blood Dan: Add 5 million Qi and 5 million magic. 

 

Guixue Dan is a good thing. Its biggest role is not to restore players’ blood and magic, but as a quest 

item. 

 

Normally, if you want to refine this item, as long as you kill the vampire, drop ghost blood and mix with 

other items to make ghost blood pill, the demon bottle is the only key to quickly make ghost blood pill. 

 

When it was almost night, Lu Yang refined more than 200 sets of ghost blood pill. At the same time, he 

found that one step up to the sky and others also came to this floor. He didn’t want to fight the grass 

and scared the snake, and used the scroll to fly back to the safe area of Tianyuan God City. 

 

Just after landing, he sent a message to Zhuo Jiu and others in the simulation group, saying, “Bring the 

first group.” 

 

“Yes,” said Zhujiu. 

 

There was a flash of light in the safe area, and more than 1,000 players appeared in the Tianyuan God 

City. At one time, the entire Iron God Brothers Alliance was the first. 

 

Among this group, there are 100 people in the smithy, 100 pharmacists in the Song of Blood and Fire, 

200 people in the curse mage group, 100 people in the druids, 100 people in the tsunami mage group, 

100 people in the wolf guards, and war There are 100 Minotaurs and 200 Ironwall Warriors. 



 

“Boss, here we are,” said Zhujiu. 

 

“Boss.” 

 

“Boss.” 

 

… 

 

The others arched greetings. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and nodded, not hesitating to let his subordinates attack the 120-level nightmare-level 

copy for three days, and it took all their strength to make up the 1,000 people. 

 

“After listening to my order, everyone will act in unison. Remember, if you die here, you must not order 

resurrection. You must wait for others to save, otherwise you will be teleported out of the city and 

returned to the new continent.” Lu Yang said. 

 

This is in Tianyuan God City. It is a place of extreme chaos in itself. Various forces are fighting each other, 

and many people want to attack him. 

 

Suddenly there are so many people in the Jagged Brothers Alliance, and it is bound to cause other forces 

to have a siege idea. 

 

If you want to get a token, you must kill the lord of the nightmare-level copy to get it. It is not a 100% 

chance to get it, and the mechanism of leaving the city of death is full of various variables. 

 

The rich variety of skills and benefits in the city of God has made it impossible for players to give up and 

want more opportunities here. 

 

“Where do we go next?” Xia Yuwei asked. 



 

Lu Yang said, “Follow me first to complete the task. Here are some special tasks. After the completion, 

they will be given skill points. You can learn some special skills unique to Shencheng.” 

 

“Yes,” the crowd said. 

 

Lu Yang took these 1,000 people to the palace and found the princess. This is a long series of missions, 

part of which is similar to the fairy background of China, and part of it can be accepted by European and 

American players. 

 

Lu Yang also took on the task, and the requirement to complete the task was a team of 20 people. Lu 

Yang took Xiao Liang, Mu Feng, Hei Yan, and Lan Yu toward the city. 

 

The first task is to kill the transformed lion essence. These tasks are not difficult, especially for the 

pedestrian Lu Yang. 

 

In less than three days, he completed the first phase of the mission. At this time, items were needed in 

the game. 

 

“Guixuedan, what is this?” 

 

“Have you heard of this thing in the game?” 

 

“This is me, too. I have never heard of this thing at all.” 

 

… 

 

At the place where the task was collected, the players gathered together and discussed the matter of 

Guixuedan in pairs. 

 

Many people did this task as early as two days ago, but they did not find Ghost Blood Dan in the game 

for two days, which made them all worried. 



 

“There are 2 skill points for completing the task, and it is 3 points to complete this, but I can learn gem 

synthesis skills by only 1 point. This is a baby skill. The gems in Tianyuan God City are quite good. . “ 

 

Tianyuan God City can drop another kind of gem here. He is called Spirit Stone. The gems that exploded 

in the old continent can increase the magic power of Level 1 Spirit gems by up to 10 points. In Tianyuan 

God City, the gem base here is 1000 magic power. 

 

Many people have blasted out such gems in the game, so that the old gems that have been gradually 

discarded by players have become popular again. 

 

But if you want to synthesize this kind of gem, you need to learn new gem crafts, and if you want to 

learn this skill, you need skill points. 

 

Lu Yang stood aside and listened to their words clearly, and sneered inwardly, the Gems and Crafts 

Department was not so easy to learn. 

 

This is a fragile and psychologically disruptive skill. Normally, if you have learned Level 1 gem synthesis, 

then you have only a 50% chance to synthesize Level 2 gems. If you want to synthesize Level 3 gems, the 

chance is 10%. . 

 

In the previous life, I didn’t know how many people wanted to rely on gem synthesis to make money. I 

never expected that all my dreams would be broken and my heart was broken. Most of the money in my 

backpack was wasted. 

 

In this life, Lu Yang also came here to study gem synthesis because he has sufficient funds and has some 

experience in gem synthesis. Otherwise, let him come and he won’t come. 

 

As long as his men learn gem synthesis, and after they rise to level 130 and get level 130 equipment, he 

will have enough confidence to defeat Park Renyi and reach the sky one step, and then he can launch an 

attack on Tianlong. 

 

“Brother, are these ghost-blood dans hard to come by, how can they not get them?” Mufeng asked 

curiously. 



 

Lu Yang said: “I have the refining demon bottle you can get it from refining vampires, so you can see it 

easily. Normally, if you want to learn this skill, you need to learn the guild’s refining skills first. Only at 

level 60 can be refined. “ 

 

“Level 60 skills take at least a month, which means that we have learned this skill one month earlier than 

others?” Mufeng said happily. 

 

Lu Yang nodded and said, “Do n’t learn. As a combat profession, you have to learn other skills. This skill 

is handed over to the jewellery master in the smithy.” 

 

“Oh.” Mufeng responded. 

 

Soon, after the players gradually dissipated, 100 jewel masters came here to complete the mission using 

Guixuedan uniformly, and gained a skill point. 

 

“Brother, let’s go on to the task.” Mu Yi led the team, arched at Lu Yang, and led people away. 

 

Lu Yang nodded comfortably, and now Mu Yi has grown up. Since Lu Yang unified the national service, 

the Zhongyi Blacksmith Shop opened in the Orcs and Han Zhong’s Blacksmith Shop merged, and Mu Yi 

finally returned to the family. It made him very happy. 

 

Chapter 1071 - Blazing Beast 

Lu Yang handed in Guixue Dan and obtained a skill point, and said, “Let’s go, let’s go to the task point.” 

 

Each skill has a level of 20, and learning a skill requires a minimum of 2 skill points, the conventional one 

also requires 3 skill points, the highest skill requires 5 skill points, and the kill task only gives 1 point. 

 

Among the many skills, Lu Yang likes the most, and it is also the two most costly skills in this game, one 

is called the flying dragon cloud seeker, and the other is called the seventy-two change technique. 

 



The former is a stealing skill, and the latter is a transforming skill, which allows players to have a new 

mode in addition to skin, suit and expression. 

 

However, these two skills need more points, Lu Yang wants to get them, can only continue to do tasks. 

 

He led the team to Tianjian Mountain, not far outside Tianyuan God City. There was a Tianjian Gate on 

the top of the mountain, and here was the next launch point of the mission. 

 

There are monks with big swords on their backs and wearing robes everywhere. One of the monks 

standing in front of the hall has white hair, a white robe, and a vicissitude but looks very powerful. The 

head of the door. 

 

Lu Yang came to the front of the palm and asked, “I want to do the task.” 

 

“Oh.” The head looked at Lu Yang and said, “Your strength is good, you can take on this task.” 

 

System Tip: The head of Tianjianmen issues you the task of cutting monsters and removing monsters, 

asking you to go down the mountain and kill the ironwood tree monster hiding in the red desert. 

 

Lu Yang shared the task to everyone and said, “Follow me and take you to catch the baby.” 

 

“Don’t you catch the tree demon?” Xiao Liang asked. 

 

Lu Yang said: “This tree demon can’t fight alone, we need to catch some special babies first.” 

 

This is one of the most special places of the vassal hegemony expansion film, that is, players can have a 

large number of monsters to become summoners. 

 

The previous Phoenix is a summoning beast, and the spell that understands the fire attribute is the best 

helper to restrain the tree demon, but Lu Yang rewarded those Phoenix players to the players, and this 

group of people is not the first wave to enter the Tianyuan God City So I couldn’t ask them for help. 

 



But the summoning beasts who understand the fire spells around Tianyuan Divine City are not a few, 

and they can do it without a phoenix. 

 

Lu Yang took them back to the town demon tower, and just came to the stairs on the fourth floor to the 

fifth floor. Above the fifth floor, the voice of players chatting. 

 

“Boss, we still haven’t found Lu Yang. I heard that his men came in 1,000 people. We have no chance 

this time.” 

 

“What are you afraid of? I have money.” 

 

“But he also has money.” 

 

“How about money? This game is more about seeing who dares to spend money than anyone else. If 

there is more money, what else do you compete for? It will make the richest man in the world become 

the boss.” 

 

“The boss makes sense.” 

 

… 

 

The pedestrian who spoke was one step up in the sky and his men, such as the Thunderbolt Swords, 

Ghosts and Magics and Yanlong Wushuang. 

 

Lu Yang heard their words in their ears. With a wave of their opponents, Han Fei and Han Yu and others 

immediately went into stealth and quickly went upstairs. 

 

In five floors. 

 

He stepped into the sky with satisfaction and watched his persuaded subordinates, and then said, “You 

don’t need to be afraid of Lu Yang. He just developed earlier than us. Now that we have arrived in the 



new world, everyone is starting from scratch. No one is worse than anyone, as long as we work hard, we 

will soon surpass him. “ 

 

“Good.” There was an applause from downstairs, and then a young man with a smile on his face stepped 

up. 

 

Stepping up to the sky was startled by the sound, looking back, just to see the young man, but you can 

see the person’s appearance, one step up to the sky, his face turned wild. 

 

The people who came were not others, but Lu Yang. 

 

He watched a step up to the sky and said, “Very ambitious.” 

 

Stepping up to the sky was awkward, but then he passed away and smiled and said to Lu Yang 

Gongshou: “It turned out to be President Lu Yang, my brother and my family must have been heard by 

my brother, haha.” 

 

“Who is your brother.” Xiao Liang stood angrily in front of Lu Yang. 

 

“This must be Xiao Liang, long and long, long time.” One step on the sky, the slightest part of the words 

just embarrassed, Xiao Liang arched a smile. 

 

Xiao Liang’s face remained the same. Anyone who wanted to threaten Lu Yang was his first enemy. All 

he wanted now was how to get rid of one step, and he didn’t need to think about other things at all. 

 

It was embarrassing to step up in the air in one step, but he still didn’t care because he saw more than a 

dozen people behind Lu Yang, and he knew more than a dozen people, almost every one of them was 

the first one in the international competition Hundred experts, with his current strength, although he 

thinks he has a lot of strength, he will definitely lose both. 

 

“Brother Lu Yang, I don’t know what you are doing here. If there is something, you go first. It is better 

for the two of us not to have a conflict, both of us.” Deng Tiantian said in a hurry. 

 



Lu Yang smiled and said, “The chairman of the Tiantong Chamber of Commerce really speaks well. If I 

hadn’t heard you run into this tower to kill me before, I would be really confused by you. “ 

 

“What?” Stepped into a panic and said, “There is no way this is absolutely impossible.” 

 

Lu Yang grunted coldly. 

 

“唰” 

 

A few cold flashes flashed, Han Fei and Han Yu broke out, both of them held the heart of killing God, 

launched the Pluto violent killing skills, and easily stepped into the sky and waited for more than ten 

people to spike. 

 

Lu Yang looked at their bodies, shook his head, and said, “You don’t even have artifacts. Why fight me?” 

 

“Uncontrollable.” Xiao Liang let go. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Let’s go on, the strange looking for is on the sixth floor.” 

 

“Boss, what we’re looking for is so strange, you haven’t said so far, and anxious me.” Xiao Liang asked. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “You will know when you get there, and it will definitely surprise you.” 

 

The monsters on the sixth layer are very different from the previous layers. On this layer, the monsters 

know some special skills. 

 

For example, Blackfire, a skill that can only be learned by summoning beasts, is specifically used to kill 

wood monsters, and wood monsters are afraid of this kind of fire attack, and the rest of the fire damage 

is just normal damage to them. 

 

Sixth floor. 



 

“Roar ~!” A strange roar came from a distance, a half-human half-cow monster with burning flames all 

over his body, heavily armored, bare-handed, striding heavy steps, swimming fiercely in the hall. go. 

 

Blazing Beast (Elite) 

 

Level: 140 

 

Qi and blood: 18000000/18000000 

 

“This monster looks very fierce.” Mu Yu said. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Just make up, it’s not too fierce, but it can still be used at present, I’ll grab it first, and you 

look at it.” 

 

He chanted a spell in his mouth, and after using several skills to turn the blazing beast into residual 

blood, he used the catching skills that came with the new expansion pack to catch the blazing beast in 

the column calling the beast. 

 

“Success.” 

 

“Come and show us.” 

 

… 

 

Lan Yu and Xiao Liang and others gathered around Lu Yang. 

 

Lu Yang opened the column of summoning beasts. 

 

Blazing Beast 



 

Level: 140 

 

Life: 18 million 

 

Magic: 26.8 million 

 

Attack: 1768149 

 

Legal injury: 5062189 

 

Physical qualification: 5000 

 

Mana Qualification: 2800 

 

Attack Qualification: 900 

 

Quality: Normal 

 

Character: Testy 

 

“Well, what are these three qualifications for?” Xiao Liang asked curiously. 

 

These three things have never appeared before, and everyone is curious to observe. 

 

Lu Yang said: “These three things directly determine each level, summoning the beast’s increased life, 

magic, attack and magic damage.” 

 



The summoning beast in the game can’t add points on its own. Whether it’s powerful or not, it’s all 

decided on these three qualifications. 

 

“Not only is the qualification, the summoned beast also has a thing called growth. Every time the level 

of the summoned beast increases, it has a lot to do with growth. 

 

In addition, quality also has a bonus effect on the attributes of the summoned beast. Quality is divided 

into ordinary, good, excellent, and perfect. As the quality improves, the additional attributes also 

increase. 

 

As for the character of the summoned beast, there are four types of testiness, perseverance, wisdom, 

and dexterity, which have additional effects on attack, defense, magic damage, and evasion. “Lu Yang 

said. 

 

The more they listened, the more confused they became. 

 

“Brother, I didn’t understand.” Mu Yu said. 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “Don’t worry, I understand well, I will show you it, and you will know how to 

do it.” 

 

These attributes of the summoned beast are actually very easy to understand, but I really want to 

understand it, which is not something that ordinary people can do. 

 

In the last life, only those players who were willing to study, and those who had the support of the local 

tyrants, could turn the summoned beast into the most perfect baby. 

 

Lu Yang didn’t understand these things before, he just looked at some of the previous official decryption 

and some player’s breaking news, and summed up a little experience. 

 

He took everyone back to the city to fly back to the safe area of Tianyuan God City, came to the trade 

area not far away, found a booth called Lingshoulu *, opened it, and looked at the price. 

 



The price of each spirit beast is 10 silver coins. There are 20 coins in total. He bought them without 

hesitation. 

 

Then he demonstrated to the crowd and said, “Drink the blazing beast with this spirit beast.” 

 

A flash of light flashed, the level of the Blazing Beast became 0, the three qualifications became 4200, 

3900, and 5220, the quality became good, and the temper became tenacity. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Every time I use Spirit Dew, the level of the summoned beast will become level 0, and the 

qualifications, qualities and personality will be randomly disrupted. We need to raise the summoned 

beast ’s mana qualification to the highest level, so It doesn’t come out as good. “ 

 

He took out another spirit beast, and continued to wash the fiery beast. For 20 consecutive washes, 

none of the babies to the satisfaction of Lu Yang were washed out. He replaced the stall and bought the 

spirit beast to continue washing. 

 

It took more than 50 consecutive times, and finally, a perfect fiery beast was washed out. 

 

Blazing Beast 

 

Level: 0 

 

Qi and blood: 500/500 

 

Magic: 300/300 

 

Physical qualification: 3000 

 

Mana qualification: 5500 

 

Attack Qualification: 700 



 

Quality: perfect 

 

Character: Wisdom 

 

Lu Yang said with satisfaction: “This is the fiery beast I want.” 

 

Everyone: “…” 

 

“Boss, let’s not say anything else, this baby has become a 0 level, and he has to upgrade him from the 

beginning.” Xiao Liang asked. 

 

Lu Yang nodded and said: “Yes, during the upgrade process, he will randomly learn skills. If he does not 

understand the skills, we also need to buy the fire department’s summoning beast skills for him to learn, 

which will require another sum of money. . “ 

 

“What a pit.” Han Yu said. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “This is not a pit yet. The real pit is in the back. I can give you a thorough 

understanding. In the future, the summoning beast will increase the equipment, the Nedan system, and 

the summoning beast equipment. Gem system … “ 

 

“That summoned beast wants all to be done, how much does it cost?” Han Fei asked. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Twenty or three hundred thousand.” 

 

Everyone: “…” 

 

“Ju Hang, just a baby, is it so?” Xiao Liang said angrily. 

 



Lu Yang said, “It’s just a habit. This is just a summoning beast. Players still have a lot of things to 

upgrade. You can also buy Spirit Beast Exposure. Speed up the summoning beast and give me a look 

after washing. I’ll figure it out for you. If it’s not suitable, you need to wash it again. “ 

 

Everyone felt as if they were smashed by something, but they were unhappy, but there was no good 

way. They could only obey Lu Yang’s words and ran to spend money. 

 

It took more than half an hour for the party to wash all the summoned beasts. He made a video of the 

method just washed and passed it to the white lion and muddy wine, and let them come here for a 

while. Follow this method to wash and summon the beast. 

 

At this stage of the game, it is not a guild that can support all players to train summons. 

 

At this time, the gap between the Grand Guild and the Small Guild, and ordinary players has been 

narrowed a lot. 

 

Sometimes, more than a dozen small guilds have no fewer people with the top summoned beasts than 

the large guilds. 

 

After all, the price of a well-qualified summoning beast is between two and three hundred thousand, 

and Lu Yang can’t afford it even if he has more money, and the qualification of the summoning beast 

increases with the level of the summoning beast. 

 

The best-qualified summoning beast is a level 200 monster-like summoning beast, which is more than 

double the qualifications of the Blazing Beast and has more than doubled its growth. 

 

If a blazing beast and a demon-like summoning bee are raised to level 200 at the same time, the 200-

level demon beast may be able to scoring a blazing beast of the same level in one attack. 

 

Lu Yang shook his head and didn’t think about these things for the time being. At this moment he was 

concentrating with Han Fei standing on the first floor of the town’s magic tower and using the ninth 

**** to burn monsters. 

 



In one attack, the monsters on the first level of the town’s magic tower were killed. More than 100,000 

monsters between the 120th and 140th levels gave everyone and summoned beasts a lot of experience 

points, especially the summoned beasts and experience points. Increase quickly. 

 

After killing one floor, Lu Yang took them to the second floor, using the ninth **** as well, and then 

brought them to the outside of the city, landing the peaceful attack mode. 

 

… 

 

For three consecutive days, in the case of Lu Yang’s continuous use of the ninth **** to upgrade 

monsters, the summoned beasts rose to level 100. 

 

“It’s really laborious,” Lan Yu said. 

 

Lu Yang said: “It’s okay, who made the Ironwood Tree Demon except the summoning beast’s mysticism 

and other skills only hit 1 point of blood.” 

 

“Can you fight now?” Han Fei asked. 

 

Lu Yang said, “It’s still a bit laborious, let’s upgrade.” 

 

“Okay.” After listening to Lu Yang’s explanation, everyone nodded. 

 

There are many places for leveling outside of Tianyuan Shencheng, but there are not many places for 

nobody. After 6 days, many people in the game killed the 130 lords to get tokens and entered Tianyuan 

Shencheng. 

 

At this stage, the town demon tower is full of people, and most of them are team fights. Lu Yang can’t 

get in at all, and he is almost killed as soon as he comes out. 

 

The same is true of the outside of the city. The mobs are all killed, unless Lu Yang uses the ninth **** to 

kill, but there are too many enemies to do that, and he doesn’t want to overexpose his skills. 



 

“Follow me, we will change places to upgrade.” Lu Yang took the crowd away from Shencheng, riding a 

mount all the way to a cave 2 hours away. 

 

The evil wind cave, one of the ancient bans, has an evil wind wolf demon, but the other ordinary evil 

wind wolf monsters are not powerful. 

 

Lu Yang took them into the cave and immediately launched the ninth hell. A roar sounded and countless 

wolf monsters rushed over, but most of them were burned to death before they rushed to the front. 

 

… 

 

In this way, it took another two weeks for Lu Yang to raise the level of the summoned beast to level 130. 

At this time, he said to everyone, “Let’s go and kill the Ironwood Tree Demon.” 

 

“Finally it is OK,” Han Yu said. 

 

Lu Yang is also a little troubled One of the most annoying things he did in the last life is to train his baby. 

Although watching his baby grow stronger and stronger, it feels very comfortable, but that is In the 

small guild, the thing the grand guild thought was not to watch the baby grow up step by step, but it was 

anxious that the baby was level 0 in the first second and full level in the next second. It can quickly 

provide combat power and help the guild play its due effect. 

 

At present, the game is very chaotic. Not only the Tiantong Chamber of Commerce, but also a lot of rich 

forces have entered the game. They have nothing else, just rich. 

 

Under the attack of a large amount of gold yuan, many front-line players in the Jagged Brotherhood 

were bought. The only luck is that these players who have entered the studio did not want to leave. The 

100,000 people and another place are now The upgraded 100,000 trumpet is the core strength of the 

Jagged Brotherhood. 

 

As long as these people do not leave, the guild will not fall apart. Although other people ’s walk is a 

major loss to the Jagged Brotherhood, Lu Yang also has no ability to stop it. After all, people go to high 

places and other guilds give them more money. There is no reason to stay in the Jagged Brotherhood. 



 

And a large part of these people are the main commanders and deputy commanders of the guild at this 

stage, and the positions promised by the guild are all at the same level as the commanders and deputy 

commanders of the army. 

 

Chapter 1072 - Stealing Gems 

  

When supporting, two 5,000-person corps were sent. Both corps had corps commanders. They listened 

to who commanded and why they listened to each other’s command … It’s all a matter. Lu Yang had a 

headache when he thought about it. These people can only be left in the position of head of the group. 

 

In some cases, Lu Yang wanted to expand the guild again, but the number of guilds has exceeded 10 

million. Even with 33 vice presidents to help with management and a large staff to help plan, the guild’s 

scheduling has lost There is some flexibility, and it is even impossible to mobilize. 

 

No way, Lu Yang thought of a lot of ways, so that the guild based on these people, to maintain the 

original strong combat effectiveness, but also flexible scheduling. 

 

If you add more people, Lu Yang will not dare. It is also because the Iron Brotherhood slowed down to 

recruit players, so that other guilds and speculators have opportunities. 

 

Lu Yang doesn’t care much about this. As long as they have the ability to give their men better 

treatment, Lu Yang doesn’t mind, but don’t mind in the Northeast. If it is in the Northeast, Lu Yang can’t 

give the original brothers Any sentiment can only be killed. 

 

Thinking of these things, Lu Yang took everyone to the entrance of a copy of the ironwood forest, where 

there was a huge wooden arch. 

 

“Going through this arch is a copy, don’t walk around after you enter, listen to my command.” Lu Yang 

said. 

 

“Oh.” Everyone answered excitedly. 

 



“Finally into the copy.” Xiao Liang said with a big shield. 

 

Lu Luyang said, “Don’t go up and fight against the monsters at will. Many of the monsters in it are 

defensive.” 

 

啥 “What?” Xiao Liang was dumbfounded and asked, “Can I still ignore defense?” 

 

Lu Yang said: “This is the ability to summon the beast. In the copy, there is a summoning beast called a 

ghost-faced iron wood monster. He will use a skill called barrier breaking. If you and him have iron wall 

skills in the battle, he will fight You will ignore your defense and cause 1.5 times the attack damage. “ 

 

Xiao Xiaoliang: “…” 

 

“Boss you are driving a copy of the nightmare, the 140 copy of the nightmare is strange, I am not 

useless.” Xiao Liang said angrily. 

 

Lu Luyang said, “Don’t worry, just stand by and watch this battle. I will tell you how to solve this problem 

later.” 

 

“All right,” Xiao Liang said. 

 

Lu Luyang brought a group of people into the copy. A large number of ironwood tree monsters were 

standing near the door to patrol. They looked like a three-meter-high tree, but there were faces on the 

trunk. 

 

Ironwood Tree Monster (Elite) 

 

Level: 140 

 

Qi and blood: 1000000000/1000000000 

 



Lu Yang said to Han Yu: “Invite one over, don’t startle others.” 

 

“Okay.” Han Yu bowed his arrow. 

 

“嗖” 

 

A sharp arrow hit an ironwood tree monster. 

 

“-1” 

 

The ironwood tree stunned the branches above its head, the leaves made a sound of impact, and it 

jumped towards Han Yu with a look of anger. 

 

Wait for less than 30 meters. 

 

Lu Luyang said, “Let the blazing beast attack with mystic fire.” 

 

Twenty people at the same time ordered the fiery beast to attack the ironwood tree monster. At one 

time, 20 oversized fireballs hit the ironwood tree monster. 

 

“8317898” 

 

“8317898” 

 

“8317898” 

 

Uh … 

 



In one attack, the Ironwood Tree Monster was destroyed by more than 1.7 billion HP, which made the 

Ironwood Tree Monster extremely angry. 

 

“Flame Storm” 

 

Lu Yang suddenly appeared in front of the Ironwood Tree Demon, and a flame storm stunned it in place. 

 

“Mystic Fire” 

 

Uh … 

 

Mystic Fire has a cooldown of 1 second. As long as one shot is made, a second shot can be made. 

Although Lu Yang’s spell also deals 1 damage to the Ironwood Monster, the control skills are not 

affected and can still be used. . 

 

After a short while, the ironwood tree monster was beaten into residual blood in the attack of everyone, 

and Lu Yang took out the refining bottle to absorb the tree monster. 

 

“Pull the second.” Lu Yang said. 

 

Han Yu nodded. 

 

Uh … 

 

In this way, after playing for half an hour, Lu Yang absorbed hundreds of ironwood tree monsters, and 

finally saw the final lord monster, an oversized ironwood tree monster. 

 

铁 The ironwood tree monster’s blood is more than 100 billion. Lu Yang sat on the flame chariot and slid 

the ironwood tree monster for half an hour before killing him. 

 



Qingmu Lingshi, this is a quest item. After Lu Yang picked it up, he took everyone back to Tianjian Gate 

and gave it to the head. 

 

“Yes, you have completed the task very well.” The head of Tianjianmen presented Lu Yang and 

everyone a skill point. 

 

Lu Luyang also sent the video of the monster just to the White Lion and others, and then he gave them 

to the White Lion together, and led Lan Yu and others toward the Yellow Sand Valley. 

 

There is a yellow sand valley in the desert, two hours north of Tianyuan City, and there is a small town 

there. 

 

Luyang used the refining demon bottle to refine all the ironwood tree monsters in the bottle to refining 

600 Qingmudan, this thing is the key to the next task. 

 

As he walked over there, Su Feng suddenly called and said, “Boss, the news I just received, one step up 

the sky to build a main city outside the Northeast region, where he happened to be the checkpoint.” 

 

Lu Yang thought for a while and asked, “It looks like he is ready to fight with us. What is he relying on?” 

 

Xu Tufeng said: “From the information collected so far, he and a dozen other small guilds have formed a 

joint guild, with a total of several hundred thousand people, but each of them is a senior player of level 

130 or higher.” 

 

“More than 130?” Lu Yang was surprised, and asked, “Where can there be so many high-level players.” 

 

Xu Tufeng said: “It may be a group of people who have been concentrating on leveling. They have not 

participated in the national warfare very much. This is the ability.” 

 

Lu Yang nodded and said, “It’s a tough enemy, so I have to guard him.” 

 



“Xu Tufeng said:” At present he is recruiting a large number of players, and he really needs to be 

careful. “ 

 

Lu Lu asked: “Are there any enemies in our territory?” 

 

“No, for the time being Park Renyi, Park Renyi is trying to upgrade recently. I suspect that a force is 

gathering other forces to prepare for a joint attack on us.” Tu Feng said. 

 

Lu Luyang said, “Continue to investigate, and at the same time, insert nails into the guild, and be sure to 

find his weakness.” 

 

“Yes,” Tu Feng said. 

 

Lu Yang closed the intercom, and he was anxious. If the other party was a 130-level master, this was a 

force to be reckoned with. Once the attack came, with the 130-level equipment, he was really surprised. 

 

“Brother, it seems that Huangsha Valley is ahead.” Han Fei pointed to the front. 

 

Lu Luyang looked forward and found a small town made of yellow sand and stones, and the walls were 

made of yellow mud. 

 

The appearance of the small town looks small, but after walking in, I found that it can accommodate 

nearly one million players. 

 

Lu Yang found the owner of the Yellow Sand Valley and asked, “What can I do for you?” 

 

The owner of the yellow sand valley is a middle-aged man with a bun and a high crown, wearing a 

Chinese suit, with three beautiful wives, and said to Lu Yang: “I need you to look at the antiques for me. 

Someone told me It said that several of them were fake, but I couldn’t figure it out. “ 

 

System prompt: Yellow Sand Valley main task, looking for fake antiques 



 

Lu Yang’s favorite play in the last life is this task, because looking for fake antique full-screen eyesight, it 

happens that he has very strong eyesight. 

 

He and the others were teleported to a room by the owner. There were 50 antique bottles in front of a 

group of people, 3 of which were fake, and each antique bottle had a different shape. 

 

“How can I find this without giving a real hint?” Xiao Liang said. 

 

Lu Yang looked closely, and quickly found three problematic bottles, and said to the owner, “I’m done.” 

 

“So fast, how can you be sure they are fake?” Gu Zhu asked. 

 

Lu Yang pointed to the bottom of the bottle and said, “their bottom year is wrong.” 

 

Lord Kariya took a closer look, and found that it was indeed the case, and gave it to Lu Yang and others 

with satisfaction, one skill point per person. 

 

Lu Yang took them to the Huangsha Valley outside for the next mission. Along the way, Han Fei asked 

curiously: “Brother, how do you know how to find antiques.” 

 

“Yeah, yeah, how did you do that?” Mu Yu asked. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “You will know it later, this is not difficult.” 

 

He couldn’t explain that this was the experience he accumulated in the last life, so he could only say so. 

The group would ask again, but saw a group of bison in front of them wandering. 

 

“Well, the next task is to catch cattle. This is not so easy. Be careful not to be hit by cattle.” Lu Yang 

said. 

 



The task of catching cattle is like a cowboy in the west. In the bullpen, if you can help the herdsman to 

pull the cows out, it will be fine. 

 

However, this cow also has a crazy time, if you do not hit him, he has a chance to enter the violent, 

attack the player, and once hit, he will be kicked out of the game. 

 

Lu Yang played this game a lot of times in the last life. The cow ran back and forth in a 50-meter-long 

guardrail. The chance to seize it was only three times. Once it was used up, it would show elimination. 

 

Fortunately, Lu Yang is one of the masters, and each time he accurately matched the bison, this task was 

soon completed, and he was rewarded with a skill point again. 

 

When he finished this task, Mu Yi and the jewellery team also chased him up. Although the jewelry 

masters were not very good at catching the bison, Mu Yi and a few masters were there, and they quickly 

completed the task. 

 

On the other side, the remaining eight missions are all things, and Lu Yang uses the refining demon 

bottle to refine the required items one by one. 

 

Two days later, the jewelry masters behind Mu Yi all reached the 8th level, which means they have 16 

skill points. 

 

Lu Luyang said to Mu Yi: “Collect new gems and forge them all. It is estimated that the war is not far 

away. I need a lot of gems.” 

 

Mu Yi frowned and said, “The supply of precious stones in Tianyuan City is in short supply, and people 

just bought it at the stall. Obviously, other guilds have the same thoughts as us.” 

 

Lu Luyang said, “I’ll figure it out.” 

 

He called Zhujiu and said, “A vice president assembles 10 players from level 130.” 

 



几个 After a few weeks of hard work, the number of Iron Brother Brothers entering Tianyuan God City 

has exceeded 5,000, and they are all level 130 players. 

 

Soon, more than 300 people came to Lu Yang, and the wasteland led the team. 

 

“Brother, we are here,” said the wasteland. 

 

Lu Luyang nodded and said, “Follow me somewhere.” 

 

He brought everyone to the tavern, and a shop-like person was receiving guests. 

 

“Guest, come here, stay at the restaurant or eat.” Xiao Er asked with a smile on his waist. 

 

Lu Luyang said, “I want to inquire about you.” 

 

“1 silver coin.” Xiao Erdian said with a smile. 

 

Lu Luyang gave him a silver coin and asked, “I want to know about the monster.” 

 

“Hey, visitor, you asked me if I was the right person. I tell you, 1 km west from here, there is a wild 

ghost cave with a green-faced ghost, and he has a baby on him. “The shop Xiao Er said proudly. 

 

Lu Luyang said to the wasteland behind him: “Look at it clearly, everyone will take this task, and then go 

to these copies to find monsters on an individual basis.” 

 

“Brother, there are too many blame in the copy, I’m afraid I’m not strong enough,” said the wasteland. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Don’t worry, there are only a few monsters in the copy, it is estimated that there are no 

more than five, and the blue-faced ghosts are not elite monsters. Although the name is bluffing, it is a 

bunch of ordinary monsters. Killed. “ 



 

“Ordinary monster.” The wasteland said: “Scared me, since it is ordinary monster, then there is no 

problem.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “Some of this monster dropped gems directly, and some dropped treasure 

maps. Whenever there are treasure maps, you collect these treasure maps and dig them together, and 

give them to Mu. Righteousness. “ 

 

“Yes,” said the wasteland. 

 

Lu Luyang turned and left, and returned to Lan Yu and said, “Let’s go, I’ll show you the skills.” 

 

“What skills?” Mu Yu asked curiously. 

 

Lu Luyang said, “The technique of seventy-two changes.” 

 

“Ah, there is such a spell.” Mu Yu had heard Lu Yang said before, and thought that Lu Yang was teasing 

her. 

 

Lu Luyang said, “Of course it is true. After learning this skill, you can become anything you want to 

become with a transformation card.” 

 

“What is the transformation card?” Han Fei asked. 

 

Lu Luyang said: “The monster has a treasure on it. If it is stolen, it has a chance to steal the 

transformation card.” 

 

“Is it the thief’s stealing skills?” Han Fei asked. 

 

Lu Yang shook his head and said, “It’s not this. You need to learn another skill called Flying Dragon Cloud 

Detector with skill points before you can steal the skills.” 



 

“So complicated, it feels,” Mu Yu said. 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “After all, it is a large expansion film. How could it be so easy for us to 

understand it? Come with me, I will first learn Feilong Tanyun, then I will take you to learn 

transformation skills . “ 

 

“Brother, don’t you learn transformation skills?” Han Fei asked. 

 

Lu Yang said: “I’m not in a hurry to learn. The skills will be enough in the future. You learn this first, 

which is good for you in the PK that has been a while. As for me, I have a level 9 demon heart. It’s a win. 

It doesn’t matter if you’re transformed. “ 

 

“Also,” Lan Yu said. 

 

Lu Lu smiled, took them to Tianyuan God City, found the stealing Li Sanxiao, and spent 16 skill points to 

learn the level 8 flying dragon explorer. 

 

“This is all right, you can steal the Needle Summon Card.” Lu Yang said excitedly. 

 

让 He asked Mu Yu and others to go to Liangyi Mountain on their own, to find the head of Liangyi 

Mountain on the top of the mountain to learn the technique of change. He took a flying carpet to a 

green light cave 2 hours away. 

 

There is only one transformational evil in Qingguang Cave. This is a level 160 lord monster. Normally, 

you must have level 160 equipment to kill it, but Lu Yang did not come to kill him, but to steal it. 

Something. 

 

In the copy of Xun, the evil spirit was sleeping on the ground in the form of a dragon. Lu Yang slowly 

approached the evil spirit and waited for him. 

 

“Flying Dragon Cloud Hand” 



 

A green light flew into the evil spirit, and then brought out a card. 

 

Dragon Transformation Card 

 

Strength: +10000 points or Intelligence: +10000 points 

 

Variety: 

 

Turns into an evil maggot form that can fly at a low altitude. It has a 20% bonus to spell damage and can 

detect invisible units. 

 

Lu Yang grinned. His favorite was to get treasure directly without killing the lord. He continued to use 

the flying dragon to explore the cloud for three times, and after three consecutive explorations, he 

didn’t get anything, he quit the copy. 

 

After choosing to re-open the copy, he entered the cave again, and launched the Dragon Dragon Cloud 

Hand again against the evil spirit. 

 

Beacon Gem (1st level): Fire spell damage increased by 1300 

 

A surprise look appeared on Lu Yang’s face. This is a treasure. Although a single attribute gem can only 

increase the specific occupation, the effect of the increase is 30% higher than normal. It is now a low-

level spiritual stone, waiting until level 10. Each piece will have 3,000 extra points, and if you put 

together a set of 17 pieces of equipment, it will be more than 50,000 more damage than other gems. 

 

This gem does not drop easily. Lu Yang did not expect that it was one of the places that dropped, which 

made him very happy. 

 

“I then steal and see what else can be stolen.” Lu Yang said excitedly. 

 

Uh … 



 

For half a month Luyang duwo stole gems here. During this half month, the wasteland took more than 

300 people to buy and play, and obtained a total of 100,000 treasure maps. Get thousands of gems. 

 

Luyang’s side is also richly harvested. None of Han Fei and Lan Yu have learned the skills of 

transfiguration. They have all learned the stealing skills, and together with Luyang Yang stole the 

treasure from the evil spirit. 

 

This is a wicked cricket. They let Lu Yang steal thousands of cards and tens of thousands of gems. The 

total number of things they finally got was even more than 300 people added together. 

 

“Boss, let us also steal gems, it hurts self-esteem.” The wasteland said with a sad look. 

 

Lu Luyang said with a smile: “Silly boy, letting you dig treasure maps is naturally useful, but you have 

found a lot of special things, they can be exchanged for high-level treasure maps, and that thing is really 

good.” 

 

“Really?” The wasteland asked excitedly. 

 

当然 “Of course.” Lu Yang said: “Aside from this, you continue to take people to dig treasure maps and 

buy treasure maps, regardless of the coordinates of the treasure map, buy all.” 

 

“Yes,” said the wasteland. 

 

Lu Yang said to Lan Yu: “Stealing evil 蛟 You also continue, the gems are handed over to Mu Yi every 

night, and let his men synthesize high-level gems, up to level 6 is OK.” 

 

  

  

  

 



Chapter 1073 - Aquarius Paladin 

  

Lu Yang explained all this and rested. 

 

一 In the early morning of the next day, he entered the game and appeared in Tianyuan City. Tu Feng 

was also online at the same time. He sent Lu Yang a picture saying, “This is a map that Dubin passed to 

us.” 

 

Lu Yang opened it and found that it is a complete map of the new continent and the location of all the 

main cities built by all forces, as well as signs such as mountains and rivers. 

 

“It’s a baby, I can’t think that Dubin is so powerful, he actually collected this thing.” Lu Yang said. 

 

Tu Feng said, “He said, this thing was jointly explored by several TV stations and game platforms. This is 

an internal map, which has not been released to the public. They are also thinking about whether to 

announce this thing. He asked Let’s not spread it. “ 

 

Lu Luyang said, “Thanks to his humanity, we keep this thing for ourselves.” 

 

He looked at the map. Within the Northeast region, there are still 20 main cities, of which 5 are Park 

Renyi, 7 are Tianlong, and 8 are jointly established by small guilds. 

 

There are more than 500 main cities outside the two fortresses of Laogukou and Tianjian, all of which 

are built by players and spread throughout the game. 

 

“It looks like there are no hostile forces in our northeast area that can stop us. Let our men continue to 

upgrade. I will go and equip them first.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“You go alone?” Tu Feng asked in surprise. 

 

Lu Luyang said, “Of course, the 130-level nightmare difficulty copy can’t beat me.” 



 

At this stage, Lu Yang can feel tricky copies, very few, because he is too powerful now, he can already 

crush these copies. 

 

However, right now, this 130-level nightmare-level copy is really difficult, and Lu Yang needs to find a 

few more things. Among the many summoned beasts in the new version, there are two types of special 

summoned beasts, one is called the zodiac summoned beast, and the other is called the twelve 

constellation summoned beast. 

 

Both kinds of summoning beasts have special skills, and this time Lu Yang is looking for Aquarius among 

the twelve constellation summoning beasts. 

 

离开 He left Tianyuan God City, headed slightly downward on the east side, walked for about half an 

hour, and saw a Temple of Aquarius. 

 

A dozen players are playing monsters around the temple. 

 

也 “It’s strange, this temple suddenly appeared. I thought there were any special strange or special 

tasks. Why is there nothing?” 

 

“There must be a task, but we don’t know yet.” 

 

Uh … 

 

Lu Yanggang flew into the temple on a flying carpet, at this time was drinking a stealth potion, waiting 

for time to come. 

 

They’re right, there are special tasks here, but if you want to open it, you can only open it at 12 noon 

every day, and the way to open it is to jump into the bottle. 

 

Soon, it was noon, and Lu Yang opened the flying carpet, came to the mouth of the water bottle, and 

jumped in. 



 

The light flashed. 

 

System prompt: You found the water bottle closet 

 

Lu Yang looked around. Here is a glorious temple. At the center of the temple, there is a humanoid 

figure wearing a golden holy clothes. 

 

Aquarius Paladin (Lord Level) 

 

Level: 100 

 

Qi and blood: 50000000000/50000000000 

 

The Aquarius saint warrior looks like a sturdy European, and he looks very handsome. If a girl sees it, he 

will definitely become a fan girl of this saint warrior. 

 

However, this water bottle is not only handsome, but also the top three control-type summons in this 

game. 

 

Lu Yang dares to single out the Aquarius saint warrior, but also depends on his many avatars, not afraid 

of the other party’s control. 

 

He summoned the three avatars at the same time, let them stand in the other three corners of the 

temple, and then controlled the body, aimed at the heart of the holy warrior. 

 

“Blazing Heart Flame” 

 

A group of white flames hit the left atrium of the Holy Warrior. 

 



“204000000” 

 

The holy warrior’s face turned cold, looking at Lu Yang, throwing the water bottle in his right hand up to 

his head, the mouth of the bottle aimed at Lu Yang, a burst of blue light appeared. 

 

System prompt: You cannot move 

 

This is one of the top three control skills of the whole server. Glaucous flask. Once a player is covered by 

the glaucoma, you will not be able to move, but you can use the skills. 

 

“Blink” 

 

Lu Yang’s white light jumped to a place 100 meters away. 

 

“Fire Sword” 

 

“Ninth Hell” 

 

Lu Yang releases two skills in a row, especially the ninth hell. When released, the magic value drops 

rapidly. 

 

If it was before, Lu Yang really didn’t dare to use such skills, but now he has the spiritual gourd elixir and 

is not afraid of losing his magic value. 

 

Squinting watching Lan descend rapidly, Lu Yang ate a spiritual gourd Xiandan, fleeing around to avoid 

the blue light, and at the same time he ordered the other three avatars to attack. 

 

The attack method of the Aquarius holy warrior is to control the player with the water bottle first, and 

then launch the attack. If it cannot be controlled, the water bottle will be ordered to emit blue light. 

 

Lu Yang turns on the Fire Demon Change and Blazing Speed skills, and runs quickly around the map. 



 

Even if occasionally missed and trapped, Lu Yang will instantly escape the meteor and escape, and the 

8th level of the flame demon changes, allowing Lu Yang to release the secondary forbidden spells and 

forbidden spells without cooling time. 

 

After a short while, Lu Yang successfully killed the Aquarius soldier half an hour later. After his death, a 

pet egg burst out. 

 

Aquarius Paladin Pet Egg 

 

Description: Can summon Aquarius Holy Warrior 

 

Lu Yang clicked to summon, the pet egg burst, and a child of the holy warrior jumped out of the egg. 

 

Saint Aquarius 

 

Level: 0 

 

Qi and blood: 5000 

 

Magic: 8000 

 

Attack: 100 

 

Defense: 60 

 

Physical qualification: 10000 

 

Mana Qualification: 13000 

 



Attack Qualification: 5500 

 

Defense qualification: 3200 

 

Quality: Perfect 

 

Character: Wisdom 

 

Lu Yang for a moment, did not expect to get the best attributes once, he looked at the growth again and 

found that it is also the best, which made him very satisfied. 

 

He opened the system interface. The skills of the twelve constellations can only be purchased through 

the official special channel. After clicking on it, he found the skill of the blue light bottle and chose to 

buy it. 

 

System prompt: You spent 10 gold coins 

 

Glass Bottle 

 

Category: Summon Beast Skill 

 

Consumption: 500,000 magic + 50,000 magic / second 

 

Distance: 500 meters 

 

Description: Aquarius holy warrior throws a green light after throwing a level. After hitting the target, 

non-lord monsters cannot move, and monsters above the lord monster speed will be reduced to 30%. 

 

Hit by this skill, unless the Aquarius holy warrior runs out of magic, or dies, he will never escape the 

control of glaucoma. 



 

With this skill, it is much easier for Lu Yang to kill those lord monsters and even demigod monsters. 

 

“Unfortunately, it is another level 0 summoning beast, and he has to be upgraded.” Lu Yang shook his 

head. The upgrade was a thing that made him feel a headache. 

 

However, he remembered that there seemed to be a task to quickly raise the level of the summoned 

beast, as if there was an official task in Tianyuan God City. 

 

Players can achieve the position of general in Tianyuan God City at the highest level, but if they want to 

use this official position, they need another thing. 

 

At this time, the commanding masters in the game are finally considered to be in their prime, because 

there is something called matrix formation in the game. 

 

玩家 If the player stands in the position of the formation method, and acts uniformly when attacking or 

escaping, the player will get an additional promotion of the formation method. 

 

The cone array in the attack matrix can increase the player’s physical attack power and spell attack 

power by an additional 20%. 

 

Another example is the tortoise array, which can increase the player’s physical defense and spell 

defense by an additional 20%. 

 

两个 These two are the best attack formations and defensive formations. Although the layout is simple, 

it is very difficult for players to coordinate and unify. 

 

It is for this reason that the large-scale battles of the last generation can excite players. It is also because 

of the formation method that a large amount of investment has begun in this game, and a hundred-

player game mode has gradually formed. 

 



These are the last words, but if you want to get the formation method, you can only do a special task in 

the game. He is a task that consumes player time. It can be done 30 times a day. The task requirement is 

for a certain player. Ship things in town. 

 

In the last life, players called this task called the express delivery task. Although it was done in the city, 

the Tianyuan God City was originally designed to accommodate 1 billion people. 

 

Once a large city like this encounters long-distance missions, it will take more than 20 minutes to run 

even on horseback. 

 

Almost finished this task, one day passed, and only the time left at night. 

 

Of course, doing this task is also good. After completing 30 tasks, you can give 15 silver coins, and the 

credit point is 45 points, which can make a player barely make ends meet. 

 

When I did this task, I did n’t finish it once, there was a certain chance for the formation method. If I got 

a cone array, now the price in the game, one formation method is worth 1 gold coin, which is 300 

credits, which can make ordinary Players have a very happy day. 

 

Lu Yang came to a hall, and a group of NPC players stood in the distance with a smile, and they were 

surrounded by various players who came to take delivery tasks. 

 

These people are obviously studio players, and they are low-level players in the studio, who are 

responsible for making simple tasks like this to make money. 

 

Outside the hall, there is a group of players standing there to set up their stalls. Everyone’s stalls have 

matrix formations. Of course, there are very few cone arrays and turtle arrays. Most of them are goose 

arrays, rectangular arrays, square arrays, Dozens of formations, such as circular array, long snake array, 

and eight-door golden lock array. 

 

Lu Yang looked at the price. There are all kinds of prices. Players do n’t understand. They are shouting at 

the stalls. A cone array requires 10 gold coins. How can there be an array of 3,000 yuan? In a tortoise 

formation, a defensive formation also requires 5 gold coins. In this formation, no one bought 5 silver 

coins. 



 

Only the attacking array is valuable. Even the sleepy array of eight-door golden lock array cannot be sold 

for price. After all, there are few large-scale team battles in the game, which are usually not available at 

all. 

 

“Close the array ~~, 1 gold coin in the cone array, and 10 silver coins in the other array.” Lu Yang 

shouted with a throat. 

 

“I go.” 

 

谁 “Who is so brave and so bargaining.” 

 

“This is the price to the end.” 

 

Uh … 

 

The players scolded and looked at Lu Yang one after another, but they looked like screamers and 

showed a stunned look. No one dared to look unhappy. 

 

There are not many people in the game who are not Lu Yang. The chairman of the dignified Huaxia Iron 

Brothers Alliance, personally bought the formation here, and not to mention the other. Just Lu Yang ’s 

name is enough for those who want to meet Lu Yang The person sent the formation to him personally, 

and for a while, everyone around him had a different mind. 

 

“Chairman Lu Yang, why do you buy things here in person?” A white-skinned young man came to Lu 

Yang with a smile. 

 

Lu Yang took a look and found that the opponent was still an acquaintance, the Greek player Apollo. 

 

“I’m going to let the people in the guild practice the matrix and use it in future battles.” Lu Yang said. 

 



Apollo said with a smile: “I have more than 30 formations here. Since Chairman Lu Yang needs it, I have 

given it to Chairman Lu Yang.” 

 

Lu Yang shook his head and refused, saying, “This is not okay. You can rely on this business to eat. I have 

no reason to hit you.” 

 

“But this price is too low.” The crowd did not know who shouted. 

 

Lu Yang looked over there, but no one came out. He smiled and said, “You do n’t know, but I still have 

some research on the matrix. Now I can tell you what the role of each matrix in your hands is. . “ 

 

Every book of formations is very general. For example, the cone formation method only adds physical 

attacks and spell damage. The specific increase is not clearly stated. 

 

If you want to know the role of the formation method, someone must first find enough players to form 

the formation. After countless trials, you can know the specific role of the formation method. 

 

However, the formation method requires 100 people or even tens of thousands of people. Where do 

these studios find so many people to start the formation method, the price will be so chaotic now. 

 

Lu Yang told everyone about the formation methods he knew, and after knowing the results, they 

understood the true meaning of the various formation methods. In terms of price, they were all old 

churros in the studio. Know the price of the formation method for ordinary players. 

 

Tiger heads, dragon heads, dog heads, and eagles that need a small number of people are the most 

important players, and the eight-door golden lock, the long snake, and the Tianmen require many 

players. , But it is only needed by the Grand Guild. 

 

But not every guild needs it. If you do n’t like fights and do n’t understand how good or bad the matrix 

is, you wo n’t buy those large arrays. Therefore, the large and small arrays do not increase the attack 

power. , The prices have become very low. 

 



Soon after, everyone agreed with Lu Yang’s pricing and sold the formation to Lu Yang one after another. 

Since then, the price of the formation has been set. 

 

Luyang held the storage bag, and one person bought two or three thousand heads of formation, 

including the cone formation, the tortoise formation in the small formation, and the eight-door golden 

lock formation and the Kowloon serial formation in the large formation. 

 

Fortunately, Lu Yangzhen bought the Jiulong Chain Array. The price of this array method in the previous 

life reached up to 100 gold coins, but there was no market for the price. 

 

阵 This formation is suitable for a large corps with more than 100,000 people. Only super guilds can use 

it. After Lu Yang got this formation, he gave him an additional 50 gold coins. 

 

He truthfully told that person that this formation will be valuable in the future, but no one knows it now, 

and he will never call the price of 50 gold coins. Therefore, Lu Yang gave him 50 gold coins, and the 

person did not lose at all. . 

 

In fact, the player who sold this formation only sold 10 gold coins when he set up the stall, but Lu Yang 

gave him five times the price. He had been running happily for a long time, for fear that Lu Yang would 

regret it. 

 

Lu Yang didn’t care about the gains and losses. At this time, he had come to an officer in the military 

department of the inner court of the palace. He also had a large storage bag in his hand, which was filled 

with thousands of various formations. . 

 

He said to the Minister of Military Affairs: “I want to take on some military missions in Tianyuan City.” 

 

The Minister of Military Affairs looked at Lu Yang for a few moments, nodded, and asked, “What tasks 

do you want to undertake? There are two types of patrol and quartermaster.” 

 

Lu Yang chose the second and said, “Quartermaster missions.” 

 



“Help me find a goose-shaped array. Recently, the army lacks goose-shaped arrays,” said the Minister 

of Military Aircraft. 

 

Lu Yang took out a goose array from his backpack and gave it to the Minister of Military Aircraft, saying, 

“I have it.” 

 

The minister of military aircraft took over the formation. 

 

System prompt: You have completed the task 

 

You got 11987698 experience 

 

Your summoned beast gained 11987698 experience 

 

For a while, the light flashed, and the Aquarius Holy Warrior at level 0 rose to more than 30 levels! The 

biggest feature of this task is how much experience the player gets, how much experience the summons 

get. 

 

Lu Luyang went on to the task and asked, “I also want to take on munitions tasks.” 

 

The Minister of Military Affairs said, “Find a turtle-shaped array for me.” 

 

Lu Luyang took the turtle array out of the storage bag and said, “I have.” 

 

The Minister of Military Affairs looked at Lu Yang and took over the array. 

 

Uh … 

 

For a whole day, Lu Yang gained tens of billions of experience points here, fully raised a level to level 

151, and the summoned beast in his hand also rose to level 161. 



 

The summoned beast requires less experience than the player’s upgrade experience. Therefore, the 

summoned beast can be upgraded much faster than the player. value. 

 

Lu Yang looked at the attributes of the Aquarius Summoner at this time Holy Warrior Aquarius 

 

Level: 162 

 

Qi and blood: 600,000 

 

Magic: 2000000 

 

Physical Attack: 168798 

 

Magic Attack: 378621 

 

Having this attribute is very good. His requirement for Aquarius is not output, but control. With a magic 

value of 2 million, he is equipped with some special equipment to support the magic value to more than 

3 million, which can be used to Take control of the enemy. 

 

At this stage, anti-warfare has become a nightmare for all physics professions. Under the protection of 

full-body armor, the defense power of an anti-warfare is higher than the soldier’s attack power. In this 

case, the warrior can only defeat the anti-warfare 1 Some blood. 

 

The knights and druids also became the magician’s nemesis. Most of the magician’s magic damage is not 

as high as the anti-riding and natural druid’s magic resistance. 

 

Players have complained about this. In order to improve the gameplay, the official launched the 

Summoning Beast system. Taking the Summoning Beast skill barrier as an example, it specifically fights 

high-defense warriors and ignores defensive attacks. Each time it can cause extremely high hurt. 

 



Lu Luyang recalled the memories of the last life and came to Mu Yi’s jewellery shop in Tianyuan God 

City. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1074 - Floating city 

  

Xinyi Jewelry Store, this is the place where the future Guild will not lack gems, Mu Yi is preparing to sell 

gems in Tianyuan God City. 

 

“Brother, why are you here?” Mu Yi was packing in the shop, and it is still a while before it opens. 

 

Lu Luyang said, “I need a batch of materials to create summoning beast equipment and special gems for 

summoning beasts.” 

 

“Yes, they have digged the treasure map to find these materials, how many levels do you want?” Mu Yi 

asked. 

 

Lu Luyang said: “For the time being, use the 160th level. I need to add magic to the beast’s gems. The 

highest level gives me 17.” 

 

“Okay.” Mu Yi looked in the storage bag behind him and took out a set of 17 pieces of forged materials 

and 17 magic gems of level 6. 

 

Magic Gem (Level 6): Increase the magic value by 32000 points 

 

Lu Yang collected the gems and found Han Zhong with the forged material, and let his players create a 

set of equipment. 

 



The forged drawings of player equipment and the forged drawings of summoned beast equipment are 

different, but the methods of forging are similar. 

 

The added magic of a set of equipment is about 500,000 points, and it adds 17 magic gems of level 6 to 

just over 1 million magic value. 

 

Luyang gave the Aquarius Saint soldier full of equipment, put away the summoned beast, put on the 

flying carpet, and flew straight to the 130-level copy, the door of the trial of blood color. 

 

Scarlet Trial. 

 

This is a very large 100-person trial ground. The official explanation is that the entrance of the Scarlet 

Trial was originally a connection channel between the realm of the demon and the city of the gods. 

 

In this passage, there are a lot of demonic creatures, and many corpses and ghosts are cultivated here to 

become the millennium corpse king and ghost. 

 

Later, during the battle between Tianyuan God City and the Demon Realm, the Demon Realm creatures 

in the passage were killed, but many thousands of corpse kings and ghosts were left as a place where 

the Xianxianmen were sent to the family’s new children for trials. 

 

Although the ghosts and ghosts in the Scarlet Trial, which opens every ten years after hundreds of years, 

will be killed by the monks in the city, but this is the demon channel, there is a lot of magic gas leaked, 

and it will automatically attract the ghosts and zombies, so Would not be killed. 

 

The reason why Lu Yang came here to get the Aquarius warrior first is because the ghosts here are too 

fast, and without control, Lu Yang can only escape. 

 

But Li Gui is a good thing, because here is not a copy, every lord Li Gui and Millennium Corpses can burst 

out a large number of secondary certificates and blood vein gems, as well as 130 dark gold and excellent 

equipment. 

 



Lu Luyang is missing these treasures now. He came here and looked around, and found that there are no 

players around, but there are player equipment and potions falling on the ground. 

 

System prompt: You have found the Scarlet Trial Channel 

 

估计 He estimated that someone should have come, but after seeing the great power of Li Gui and the 

Millennium Corpse King, he took the initiative to retreat. 

 

“Hoo ~~” 

 

阴 A gust of wind hit the sky, Lu Yang’s face tightened, and he quickly controlled the flying carpet to fall 

to the ground. 

 

He just landed, and he suddenly appeared in the sky, where suddenly there were several large black-

haired **** hands. 

 

Immediately after that, five or six sharp ghosts manifested at the same time, seeing that they did not hit 

the target, they looked around, and then scattered separately. 

 

Lu Yang secretly relieved. Fortunately, he still remembers the rules here, he must not enter the trial 

channel to continue flying, otherwise he must be attacked and killed by Li Gui. 

 

He looked around and walked slowly. Li Gui had no form before attacking. Just as he took a dozen steps 

forward, a wave of spiritual power appeared around him. 

 

Lu Yang suddenly backed back a distance of two meters, and then in the position where he had just 

stood, a black-haired **** hand appeared, and then a transparent ghost with a whole body gradually 

turned into a black-haired monster. 

 

Thousand-year-old ghost (lord level) 

 

Level: 130 



 

Qi and blood: 50000000000/50000000000 

 

“His ~” Li Gui put out his tongue, looking fiercely at Lu Yang. Just when he wanted to pounce on Lu 

Yang, a water bottle appeared in the sky, and the mouth of the bottle was pointed at Li Gui. 

 

“Glass Bottle” 

 

A glaucom flew out, hitting Li Gui’s body in the middle, and Li Gui, who was originally moving very fast, 

was controlled by only 30% of his normal moving speed. 

 

Lu Yang took two steps back, kept a distance of 2 meters with Li Gui, and read the spell in his mouth. 

 

“Blazing Heart Flame” 

 

A fiery white flame hit Li Gui’s heart. 

 

“204000000” 

 

Sui Ligui was so hurt by such a high degree of pain that he rushed over towards the landing sun, and his 

speed of movement was limited and he couldn’t catch up with Lu Yang who wanted to go backwards. 

 

“Fire Sword” 

 

Lu Luyang summoned the Beast with six flame flying swords behind him, and launched a fierce attack on 

Li Gui. 

 

Within 10 minutes, Li Gui was killed in place by Lu Yang, and an item burst out. 

 

Howl Transfer Certificate 



 

This is a turn certificate, but the rarity of this certificate is even more than the value of the level 130 dark 

gold set, because he is a turn suit for the wolf warrior. 

 

After the game entered the new expansion pack, the wolf warrior changed the most. The original 

Silvermoon effect was canceled and changed to increase physical attack power by 30%. Although not as 

arrogant at night, it is still a powerful profession. And let the crazy wolf warrior also have super high 

combat power during the day. 

 

At this stage, a craze wolf warrior’s turn certificate is worth 10 gold coins, but the rarity of crazi wolf 

warriors is equally difficult to collect in all countries in the world, so far no country can make up a 

thousand crazi wolf warriors. . 

 

Lu Yang will come here, also because this is a place to drop the transfer certificate of the wolf wolf 

warrior. The game has entered the present, and the original elite professions will be gradually opened. 

Now it depends on who can own these professions earlier. Only in this way can we take the lead in 

future wars. 

 

He put the transfer certificate in his backpack and looked at other items. 

 

Gintama Helm (Dark Gold) 

 

Level: 130 

 

Defense: 10586-11008 

 

Demon resistance: 10868-12388 

 

Power: +7200 

 

Stamina: +7200 

 



Physique: +3700 

 

Additional physical attack power: +20189 

 

Additional physical crit chance: +20189 

 

Additional physical penetration chance: +20189 

 

Set: (1/8) 

 

2 Piece Set: Increase physical attack power by 10% 

 

4 piece set: +2 for vocational skill level in physics 

 

6 pieces: Increase physical defense by 8000 points 

 

8-piece set: Increase magic defense by 10,000 points 

 

Lu Luyang satisfactorily put this piece of equipment in a backpack. This is a universal suit for the physics 

department. Although it is not as good as a professional suit, it is only a little worse. 

 

In the remaining items, there is also an enchanting recipe. 

 

Enchanting: Brutal Power 

 

Effect: Increase attack power +5000 points 

 

Lu Luyang put the enchanted formula in the backpack, and after he and the summoned beast were 

recovered, they continued to walk towards the Scarlet Trial Channel. 



 

Uh … 

 

When Lu Yang played equipment here, on the other side, the alliance surrounding Lu Yang in the 

northeast of the game was finally established. 

 

He was headed by two super-chairmen, Park Ren-yi and Tian Long, followed by Liu Jie, the super-guild 

leader who occupied a third of the map in the north. 

 

The overall encirclement of the Luyang Alliance was initiated by these three people, and under these 

three are the one-man million people’s guild just formed in one step; , Zhebei three people reorganized 

**** legion and other organizations. 

 

“All of you, now it is our best time to attack Lu Yang. Everyone does not have a large number of level 

130 players and 130 level equipment. Both sides are hovering at level 120. The equipment is not much 

different.” Liu Jieyin said with a throat. 

 

“I agree that it takes too much experience from level 120 to level 130. At this stage, the Jagged 

Brothers League is only a few hundred thousand people to level 129, and there is still a long way to go 

from level 130.” said Deng Tiantian. 

 

“I agree with the attack.” Park Renyi said excitedly, he is the happiest among the people here. With so 

many forces attacking Lu Yang at the same time, he can finally breathe a sigh of relief and have the 

opportunity to kill Lu Yang. 

 

“That’s all for you, we have recently started to gather, and when we are ready, we will attack Lu Yang 

together.” Liu Jie said. 

 

“Okay, that’s it,” Tianlong said. 

 

Yibu Dengtian and the rest of the people have no opinion. 

 



Soon, Liu Jie and others started to gather players to prepare for battle. As soon as they were here, Tu 

Feng received the information as soon as possible. 

 

“Boss, something went wrong.” Tu Feng called and said. 

 

Lu Lu asked: “What’s wrong?” 

 

“Liu Jie outside the Tianjian Fortress, one step outside the Tiger Mouth Fortress, a dozen small forces 

inside us, Park Renyi, Tianlong and Green Water Ghost in the north are all moving, as if they are going to 

unite against us.” Tu Feng said. 

 

Lu Yang nodded and said: “It is conceivable that these people can’t help but want to destroy us while 

taking advantage of this level.” 

 

“Should you let the brothers gather?” Tu Feng asked. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Gather together, this battle cannot be avoided. I went to Song Yunyi and asked him to 

help us block Liu Jie. We divided the main force into three parts, one arranged at the tiger’s mouth to 

prevent one-step assault, and the other part was arranged internally. To eliminate those small 

rebellions, the third part has the largest number of people, and it is necessary to confront the coalition 

army composed of Park In-yee, Denon and Green Water Ghost. “ 

 

“It’s not easy to fight, these people come together, and they are too threatening to us.” Tu Feng 

frowned. 

 

Lu Lu sneered and said, “This battle will not end easily. It is a protracted war, so don’t worry.” 

 

He closed the phone, and continued to kill the Millennium Lie Ghost and the Millennium Corpse King. 

After playing for a week, there were 1,000 more transfer certificates in his hand. 

 

“The quantity is still not enough.” Lu Yang murmured to himself, he took out the phone and called Bai 

Yan. 



 

“Ready, you are going to fight.” Lu Yang said. 

 

Bai Yan, cousin of the three males of the Bai Family, is one of the players who was newly arranged by Lu 

Yang to hold artifacts such as the heart of the demon god. 

 

At this stage, Lu Yang has a total of 33 artifacts, which were handed over to him by Xia Yuting (Northern 

Lights), Shen Mengyun (Lightning Like Wind), Zhang Zicheng (Blue Flying Fox), Jiang Yunfan (Yunli King 

Kong), and Wan Zihao (Millions) ) Wait for more than 30 people. 

 

有些 Some of these people are close relatives of Lu Yang and some vice presidents, and some are 

children of Lu Yang’s newly promoted 100,000 people. 

 

Lu Yang did not let them participate in the war before because the fear of losing artifacts on the one 

hand, and the acceleration of upgrading artifacts on the other. 

 

At this stage, everyone’s artifact has reached level 6 and has a very strong strength. Bai Yan and 4 other 

players with the heart of the demon god, the heart of the demon **** are all 8, second only to Lu Yang. 

 

This is still Lu Yang is too busy now, for the sake of not having time to help, otherwise, the demon heart 

of these people can rise to level 9. 

 

Lu Yang built a sentry tower in situ. When the sentry tower was completed, a light flashed, and Bai Yan 

appeared in front of Lu Yang with the remaining 32 people. 

 

Every person’s appearance is like a 16-year-old child. Although immature, they are full of spirit and 

blood, making people feel very comfortable. 

 

“Boss, we’re here,” Bai Yan said. 

 

The others also said hello to Lu Yang. 

 



Lu Yang nodded with satisfaction, saying, “There may be a war in the near future. I need you to kill the 

lord monster here with me. Whenever I control one, all fire methods, thunder methods, shooters, ice 

methods are used together Attacking skills like Blazing Hearts, understand? “ 

 

“Yes,” the crowd said together. 

 

Lu Luyang looked around. There was exactly a millennium corpse king in the distance, his appearance 

was like a vampire, his whole body was blue-faced with fangs, and his **** cloak was 5 meters tall. 

 

Millennium Corpse King (Lord Level) 

 

Level: 130 

 

Qi and blood: 60000000000/60000000000 

 

Lu Yang ordered the summoned beast, and a white water bottle flew into the air, and the mouth of the 

bottle was aimed at the Millennium King. 

 

“Glass Bottle” 

 

Yi Qing hit the Millennium Corps King, limiting its movement speed to 30% of the base movement speed. 

 

“Hello ~!” 

 

The corpse king roared and launched an attack towards Landing Sun, but he moved very slowly, walking 

only about 1 meter every 2 seconds. 

 

“Hit.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“Blazing Heart Flame” 



 

“Blazing Heart Flame” 

 

“Arrow of the Moon God” 

 

Uh … 

 

A series of special skills hit the Millennium King. 

 

“204000000” 

 

“168700000” 

 

“168700000” 

 

Uh … 

 

The blood of the Millennium Corpse King was instantly killed by 10%, and then each team showed their 

other skills. Within 3 minutes, a lord-level monster was killed by Lu Yang. 

 

“Wow, it turned out that a group of players with artifacts was so fast.” Jiang Yunfan said. 

 

Lu Yang picked up the equipment on the ground and said, “Continue.” 

 

Uh … 

 

For the whole three days, Lu Yang was taking them to fight the level 130 boss monsters, killing more 

than 3,000 monsters in a row, so that Lu Yang put together 100 sets of 17 pieces of 130 dark gold-level 

equipment. 

 



Evening. 

 

In the hall of the Iron Blood Brother League branch of the Tianyuan God City, 33 vice-chairmen such as 

Lu Yang and Zhuojiu are meeting. 

 

Xi Tufeng said: “Through the news of the spies, we can confirm that the enemy will attack us on the 1st 

of next month, that is, 10 days later.” 

 

“It’s fast.” 

 

“Great, there is another big battle.” 

 

Uh … 

 

The White Lion, Zhou Tianming and others did not worry about the upcoming war at all, but were 

excited and anxious to start the war immediately. 

 

Lu Yang shook his head with a smile and said, “There are 10 days left, and it looks pretty good. I just got 

100 sets of 130 dark gold-level equipment, and brought together 100 people, and I took them to make a 

copy. “ 

 

There are less than 300,000 people who have risen to level 130 in the guild, and they are all elites of the 

Jagged Brothers Alliance. White lions and turbid wine are 130 level players. 

 

“Boss, let’s go with you,” said Zhujiu. 

 

Lu Luyang said, “Okay, then we’ll go and make a copy tomorrow, I teach you, you will bring people to 

fight equipment, and strive to get a greater number of 130-level dark gold suits in these 10 days.” 

 

“Yes,” Zhuojiu said with Bai Shi and others. 

 



Lu Yang looked at the expressions of all the people a little nervous, and said with a smile: “Don’t worry 

about the 130-level copy, my equipment is dark gold, and a full set of 6 gems, 130-level enchantment, as 

long as my There is no problem with the copy method. You can easily kill this copy. “ 

 

记得 He remembers playing the same level of nightmare difficulty copy with the full set of equipment of 

the last generation, which is only an hour trip, and it can be done once in 40 minutes as soon as 

possible. 

 

“That’s right, this copy is for us to play Level 130 dark gold equipment, but we already have equipment 

and enchanting, this copy is naturally simple.” Said bitter love for a long time. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “Let’s take a break, let’s make a copy tomorrow morning.” 

 

Everyone nodded. 

 

休息 Take a rest that night. 

 

清 Early morning the next day. 

 

Lu Luyang left the Tianyuan City with people and returned to the 130-level map of the New World. A 

group of people stood under a flying fortress. 

 

System prompt: You found the floating city 

 

“Boss, why are you taking us here, isn’t Floating City inaccessible?” Asked bitterly for a long time, 

curious. 

 

Lu Luyang said, “I can’t get in, but I can get in.” 

 

“Ah?” Everyone looked at Lu Yang in surprise. 

 



“Boss, several top studios have visited, they are all right, how do you get in.” Asked Zhuzhuo. 

 

Lu Luyang said, “Quiet here and wait to know.” 

 

Everyone was silent. 

 

Ten minutes later The sky is overcast with clouds, and the wind is howling. 

 

“Not good, there are tornadoes,” Zhou Tianming said, pointing at the black tornado that was blowing 

fast in the distance. 

 

There are three things that the new world makes players hate more: rainy days, tornadoes, and fissures 

in time and space. If they are hit by a tornado, the body will spin quickly and then be thrown away a few 

kilometers away, which is very annoying. Many players have eaten tornadoes. Bitterness. 

 

Lu Luyang said: “Everyone don’t move. When the tornado comes, follow me into the tornado and 

control your rhythm. When the tornado blows you to the highest sky, aim at the floating city and use the 

escape dagger.” 

 

The 100 people who came all had 11-level escape daggers. Through the hint of Lu Yang, they could see 

that this tornado appeared within 100 meters around the floating city each time. If it can be used when 

it is rolled to the highest altitude It’s possible to escape the dagger. 

 

“I’ll give you a demonstration.” Lu Yang said. 

 

There was a tornado 300 meters in front of him. He walked forward and was instantly taken in by the 

tornado. In it, Lu Yang’s body quickly rotated with the wind, but Lu Yang’s spirit had no fear of this after 

2 years of training. The small level of rotation easily found the direction when flying to the highest point, 

and launched the escape dagger to jump onto the floating city platform. 

 

He looked at the people and said, “Come up.” 

 



  

  

  

 

Chapter 1075 - Ziyang Dragon 

  

“Yes.” Zhuojiu, White Lion, and others entered the tornado in turn. They also experienced two years of 

hard training just like Lu Yang, and this rotation did not have any difficulty for them. 

 

The same is true of the rest of the people. Everyone easily jumped onto the floating city platform. In less 

than 10 minutes, they all appeared in front of Lu Yang. 

 

“Yes, go with me to fight outside the floating city first.” Lu Yang said. 

 

Floating City has not only a copy, but also a huge upgrade map. Here is a teleport array, which is 

connected to the bottom. If someone opens the teleport array above, the people below can teleport. 

 

But he didn’t come to start the teleportation team this time, but instead found the task old man next to 

the teleportation team and said, “Old man, is there anything I need to do?” 

 

The dry old man leaned against the root of the wall, looking at Lu Yang’s eyes and said indifferently: “If 

you have the ability, kill me the star master Wei Wei’an for me.” 

 

System prompt: Accept the mission of the tomb guardian and kill the star master Vivienne 

 

Lu Luyang shared the mission to everyone and said, “Follow me and go in from the side.” 

 

There is probably a small town in the area of Wufukong City. From the main entrance, it is a straight 

avenue. The whole town is not large. There are only three avenues, but the road is very long. 

 



These three roads also lead to 17 small castles. It is very difficult to find Vivian if you enter from the 

main entrance normally, but it is much easier to enter from the side. 

 

There are many streets on the side of the town. When Lu Yang brought the muddy wine to the twelfth 

street, they saw a group of human figures wearing blue robes and long beards. Each of them had a 

height of 3 meters. about. 

 

Floating City Star Master (Elite) 

 

Level: 130 

 

Qi and blood: 30000000/30000000 

 

Lu Yang said to Xiao Liang around him: “They all pull in, they have no difficulty.” 

 

“Yes.” Xiao Liang was also wearing a level 130 dark gold defense suit at this time. The pure high defense 

made him fearless of the physical attack of the star warrior, and the magic attack was covered by a 

magic halo attached to the muddy wine. Not a drop of blood. 

 

Soon after, Xiao Liang pulled all 30 astrologists in front of him. 

 

“Haha, this 130-level dark gold suit really has a high defense force, and they don’t even lose blood when 

they hit me.” Xiao Liang shouted in the strange group. 

 

Lu Luyang said, “Play together.” 

 

Everyone fell down with magic. In less than 1 minute, more than 30 star warriors were killed, and one of 

the mobs dropped a skill. 

 

群体 The Wisdom of Swarm 

 



Type: Mage 

 

Consumption: 10,000 Magic 

 

Distance: within 500 meters 

 

Description: Add 5000 points of intelligence to team members for 30 minutes. 

 

Lu Yang was a bit surprised. This is a baby skill. It unexpectedly burst out here. This is already an 

intelligence value increased by a level 130 equipment. 

 

He learned his skills, added a group of astrological wisdom skills to everyone, and said, “Keep going.” 

 

Crossed the twelfth street and entered the main city area. At the central square, there was a huge 

robot, and there were 12 elite astrologists around. 

 

Starcraft Robot (Lord Level) 

 

Level: 130 

 

Qi and blood: 50000000000/50000000000 

 

Lu Luyang said, “After a second, Xiao Liang started to blame, and the mobs rushed over.” 

 

“Okay.” Xiao Liang said nothing, and rushed up with his shield. 

 

Lu Luyang said: “This astrological robot is very easy to fight, everyone just listen to my command, I said 

stop and stop, and said to continue to fight again.” 

 

Everyone nodded. 



 

There are only three skills for astrological robots. The first is to throw * on the map, and throw a few 

hundred at a time. The power of a single * is only 100,000 points of damage. There is a chance that 

dozens of * will appear in the same place. In 1 second, many people were killed when they encountered 

this situation. 

 

However, this skill is not difficult for them. The response time is 1 second. They rarely encounter such a 

long time, usually about 0.5 seconds, but this is enough for Lu Yang to react. . 

 

“Hello ~!” 

 

As the first stage arrived, a large amount of astrological robots flew behind him. 

 

“Run, don’t let him blow up.” Lu Yang shouted. 

 

Xizhuo Jiu and others were ready to dodge, and watched * come in front of them, and fled away. Some 

masters took out weapons and flew all *, leaving no one in front of him. 

 

“Boom” 

 

* Explosion, but did not hurt a person. 

 

Lu Luyang said: “Fight then, when his body turns red, the mage stops attacking, and the physical 

profession continues to attack.” 

 

The body turns red means magic immunity. 

 

The output of all people is very high, especially the existence of ultra-high output with the heart of the 

devil like Lu Yang, easily hit the monster to the second stage, the body turned red. 

 



“The profession of the Physics Department 揍 him, now his defense is 0, you output as much as you 

like.” Lu Yang shouted. 

 

“It’s great, it hasn’t been such a pleasant output for a long time.” The bitter love held up his two-

handed sword for a long time, and the two big swords spun wildly in front of him. 

 

After 1 minute, the astrological robot entered the third stage, and the body emitted a blue light. 

 

“Stopped melee, the legal system output, he is physically immune, magic resistance has become 0.” Lu 

Yang said. 

 

Uh … 

 

Within 5 minutes, the astrological robot fell to the ground and burst out a skill book. 

 

Astrological Faith 

 

Profession: Druid 

 

Consumption: 100,000 magic 

 

Distance: 500 meters 

 

Description: Increase 2000 Strength, 2000 Intelligence, 2000 Dexterity, 2000 Stamina, and 2000 Physical 

Strength for 30 minutes. 

 

群体 A group increases the skills of all attributes, and Lu Yang throws it to Debu taste the corpse, saying, 

“Continue.” 

 

Everyone nodded. 



 

I walked across the square and arrived at the floating town hall. There was a guard captain and 12 guard 

soldiers at the door. 

 

Captain of the Floating City Guard (Lord Level) 

 

Level: 130 

 

Qi and blood: 50000000000/50000000000 

 

The Captain of the Puppet Guard is a monster in the physics department, holding a sledgehammer. The 

other guard soldiers are holding two-handed swords, but their health is only 30 million points. 

 

Lu Luyang said: “Xiao Liang, a wave came over.” 

 

Xiao Liang took the shield and rushed into the strange group, easily stabilizing the strange hatred. 

 

Lu Yang said: “This lord has only three skills. The first is a heavy blow. If it is a player with level 120 dark 

gold equipment, he can’t really carry it, but it is not particularly harmful to level 130 equipment. Xiao 

Liang Liang has no problem, and there is no difficulty in adding blood. “ 

 

“The second skill is the Cyclone Hammer. He will throw the hammer out and rotate it on the map. Do 

not connect it with the hammer. Do not use the ice protector of the mage. The same is true of the 

invincibility of the Paladin. This skill is broken. Invincible and refrigerator type. “ 

 

“The third skill is transfiguration, and he will become magic immune form. At that time, he can only 

take the physics profession. The mage profession is equal to waste wood, but there are skills that rely on 

intellectual damage. They can be used. 

 

Everyone nodded. 

 



Twenty-five minutes later, the captain of the guard fell to the ground and dropped a skill book. 

 

守护 Guardian of the Swarm 

 

Type: Paladin 

 

Consumption: 100,000 magic 

 

Distance: 500 meters 

 

Description: Provides the group with a 10% bonus to all attributes for 30 seconds. 

 

Lu Yang laughed. His intelligence now exceeds 1 million. If it is increased by 15%, it is 1.15 million. It is 

too high to enhance his strength. 

 

“All of them are skills to increase attributes, great.” Zhou Tianming said. 

 

I have been playing for two years, and I know that the most precious thing in the game is the scope skill 

book, which can provide everyone with additional attribute bonuses, which is the favorite of all guild 

players. 

 

Lu Yang threw the skill book to Zhuo Jiu and said, “Continue.” 

 

After the Luzhuo Wine Society, everyone improved their attributes. The group walked into the town hall 

and killed the mobs all the way to a room on the second floor. 

 

A woman wearing a black robe, covered in dark mist, was standing by the window, with a solemn 

expression on her face, with a book in her hand, as if looking at something. 

 

Star Warsman Vivian (Lord Level) 



 

Level: 130 

 

Qi and blood: 50000000000/50000000000 

 

“It looks like a magic monster.” Xiao Liang said. 

 

Lu Luyang said: “Vivienne mainly focuses on magical attacks, and her skills are more interesting. The first 

one is to release the group astral arrows, causing 600,000 damage to everyone. 

 

The second skill is the astrological cage. Randomly designate 6 players to grab the astrological cage. 

Within 10 seconds, the player will die without breaking the cage. 

 

The third skill is the astrological barrier. When encountering this barrier, the player’s attack and 

movement speed will be reduced. The astrological barrier will be accumulated from the beginning, and 

the mage can use the ice protection to break it. “ 

 

Wei Wei An only has these three skills in total. Although it seems easy, the first skill makes it difficult for 

players to accept. Even if they have a magic resistance equipment, they must bear more than 400,000 

astral damage every second. 

 

Normally, there is no way to resist this damage, but the player’s level must be above 140, and wearing a 

140-level suit can be forced to pass. 

 

Lu Yang dare to kill him at level 130 because Lu Yang knew there was a way to crack it, and this method 

was very funny. 

 

Lu Yang used this method in the last life. At that time, many people also laughed and leaned forward. He 

took 100 bottles of reducing potion from his backpack and said, “One person takes one bottle. After a 

while, non-Paladin players eat it The potions hid under their shields, allowing the Paladins to fight 

invincibly. “ 

 



Xi Xia Yuwei and others took the medicine with strange faces, and after eating, they all turned into 10 

cm tall villains. 

 

“Wow ha ha, for the first time I found myself so small.” Sun Yu said with a laugh. 

 

Lu Yang laughed and said, “Listen to me, everyone is standing together. The 15 Paladins take turns 

turning on the invincible and magic-free halo skills. The person looks like, after the first skill disappears, 

immediately cancel the potion and stand up against the strange. “ 

 

“Oh.” Mufeng and the wasteland agreed. 

 

“The first to be invincible by muddy wine, Xiao Liang was strange.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“Oh.” Xiao Liang watched the muddy wine standing in position, started the charge, and hit Wei Wei’an. 

 

“Small human, you dare to anger the great astrologist and accept the punishment of astrology.” 

Vivian’s face showed an angry look, and her left hand was pointing to the top of her head. 

 

蓝 A blue-black astral ball flew into the air at a height of 10 meters, emitting a gorgeous black-blue 

color. Then, 100 astral arrows flew from the sphere, and 99 of them shot towards the muddy wine. 

 

“Invincible.” 

 

There was a golden light from the body of Zhuozhuo. He put the shield on the front diagonally, and all 

the 99 astral arrows flying from the air hit the shield. Because the duoshu is invincible, no drop of blood 

will drop. 

 

This is also a small bug. It uses all the principles of “Second World” to simulate reality, so that the muddy 

wine can resist 99% of the attacks, and the shield has gaps, allowing Lu Yang to output and Treat Xiao 

Liang. 

 



“Go all out and try to kill him in the shortest possible time.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“Blazing Heart Flame” 

 

“Curse” 

 

“God Wrath” 

 

Uh … 

 

A special skill similar to Blazing Hearts hit the Lord Monster. In less than 3 minutes, just after a round of 

Paladins, Vivian fell to the ground. 

 

“Human, how could it be so powerful.” Vivienne said reconciledly. 

 

System prompt: You killed the Starcrafter Vivienne 

 

Lu Yang came to Vivian and picked up a skill book on the ground. 

 

Mind Star 

 

Occupation: Pastor 

 

Consumption: 100,000 magic 

 

Distance: 500 meters 

 

Description: Allows team players to improve 5,000 physical fitness. 

 



Lu Yang guessed that Wei Wei’an would explode. He handed the skill book to Lan Yu and let him learn. 

 

“Well, all the buffs are needed. Now we are going to play the last buff. With this buff, it is very easy to 

hit the floating city.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“Are there any special buffs?” Lan Yu asked curiously. 

 

Lu Yang said: “There is also a Ziyang Dragon buff, killing him will expose the Ziyang Dragon Orb. After 

entering the copy, when killing the lord, you can summon the Ziyang Dragon to help.” 

 

The Ziyang Dragon is a special existence in the game. According to the game data, he is a mixed race of 

Eastern and Western dragons. He has the shape of an Eastern Shenlong, and also has the wings of a 

Western Shenlong. There are 6 pointed corners on the head, each pointed corner One type of spell is six 

types: wind, fire, thunder, earth, light, and darkness. 

 

In the history of the game, the Ziyang Dragon is the culprit who destroyed the floating city. The reason is 

that the floating city was famous for astrology in the new world. In order to have greater power, the 

astrologists wanted to capture a powerful Ziyang dragon. 

 

However, Ziyang Dragon was unwilling to be arrested, and under his full strength, he really escaped 

when he was on the verge of dying, and then this Ziyang Dragon fell into the habitat of the Titan Dwarf. 

 

A group of Titan Dwarves entered the New World in order to escape the hunt of the Old World Titans. 

They came here only to know the dangers of the New World and were ashamed of their previous 

ignorance. 

 

There are more than 100 creatures in the New World. Titans have no self-protection ability here. They 

have to hide in the ground to survive. 

 

But even so, they were besieged by underground creatures. Fortunately, at this time, the dying Ziyang 

dragon fled here. 

 



The Titan Dwarf did not have other abilities, but a forging skill miraculously resurrected Ziyang Dragon, 

and replaced the broken body of Ziyang Dragon with the rare metal found in the ground over the years. 

 

As a result, Ziyang Dragon’s strength not only did not regress, but became more powerful after this 

death. After he recovered completely, Ziyang Dragon agreed to the request of the Titan Dwarf patriarch 

to help them protect the territory and drive out the enemy. 

 

After he killed the enemy, the Ziyang Dragon rushed out of the underground world and returned to the 

floating city. One person singled out the entire floating city and destroyed the city. The last resort was 

used, and it ended up with Ziyang Dragon with the self-explosive attack method of the top-ranked star 

warrior. 

 

In this battle, the Ziyang Dragon was completely killed, but the floating city was completely destroyed. 

The magic elements of the entire floating city were disordered, and ordinary star warriors could not live 

here. The floating city was originally built with special materials and could not be restored. 

 

Therefore, a large number of astrologists went to live on the ground. Only a few high-level astrologists 

remained here. At the same time, these astrologists also bear the responsibility of besieging the soul of 

the Ziyang Dragon. 

 

Although the body of Ziyang Dragon was killed, he still exists in the state of soul, and is imprisoned in a 

magic forbidden city in the floating city. 

 

Lu Luyang and Xia Yuwei took them all the way to kill monsters. After walking for more than half an 

hour, they found the place where this magic was forbidden. 

 

Stuck in a prison cage flashing purple magic energy, a 30-meter-high Ziyang Dragon was roaring in anger, 

showing a grumpy temper. 

 

“Damn, I asked you to sit down, and you dared to despise me and let you **** power.” A mean voice 

came from not far away, and a high-level star warrior held a purple magic whip in his hand. , Constantly 

beating Ziyang Dragon. 

 



“It’s all because of you that the floating city was destroyed. It’s all because of you that my family is 

dead.” The high-level star warrior scolded. 

 

Tong Lanyu said, “If they didn’t catch Ziyang Dragon first, why would Ziyang Dragon kill them Why 

doesn’t he blame the Star Warrior Alliance?” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “He is a member of the Star Warrior. How dare to blame the leader of the 

Alliance, and he can only find the Ziyang Dragon to vent.” 

 

“Should we save Ziyang Dragon, it feels like a task,” said White Lion. 

 

Lu Luyang said, “This is indeed a mission. Kill this high-ranking astrologist first.” 

 

Everyone nodded, and a piece of magic fell. The high-level star warrior was just an ordinary elite, and 

was killed on the ground in seconds. 

 

“Nothing,” said bitter love for a long time. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “Let’s go and see Ziyang Dragon.” 

 

A group of people came to Ziyang Dragon with Lu Yang. At this time, Ziyang Dragon was still full of anger. 

Suddenly, he sprayed a flame on Lu Yang and others, but the flame was sprayed and dissipated as soon 

as it sprayed on the purple magic forbidden. No trace of it. 

 

“Scared me.” Bitter love said for a long time. 

 

Lu Luyang said: “This Ziyang Dragon needs to defeat him before he can talk to him. Everyone stands by 

and let us attack him.” 

 

阳 Lu Yang and others with special skills such as Blazing Heart stood at the forbidden door and used the 

skills to quickly kill the Ziyang Dragon. 



 

Similarly, nothing dropped, but when the last drop of blood was left in Ziyang Dragon, he recovered his 

mind. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1076 - Master of Formation 

  

“Who are you and why are you here?” Ziyang Long asked weakly. 

 

Lu Luyang said, “We are adventurers who come here to find treasures. I am very sorry to offend your 

Excellency.” 

 

System reminder: Ziyang Dragon favors you +1 

 

“I feel the smell of Titans on your body, what is your relationship with them?” Ziyang Dragon frowned. 

 

Lu Luyang said, “I have a good relationship with a Titan race.” 

 

Among the reputations of Lu Yang, there is a Titan reputation of the righteous side, but Ziyang Dragon 

does not need to know which Titan has a good ethnic relationship, as long as it is a Titan. 

 

“Sure enough, I feel right. Since you are a friend of Titan, can you help me do one thing?” Ziyang Long 

asked. 

 

“What’s the matter?” Lu Yang asked pretending to be ignorant. 

 



“Take my soul into the floating city hall, I will kill the **** big star magician Smuran.” Ziyang Dragon 

roared angrily. 

 

System prompt: whether to accept the task of Ziyang Dragon 

 

Lu Yang immediately chose to agree. How could there be disagreement about such a good thing? A light 

flashed, and Ziyang Dragon turned into a pearl and entered Lu Yang’s backpack. 

 

“This time we can go to the copy, and follow me.” Lu Yang waved and led the team to the other side of 

the floating city. 

 

After an hour, the group entered a white curtain of light. 

 

System prompt: You found the floating city hall 

 

Is a floating city inner hall composed of blue and black rocks, giving a mysterious feeling of flying fork, as 

if the entire inner hall is in the starry sky. 

 

As soon as 进入 entered the gate, the crowd was fascinated by the scenery in front of her, and at the 

end of the passage in front of the gate, there was a wide hall, where hundreds of star surgeons were 

standing, exercising their spells. 

 

“From buff.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“Group Astrological Wisdom” 

 

“Astrological Faith” 

 

“Guardian of Swarm” 

 



“Mind Astrology” 

 

Four skills are released in succession, and Lu Yang and others’ five attributes have been greatly 

improved. Normally, the attack power of these astrologists is not much for players who have worn Level 

130 dark gold suits. 

 

Lu Yang immediately ordered: “German does not taste corpses, Xiao Liang, Zhuo Jiu, Zhang Zibo and Bai 

Hu pull the monsters together, and everyone prepares group spells.” 

 

Twenty-five people took the shield and rushed into the monster group, killing the monsters easily, and 

then led the landing team to the depths of the copy, killing the monsters all the way, easily killing 5 lords 

in a row and coming to the last lord star warlock Smuran. 

 

Star Master Smuran (Lord) 

 

Level: 130 

 

Qi and blood: 50000000000/50000000000 

 

星 The appearance of this astrologist is like an octopus head attached to a person, and the gray-white 

tentacles on his face make people look disgusting. 

 

He is about three meters tall and physically like a human, but has six arms, each holding a weapon. 

 

“A staff, a long knife, a long gun, a shield, is he a mage, a warrior, or a meat shield?” Sun Yu asked. 

 

Lu Luyang said: “This one is all-in-one. This time, Xiao Liang does not need to resist blame. I let Ziyang 

Dragon resist.” 

 

He took the beads out of his backpack and threw them up. The beads instantly turned into the form of a 

Ziyang dragon. 



 

“Damn Smuran, I finally saw you.” After Ziyang Dragon turned into shape, he yelled at Smuran, the star 

master. 

 

“Unexpectedly, you can still come out, but how can you come out and kill me?” Smurane said proudly. 

 

“I will kill you.” Ziyang Dragon roared. 

 

“Then try it.” Smurane suddenly rushed to the Ziyang Dragon, and the long knife and pike were 

inserted into the soul body of the Ziyang Dragon at the same time. 

 

“8000000” 

 

Lu Luyang said: “All treatments add blood to Ziyang Dragon. This time we can fight against the Ziyang 

Dragon. Xiao Liang, you melee rest, and the rest of the output stand with me behind the star warrior 

Smuran and beat him.” 

 

“Yes.” The crowds were divided into groups, and as Lu Yang came behind Smurane, he attacked with 

skills at the same time. 

 

Smuran’s full attention is on Ziyang Dragon. As long as Ziyang Dragon does not die, Smuran will not hit 

other people. At the same time, Smuran’s skills are also concentrated on Ziyang Dragon. Unless it is a 

range skill, Lu Yang didn’t even have to escape. 

 

After a short while, Smurane’s health was cut in half, which made Sun Yu, Hei Yan, and others who were 

full output overjoyed. 

 

“I never thought he wouldn’t hit us, it’s so cool.” 

 

“Haha, the first copy is so comfortable, it is not difficult at all.” 

 



Uh … 

 

Luyang laughed while listening to their chat, this copy is a copy of the official reward to the player, as 

long as there is Ziyang Dragon, playing this copy is very easy. 

 

After 10 minutes. 

 

Bismulan fell to the ground. 

 

System Tip: You Killed Astral Smuran 

 

Lu Yang looked at the dark gold-level equipment and a orb that fell from the ground, and said, “Let’s go, 

follow me outside, and let our guild elites do this task first. You guild leaders will bring people here to 

upgrade, And ready to fight. “ 

 

“Yes.” Zhuo Jiu said with Xia Yuwei and others. 

 

Lu Yang picked up the orb, took a group of people to the outside of the copy, and placed the orb on top 

of the French array. For a time, the French array lit up a dazzling black and blue. 

 

“Great, you can teleport.” Zhou Tianming said. 

 

In the Guild, several vice-chairmen such as Brother Zhou Tianming, Sanxiong Bai, and Tian Yao are 

already recognized as fighting madmen. As long as they can improve their strength, they will be very 

happy. 

 

Lu Luyang said, “I’m gone. You know how to make a copy just now, so I won’t delay time here.” 

 

“Boss, where are you going?” Sun Yu asked. 

 



Lu Yang smiled and said, “Give your shooter group some special equipment. In the next battle, your 

shooter group will have very important tasks.” 

 

所有 Among all the equipment in the New World, what is most rejoicing to players is not various attack 

artifacts, nor various special equipment, but a weapon of the shooter. 

 

If you attack alone, this kind of weapon is not useful. When you attack in a group, the power of this kind 

of weapon is unmatched. 

 

武器 The name of this weapon is called the conscience gun. This gun is not a long gun, but a musket. His 

manufacturing method is among the Titan dwarves. 

 

Luyang took a flying carpet and flew towards the east of the floating city. Two hours later, he came into 

a large crack. 

 

飞 He flew into the rift, and soon encountered the New World Titan Dwarf with a yellow color below. 

 

Titan Dwarf (elite) 

 

Level: 100 

 

“Who?” The Titan Dwarf found Lu Yang, raised the axe in his hand, and asked cautiously. 

 

Lu Yang fell in front of the Titan Dwarf, adjusted the language mode to Titan, and said, “I am a human 

player Lu Yang, and I am a friend of the Titans in the old continent.” 

 

The Titan dwarf stared at Lu Yang, saying: “We have no relationship with the Titans. No matter which 

Titan friend you are, it has nothing to do with us, please leave here immediately.” 

 

Lu Yang guessed that the Titan dwarf would say so, took out Ziyang Dragon Ball from his backpack and 

said, “I am a friend of Ziyang Dragon. He asked me to come to you with his orb.” 



 

“What? Ziyang Dragon?” The Titan dwarf looked at the orb in Luyang’s hand in surprise, his eyes 

showing a surprised look. 

 

“This is the orb of Ziyang Dragon? Really?” Asked the Titan dwarf. 

 

Lu Luyang said, “You can feel his breath.” 

 

The Titan dwarf approached vigilantly and looked closely at the beads. When he found that there was a 

miniature Ziyang dragon inside, his face changed greatly, and he quickly said, “Follow me into the tribe.” 

 

System Tip: Your reputation with Titans becomes friendly 

 

Lu Luyang showed a smile, followed the Titan dwarf into the ground fissure, there was a huge rock 

platform under the ground, and a sea of magma and fire flowed hundreds of meters below. 

 

On the platform, there are hundreds of stone-made houses, forming a large-scale village. In the middle 

of the Titan Dwarf Village, there is a tallest house, which seems to be an altar. 

 

In front of the altar, there is an old Titan praying for something. He is the patriarch of the Titan family. 

There are hundreds of Titans around him, all praying with him. 

 

“Chief, found the Ziyang Dragon, and someone came with the orb of the Ziyang Dragon.” The patrolling 

Titan brought Landing Yang and shouted. 

 

Patriarch Qiang and the clan looked in the direction of the sound, just to see Lu Yang came in front of 

them, and the orb in Lu Yang’s hands. 

 

The Titan patriarch Tarot hurriedly came to Lu Yang, looked at Orb excitedly, and asked, “How do you 

have the Orb of Ziyang Dragon, sir?” 

 



Lu Yang said: “I was an explorer. When I entered the floating city, I rescued the Ziyang Dragon, and killed 

his star warrior Smuran with his assistance. Then he asked me to bring the Orb. Looking for you, I will be 

here. “ 

 

As soon as the utterance of the crickets fell, Ziyang Dragon Ball flew into the air autonomously and 

entered the altar. Then, the altar’s light became bright, and then the soul form of Ziyang Dragon 

appeared above the altar. He looked towards Lu Yang. 

 

“Thank you for taking me back to the Titan Dwarf tribe, patriarch, I can come back alive and kill my 

enemies, thanks to the help of this explorer in front of me, now I am going to sleep, thank you for me 

He. “Ziyang Long said. 

 

Titan patriarch Tarot looked at Lu Yang excitedly and said, “Thank you, from now on, you will be our 

Titan friends. If you have any needs, you can contact me.” 

 

Lu Yang asked: “I want to get your gun drawing here.” 

 

当然 “Of course you can.” Taro said happily, he opened the purchase interface, a large number of 

forged drawings appeared on it, the first column of the last column, in the place of respect for 

reputation, there is a silver book page. 

 

Forge: Titan Dwarf Musket 

 

Level: 130 

 

Description: This is a very powerful gun, but he has a defect, at a distance of more than 10 meters, he 

can not aim and shoot. 

 

Seeing this explanation, no one wants to buy this kind of gun, just kidding. At this stage of the battle, 

which is not fighting at a distance of 50 meters, you ca n’t aim at a distance of 10 meters, what else do 

you play? 

 



So, in the last life, this gun has been forged by no one. Even if some people try to forge, they find that 

this weapon is a little low in damage. It is really like he said that he ca n’t aim, so he wo n’t forge it. 

 

Until a long time later, some people discovered the mystery of this gun, and immediately excitedly 

produced a large number of such weapons, and in the subsequent war, killed the Quartet, causing many 

guilds to suffer. 

 

Lu Luyang stopped buying 100 drawings of this weapon in a row, and then he bought 100 ammunition 

formulas. 

 

有了 “With this, you don’t worry about the next war you won’t win.” 

 

Lu Lu smiled and put the drawings and recipes in the backpack, built a sentry tower in place, and flew 

back to Vajrayana using the transmission scepter. 

 

I found Han Zhong in the smithy. He personally started and taught the forge masters how to make this 

rifle. Soon, he made the rifle. 

 

Titan Dwarf Rifle (Excellent Gold) 

 

Level: 130 

 

Physical attack: 60,000—600,000 

 

Power: +10000 

 

Intelligence: +10000 

 

Physical strength: +6888 

 

Additional physical penetration: +101666 points 



 

Special effects: 

 

Sunder Armor: Reduce the target’s physical defense by 30%. 

 

At first glance, the damage of this weapon is indeed not high in the 130-level weapon. The total damage 

value is only 70,000, which is more than 70,000 less than the normal excellent gold-level weapon. There 

is no physical crit. Attributes, but the physical penetration of this weapon has reached more than 

60,000, and it also comes with a 30% special effect of armor breaking. 

 

Normally, the physical defense of a level 130 player is tens of thousands of points. Holding this weapon 

to attack the opponent is equal to how much blood is lost and how much blood is added, plus the 

armor-breaking special effect. If you kill a class with low defense ability, it can cause serious injury , The 

damage is not generally great. 

 

Han Zhong frowned at the weapon and said, “This weapon is special.” 

 

Lu Luyang said: “Of course it’s special. His biggest role is to break armor. Even if the opponent is a heavy 

armored warrior, he is hit by this weapon, which is very painful.” 

 

Han Zhong aimed at the attack at a distant target. 

 

“嘭” 

 

It was only 15 meters away that the marbles were skewed beyond 1 meter. 

 

Han Zhong: “…” 

 

A group of blacksmiths: “…” 

 



Lu Yang can see, these boys are forbearing smiles, Han Zhong is also a little embarrassed. He used to 

play a gun expert in the army, but he was distorted at a distance of 15 meters. 

 

When Zheng was about to try again, Lu Yang said, “Master, it’s not that you can’t shoot, but this gun is 

like this, it’s a weapon that can’t be hit accurately.” 

 

“What’s the use of this weapon if it doesn’t hit anyone.” Han Zhong asked. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Single is useless, but when the Corps is fighting, I let the shooters of that weapon stand in 

three rows, squatting in one row, squatting in a row, standing in a row, and firing at the same time. 

When shooting, no one can rush. “ 

 

Han Zhong nodded and said, “It makes sense, how many do you plan to make.” 

 

Lu Luyang said, “First 200,000.” 

 

Han Zhong: “…” 

 

“Why so many, can you use it?” Han Zhong asked. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “Master, you have to be mentally prepared. This 200,000 is only the first batch. 

This weapon will be produced in large quantities in the future. Not only will our guilds use it, other guilds 

will also want to buy it for use. But it’s a big deal. “ 

 

Han Zhong nodded his head and said, “It’s true. It looks like I should prepare for it too. The game has 

changed so much that such armor-breaking weapons have appeared.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Not only weapons with armor-breaking weapons, but also weapons that directly increase 

crit chance and attack speed will appear. After level 130, melee weapons still do not have a special 

effect and can not be sold for price. “ 

 

Han Zhong said, “Okay, then I make weapons first, and strive to make them in the fastest time.” 



 

Lu Yang nodded and asked, “Have you recruited some special blacksmiths, such as those that can make 

forged weapons mutate?” 

 

Han Zhong shook his head and said, “Not yet recruited.” 

 

Lu Yang secretly thought that it seems that the game has not released this kind of special occupation. 

There can be mutated occupations in the game, as well as occupations such as forging. However, unlike 

the pharmacy, the forging official is very careful not to release them. 

 

The reason is that the attack power cannot be set after the forged weapon is mutated. If it is small, it is 

better to buy official weapons directly. If the damage is high, the local tyrant player will exceed the 

ordinary player too much, which makes the official never make up his mind to make it. 

 

However, variations such as forging, tailoring, and leather making will eventually occur, and Lu Yang 

alone remembers several variations. 

 

“Well, I’ll go now and continue to prepare for the war.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“Um.” Han Zhong took his men to Lu Yang to the door. 

 

After Lu Lu left the blacksmith shop, he flew to Tianyuan God City with a token and just appeared in the 

safe zone. He found that many players were surrounded. 

 

“So crazy.” 

 

“What’s the real skill, dare to ask for such a high price.” 

 

“This kid is crazy.” 

 

Uh … 



 

A sigh came with a disdainful voice, Lu Yang walked through the crowd and came to the front, and found 

a player looking proudly at the people around him and so on. 

 

“I want to hold a job fair This is the resume below. If you want to hire me, come and talk to me, but I 

said well in advance, I want to recruit me, the minimum annual salary I 200,000. “The young man said 

proudly. 

 

The surrounding players once again sighed. 

 

There was a smile in Lu Luyang’s eyes. At this time, there were several taunting voices in the crowd, and 

they were still acquaintances when they heard them. 

 

“Boy, do you have the skill to dare to bargain like this? This is already the rank-of-corps treatment in 

many large guilds.” Lushui said scornfully, and he found that the man in the middle was a Huaxia man, 

and even He is upset. 

 

“It’s so funny, how can you dare to get such a high salary for a college student who just graduated, do 

you understand this game?” Park Ji-sung said coldly. 

 

刚 The newly graduated university student saw that they didn’t care about themselves, a slight 

unpleasant look appeared on their faces, but quickly changed to a smiley face. 

 

当然 “Of course I think I have this ability, and I also have a deep understanding of this game. Although 

my level is just 100, my commanding ability is definitely beyond your imagination.” College students 

said. 

 

“Command ability? Ha!” The bloodthirsty bully laughed and said, “This game has more people with 

command ability. Do you think you are valuable?” 

 

The college student said, “Of course, I think I’m better than them.” 

 



  

  

  

 

Chapter 1077 - Meet Mysterious Man Again 

  

血 Bloodthirsty Batian and Park Ji-sung did not expect this young man to be so confident in front of 

them and shook his head. 

 

“Let’s go, it’s really unnecessary to waste time with him.” 

 

“Oh, just be leisure.” 

 

Uh … 

 

When a group of guild leaders left, the young man looked a little ugly. When he was not overwhelmed 

by the setbacks in front of him, he continued to vigorously promote his ability. 

 

But what the young man did not expect was that his method of hype had not been approved by the 

major guilds. A dozen waves of people had talked to him without talking about it. 

 

Some people asked in detail about his achievements in the game. Unfortunately, this young man did not 

have any achievements, and the guild managers left their faces on the spot. 

 

There are also some presidents of the guild who feel that this person is an individual and want to recruit 

him with a salary of 50,000 to 60,000 a year. Let’s first see how this person’s ability is, but he required 

200,000, so he didn’t negotiate. 

 

Seeing that time was up, there were not many people around him, and the rest were newcomers 

watching jokes. When the young man felt decadent in his heart, Lu Yang had just finished a task and left. 

come. 



 

怎么 “Why, can’t you hold on?” Lu Yang asked with a smile. 

 

The young people looked at Lu Yang. At this time, Lu Yang used a camouflage coat. The young people did 

not recognize him. 

 

“These people do not know the goods. If they hire me, even Lu Yang, I will be able to win.” The young 

man said with gritted teeth. 

 

Lu Yang was happy, and asked, “Why are you so confident? Lu Yang is the president of the China First 

Association. Why do you win him?” 

 

The young man regained his spirits and said with a longing look: “I know how strong the chairman of the 

Iron Brotherhood, but I see a lot of loopholes in his command. If I command the army to fight him, I 

believe I can Win him. “ 

 

“Your boy is confident.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“Of course, I’m a master of art of war, and I’m learning conductor art,” said the young man. 

 

Lu Lu asked: “You graduated from a military school? Why didn’t you join the army?” 

 

The young man looked bitter and said, “Fight and get fired.” 

 

Lu Luyang completely merged the young man in front of him with the young man he knew in the last life 

into one. He knew that he didn’t admit wrong, and this one in front of him was Xu Cailiang, the famous 

battlefield conductor of the last life. 

 

“How about playing a game with me, let’s practice.” Lu Yang said. 

 



Xu Cailiang looked at Lu Yang and said, “You are the only person who is willing to play against me today. 

Those who watch my resume leave without giving me a chance to play, although it does n’t look like a 

guild. Long, but I’m idle and bored, compared to you. “ 

 

Lu Yang smiled and opened the game scene in the game. This scene is that the game was originally a 

small game, but he can let players exercise their team fighting ability. 

 

双方 The two sides of the game can direct players with different numbers and different professions to 

play against each other. Whoever leads better can win the game. 

 

“You can choose the terrain at will, I don’t care about any terrain.” Xu Cailiang said. 

 

Lu Yang chose the plain. 

 

“It turned out to be plain, hehe, he has never beaten me on the plain, well, I compare with you.” Xu 

Cailiang said. 

 

Lu Yang said that the plain is the best proof of a player’s strength. He said, “Choose the number of 

people.” 

 

“1 million.” Xu Cailiang said. 

 

Lu Luyang said, “You have the courage to command so many people.” 

 

“I am confident that I have this ability.” Xu Cailiang’s eyes became sharp at this time. 

 

“You and we both choose their own careers. I choose the same career as I see it. Let me see your 

commanding ability. Right, you know how to play.” Lu Yang asked. 

 

Xu Cailiang said, “I know the formation method. This is the key to the price I dare to ask. This formation 

method is the most common ancient war formation method in our command system. When we played 

simulation battles before, we calculated many times. “ 



 

Lu Luyang said, “Then add the formation.” 

 

He divided one million people into three teams, the front left and right sides are tortoises, and the main 

back is cone-shaped. 

 

“I chose to finish it, won’t the war start?” Lu Yang asked with a smile. 

 

“I’m finished, I can start a war.” Xu Cailiang said. 

 

The light flashed, and the two entered a battlefield at the same time. Each side had 1 million people. 

They set up a battlefield on a huge plain and were ready to go to war. 

 

Lu Yang and Xu Cailiang did not start the attack as soon as they met, but observed each other’s 

formation. Xu Cailiang’s formation is relatively simple. The front row is a tortoise, the second row is a 

square, and the third row is a long snake. In the middle is the tiger head array. 

 

“Yes, even dare to use mixed matrix.” Lu Yang said. 

 

Xu Cailiang proudly said, “This is my strongest formation, so far no one can crack it.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “Yes, can you understand my formation?” 

 

Xu Cailiang frowned, looked at it for a while, and said, “It looks like a simple turtle-shaped array and a 

cone-shaped array, but how can you give me a strong feeling?” 

 

Lu Yang was a little surprised and said, “Let’s try it and see if your mixed formation is great, or if my 

formation is great.” 

 

Xu Cailiang thought about it and decided to take the initiative to launch an attack. He had absolute 

confidence in his formation and ordered: “The army advances.” 



 

With one million people marching forward slowly, Lu Yang’s simple two-winged tortoise array and mid-

cone array suddenly changed form when he was attacking forward. 

 

The two-winged tortoise array turned into a cone array without any chaos, and the middle path changed 

from a cone array to a circular array. 

 

For a while, the two awls quickly moved to Xu Cailiang’s wings and inserted them fiercely. Where did Xu 

Cailiang see this change? Although he was ready on the flanks, he was still disrupted by the sudden 

attack. 

 

Originally, he expected that Lu Yang wanted to make a major breakthrough, but he did not expect that 

Lu Yang played a matrix transformation, which is the most difficult method, which involves many specific 

details. 

 

Xu Cailiang rushed to fight, but he was indeed the master of the formation of the last generation, and 

soon made up for the previous deficiencies. 

 

However, just when Xu Cailiang had just sorted out the formation, Lu Yang changed again. The attack 

formation in the middle and the two wings’ attack were suddenly connected. Xu Cailiang couldn’t 

understand how Lu Yang did it. This combination of formations Later, Lu Yang’s attack array turned into 

a goose-shaped array. 

 

If you want to break this formation, you only have to break off the two wings of the wild goose. 

However, if you want to attack the two wings, you must have enough troops. However, just after the 

battle, Xu Cailiang lost many people. He was afraid to send troops easily. The round array gathered in 

the middle will turn into a conical array or an offensive array and burst into his army. 

 

才 Xu Cailiang thought for a long time and couldn’t think of a way, and eventually he was easily defeated 

by Lu Yang! 

 

The light flashed, the game of the two was over, Xu Cailiang looked lonely, and looked down at what had 

just happened. 

 



Lu Yang was not in a hurry, nor was he angry that Xu Cailiang ignored him, and he stood there waiting. 

After a while, Xu Cailiang looked up and said to Lu Yang with an ugly expression: “It looks like I’m really 

arrogant , This job fair is really shameful. “ 

 

Lu Yang hesitated. He originally wanted to teach Xu Cailiang a lesson. He didn’t expect to lose his self-

confidence. This was not what he was going to do. Seeing Xu Cailiang was going to demolish the booth, 

he said: “You lose to I don’t shame. “ 

 

Xu Cailiang smiled bitterly and said, “It’s shameful enough. I’ve watched the battle videos of countries all 

over the world. You’re not any of them. I can’t even beat an ordinary master, and I have a face to set 

myself up here. I’m so overwhelmed with sales. “ 

 

Lu Luyang was silent, watching Xu Cailiang lower his head to pack, he revealed the lineup and said, “Look 

who I am.” 

 

才 Xu Cailiang looked up, and the eyesless expression turned into a stun instantly. 磕 磕 Baba said, “You, 

you, are you, Lu Yang?” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said: “Annual salary 200,000, let me work.” 

 

“I lost so badly, you want to hire me for 200,000?” Xu Cailiang asked in surprise. 

 

Lu Luyang said: “It is not shameful to lose to me, how many battles have I experienced, how can you 

possibly compare the details of the war, and follow me to learn.” 

 

“Thank you, boss.” Xu Cailiang immediately agreed in surprise. This was a good thing for him. The 

original thing he wanted to enter was the Brotherhood of Iron Blood. But he knew that there were so 

many masters in the Brotherhood of Iron Blood. He was not a newcomer at all. I want to go to other 

guilds to stand out. 

 

But he didn’t expect to meet the chairman of the Jagged Brothers Alliance and fought him. Although he 

lost, he was hired by a high salary of 200,000. 

 



“Boss, what do I do next, let me direct the war?” Xu Cailiang asked. 

 

Lu Yang glanced at him and said: “Let me tell you so, you now understand the formation method, but 

you do n’t know how to lead troops. Simulating war is not a real on-the-spot confrontation. You first 

follow Xia Yuwei and their bitter love for half their lives to exercise a bit.” 

 

“Okay.” Xu Cailiang knew his shortcomings and was able to learn from Xia Yuwei and the vice chairman 

such as half-life as soon as he entered the guild. 

 

That night. 

 

Lu Yang took Xu Cailiang to the vice-chairman level meeting and introduced him to everyone. Xu Cailiang 

was flattered. He can participate in the highest-level meetings of the Jagged Brothers Alliance. 

Obviously, Lu Yang attaches little importance to him. Below, It depends on his conducting art. 

 

Xi Xia Yuwei, White Lion and others were a little surprised. At this meeting, Lu Yang had never brought 

strangers before. For the first time, they were all a little surprised at the master of the array in Lu Yang’s 

mouth. 

 

Lu Luyang said, “He has been hired by me. He will pack up and fly to the studio in a few days. The task is 

to learn from me.” 

 

Everyone nodded gladly. 

 

“Talk about the developments of all parties.” Lu Yang looked to Tu Feng. 

 

Tu Feng nodded and said, “At present Park Renyi, Tianlong, Green Water Ghost, are gathering players. It 

is estimated that they can participate in the war in the near future. Liu Jie outside was stopped by Song 

Yunyi and unable to attack us. With a large number of players returning to Tiantian City, one step up the 

sky, the two sides have gathered more than 1.5 million people. “ 

 

“There is still a force. There are 8 small guilds in total. They also agreed to Liu Jie’s request and made 

trouble inside us, trying to grab a main city.” 



 

Everyone couldn’t help laughing. 

 

“The little guild dare to ask us trouble, and tell me, I’ll go and kill them tonight.” White Lion said. 

 

Xi Tufeng said: “The royal aristocracy, Xiongfeng Brothers Hall, Xiaoyao Palace, etc., they have not 

gathered the players together now, if they pay separately, it will be a waste of time.” 

 

White Lion nodded and said: “It is true, separate payment is not appropriate.” 

 

Lu Luyang said: “Give them a chance to concentrate their manpower, just kill them once, don’t waste 

time.” 

 

Everyone nodded. 

 

Uh … 

 

Xu Cailiangcai listened to the discussions of the vice presidents of the Jagged Brothers League. There 

was a feeling of speechlessness. Those guilds that he had never played before were in front of them, but 

they were just like ants. This was even more firm. confidence. 

 

After two hours, the meeting was over. 

 

Lu Yang handed Xu Cailiang into Xia Yuwei’s hands and let Xu Cailiang set up a pilot project here. 

Although Xia Yuwei did not trust Xu Cailiang, she agreed. 

 

清 Early morning the next day. 

 

Lu Yang returned to the game. In his memory, Xu Cailiang and several other masters of matrix formation 

all came out at the same time. 

 



In order to find these people, Lu Yang deliberately sent a notice of recruiting masters in the whole 

service. In a while, countless players came to register, because they were shocked by the high salary he 

gave. 200,000, as long as you apply, 200,000 salary. 

 

Wu Tufeng was involved in all kinds of situations and could not pull out, and handed over the 

recruitment to Mo Long. At this time, Mo Long had matured and became a qualified helper for Lu Yang. 

 

“Boss, how does this master of the formation method determine, you have to give me a method.” Mo 

Long was very willing to accept this task, but for the first time he heard of the master of the formation 

method, he did not know how to choose. 

 

Lu Luyang gave him a matrix map, saying: “Take this to recruit, you can know that this matrix is flawed, 

even if you pass the first level.” 

 

“Oh.” Mo Long had the bottom of his heart and went to recruit. 

 

Lu Yang took out the teleportation scepter and flew to the abyss platform of the Titan Dwarf. 

 

Seeing Lu Yang, Ta Luo came forward and said, “Man, you can come here so well, can you do me a 

favor?” 

 

Lu Lu asked: “What’s busy?” 

 

“In a cave in our underground abyss, there is an important area for us to collect ore, but it has been 

occupied by some monsters. I hope you can help us clear there and recapture the cave.” Tarot said. 

 

System prompt: Tarot posts to you 

 

Lu Yang chose to accept and said, “OK.” 

 

The Titan mission is a super long mainline mission, which must be completed, because when the 

reputation of the player reaches reverence, a legendary 130-level shield can be purchased from Tarot. 



 

Lu Yang wanted to get this shield in the last life. As long as he had this shield, Lu Yang would have a 

great advantage in the next war. 

 

Legendary shields, on one side, are equal to the sum of the attributes of 4 excellent gold-level 

equipment of the same level, which is equivalent to the loss of one third of the attack power of the 

opponent. 

 

Thinking of the god-level data of this shield, he came to the cave door and walked in. 

 

System prompt: You found a crystal diamond cave 

 

Lu Luyang looked around. Inside the crystal diamond cave, there were many dwarf soldiers with blue 

and white skin and holding weapons. 

 

Abyss Ice Demon (elite) 

 

Level: 130 

 

Qi and blood: 20000000/20000000 

 

里面 Inside the cave, there are countless ice monsters in the abyss. Lu Yang is too lazy to fight one by 

one and read the spell in his mouth. 

 

“Ninth Hell” 

 

With him as the center, the hot high temperature rises within 5,000 meters, and all the ice monsters 

suffer more than 2 million spell damage. 

 

“Quack” 

 



Uh … 

 

Countless abyss ice monsters waved their weapons and rushed towards the landing sun. 

 

“Summon Flying Carpet” 

 

Lu Yang quickly flew into the air and quickly flew up the top of the cave. The ordinary abyss ice demon 

does not have spell attacks and cannot attack remote units. 

 

Lu Yang stopped in the air for a while, and when the magic was used up, he immediately used the 

spiritual gourd Xiandan to supplement the magic. Soon, the ice monster in the cave was killed. 

 

This is a cave without boss monsters and boss monsters. After the monsters were killed, the patrol Titan 

came in and said gratefully, “Tough work, man.” 

 

Lu Luyang looked at the prestige. There was a certain distance to worship, but it was not far away. He 

left the copy and found Tarot. 

 

“Man, thank you for completing the task brilliantly. If you can, can you help me kill the earth corpse 

king in the underground city north of the abyss.” Taro asked. 

 

“OK.” Lu Yang accepted the task. 

 

北 On the north side of the abyss, there is a huge dungeon, but that dungeon is not a place for players to 

rest, but a strange area. 

 

The entire city is occupied by a kind of earth spirit zombies. These zombies emit yellow light and have a 

strong defense body. Only spells can cause certain damage to them, but they are also reduced by 30%. 

 

Lu Yang took a flying carpet and came to the entrance to the dungeon not too long. Sure enough, there 

were a few lingering zombies wandering at the door  



 

Level: 130 

 

Qi and blood: 23000000/23000000 

 

Lu Yang remembers that there is a secret passage in the underground city, and he can enter the 

underground city without going to the main entrance. He turned and walked towards the dense 

passage. 

 

There was a cliff 20 minutes away from the north gate of the underground city. Lu Yang flew down on a 

flying carpet. Soon, he found an entrance below. 

 

System prompt: You found the secret road 

 

Lu Yang traveled along the path, there was no strange in the entire path. Just as he approached the end 

of the path, suddenly, a strange door appeared on the side of the path. 

 

“Hide the secret room !?” Lu Yang’s eyes looked surprised. 

 

推 He pushed open the door and went into the secret room. Inside the door, he happened to meet the 

mysterious man he had seen before. 

 

“Man, we have met again. I am a very mysterious, extremely mysterious, particularly mysterious, 

extremely mysterious person.” The mysterious businessman said with a smile on his hips. 

 

Lu Yang’s heart is very exciting. Mysterious man, this is a baby. Normally it is almost impossible to meet. 

Every time he encounters a mysterious man, he can buy top-level items. He can let an ordinary player 

instantly Become a millionaire. 

 

  

  



  

 

Chapter 1078 - Delay time 

  

Lu Yang asked: “What’s good.” 

 

“Look,” said the mysterious man. 

 

There is a purchase window in front of Lu Yang. There are three items on it. The first one is the skill book 

Astrological Attack Prophecy. 

 

Astral Attack Prophecy 

 

Occupation: Pastor 

 

Cost: 1 million magic 

 

Distance: within 500 meters of team members 

 

Description: Increases physical attack by 10% of total intelligence for 2 hours. 

 

Lu Yang shook his fists. This is a large-scale battlefield god-level skill. At present, the intelligence value of 

a 130-level priest is about 140,000. Using this skill can add more than 10,000 physical attack power to 

the player. 

 

This is not the main thing. The main thing is that if you have a level 9 demon heart and an additional 

700,000 intelligence, a priest uses astrological attack predictions to add equipment, which can increase 

the player’s physical attack by 84,000. 

 

This value is equivalent to a level 130 dark gold weapon. It can be said that the attribute has not 

increased as much as it has the ability to change the situation on the battlefield. 



 

The second is a token transmitted on the ancient battlefield. Lu Yang bought it and decided to reuse it 

later. He looked at the third item. 

 

Starry eye 

 

Description: He’s nothing special, it just gives you a God perspective. 

 

Lu Yang sighs, the eye of the starry sky, the top-level equipment for large-scale warfare. Although the 

description of this thing is simple, it is a top-level equipment that is not inferior to the artifact. The 

normal player’s vision is only about 200 meters. See everything within 5000 meters from God ’s 

perspective. 

 

The main thing is that this thing can also be upgraded. At most, you can see the situation around 

yourself 50,000 meters, which is equivalent to a radar. 

 

He put the eye of the starry sky in his backpack and decided that after buying three items, the 

mysterious man smiled. 

 

“The transaction is over. I’m satisfied. I hope to meet again next time.” The mysterious man put on a 

European gentleman’s etiquette, hesitated, and disappeared. 

 

Lu Yang looked at the second token in his hand, and looked up with interest. This token can transport 

the player to an ancient battlefield, and it is very likely to get the bloodline inheritance in it, just like the 

explosion bloodline. 

 

He decided to put the shield first, click on the token, a flash of light flashed, his body was caught in the 

light, and then disappeared in place. 

 

System prompt: you found the ancient battlefield of Youlang 

 

Lu Yang looked at the surrounding scenery, showing an excited look, the land of the wolf. I didn’t expect 

him to be so lucky to teleport to this place. 



 

The land of the wolf, the fall of the wild wolf family in ancient times, all the high-ranking members of the 

wild wolf family died in this battle, including the shadow blood wolf with three blood veins. 

 

“Woohoo ~~!” 

 

A howling wolf came from not far away. 

 

Lu Yang looked up, and a three-turn ghost blood wolf appeared not far away. 

 

Shadow Blood Wolf (Elite) 

 

Level: 130 

 

Qi and Blood: 20000000/20000000 

 

The fur of the shadow blood wolf is dark red, the wolf is more than two meters tall, the wolf’s head is 

fierce and abnormal, and its limbs are bloody. 

 

In the last life, the Phantom Blood Wolf was a career that made all players feel headaches. It can be said 

that once the Phantom Blood Wolf enters the battle, unless he can control him, he will be killed by the 

opponent. 

 

This blood wolf’s skills are too strange, he can summon two ghost wolves similar to the power of the 

silver moon, the ghost wolf’s attack power is only 50,000 points, but this 50,000 damage is real full 

damage . 

 

In the shadow blood wolf, after the transformation, he has a roar skill, which adds an additional 30,000 

attack power. The two shadow wolf summoned are equivalent to 80,000 attack power. 

 

Ghost Blood Wolf has an additional effect that increases its movement speed to a limit of 650% and an 

attack speed increase of 100%. 



 

If someone can get together the team of the shadow blood wolf, it is a nightmare for all guilds. Of 

course, the shadow blood wolf is not without weaknesses. The original crazy wolf and devil wolf can 

always be transformed, but the shadow blood The duration of the wolf is only two hours. At the same 

time, after transformation, the shadow blood wolf will have an 8-hour skill cooldown before being 

transformed. 

 

Lu Yang has always wanted to get a shadow blood wolf legion, if there is such a unit, he can use Blitz. 

 

In the previous game, before the open mount war, there were two professions capable of playing Blitz. 

The Orcs were the Blood Wolf Legion, and the other was the Druid Phoenix Legion of the Elves. 

 

I remember that at that time, it was a guild in Germany that used the Blood Wolf Legion to launch a 

blitz. That was at the 200 level. The main city of the game was fixed. Such a blood wolf army that does 

not need to be replenished was hit by the world’s top guilds. . 

 

“I hope there are enough blood wolves here, so that I can also taste the taste of Blitz.” Lu Yang said 

excitedly. 

 

He launched the Eye of the Starry Sky and looked at the situation in the entire ancient battlefield, and 

found that there were tens of thousands of wild wolves and hundreds of blood wolves. 

 

“The Ninth Hell” 

 

Lu Yang chanted a spell in his mouth, then he summoned the flying carpet, flew into the air, and flew 

straight towards the middle of the ancient battlefield. 

 

Crazy wolf and blood wolf have another weakness. Neither of these classes has air skills. That is, once a 

player flies above them, they have absolutely no way to attack. 

 

In the last life, someone broke the German Blitz, using the Druid’s Phoenix Legion, and the Blood Wolf 

Legion that was hunted down had nowhere to hide. 

 



“Woohoo ~~” 

 

… 

 

Countless wolverines rang out on the map, and a large number of mad wolf, demon wolf and blood wolf 

ran towards the landing sun. From time to time, there were mad wolf standing under Lu Yang jumping 

high, and wanted to attack Lu Yang, but it was not enough Less than the height of the flying carpet. 

 

After half an hour. 

 

All the wolves in the map were killed and Lu Yang landed on the ground, watching the wolf wolf transfer 

certificate and the power of blood on the ground reveal an excited look. 

 

“Fortunately, raising the spirit of the demon to level 9 is truly extraordinary.” Lu Yang murmured to 

himself. 

 

He did his best to pick up items on the ground and waited for him to pick up all the contents in the map. 

According to statistics, he obtained 1,500 certificates of frantic transfer and 500 pieces of blood power 

of the demon wolf. 

 

“I won’t go out these days. I’m here to brush crazy wolf.” Lu Yang said excitedly. 

 

… 

 

For three consecutive days, Lu Yang stayed in the ancient battlefield. On average, the ancient battlefield 

refreshed every hour. In these three days, Lu Yang received 100,000 crazi wolf warrior transfer 

certificates and 30,000 ghost bloodwolf transfers. certificate. 

 

It was not until the morning of the fourth day that he left this special space and continued to walk in the 

direction of the earth corpse king. 

 

He called while inquiring. 



 

“How many Titan Dwarf muskets have been made?” Lu Yang asked. 

 

Han Zhong said: “10,000.” 

 

Lu Yang frowned, saying, “The number is too small.” 

 

“The manufacturing speed can be faster next time, but at most 13,000 sticks are produced every three 

days.” Han Zhong said. 

 

Lu Yang said: “This speed doesn’t work. It looks like I have to create some trouble for those who want to 

attack us.” 

 

He hung up the communicator, first killed the Turtle King through the secret road, then flew to Tianyuan 

God City, and visited the Nine Star Alliance boss Perez, the sea dynasty boss on top of the cloud, the 

dark Holy See president Lawrence, and the Roman dynasty. Mr. Caesar and a dozen other presidents. 

 

All of them are guild leaders who are distributed around Liu Jie, Yideng Tiantian, Tianlong, and Pu Renyi. 

 

In particular, the Jiuxing Alliance is beside Pu Renyi and Tianlong. The reason why they are called Jiuxing 

Alliance is that they were originally nine foreign guilds, because they were afraid that Pu Renyi, Tianlong 

and Lu Yang would attack them. . 

 

They were anxious that Lu Yang and Pu Renyi would fight for your life. I heard that Liu Jie and Park Renyi 

had gathered several super guilds to fight against the Jagged Brothers Alliance. They also worried that 

the Jagged Brothers Alliance would not be able to carry it. 

 

Now that Lu Yang has found Perez, Perez is naturally willing to contact Lu Yang and take the remaining 

eight presidents to talk with Lu Yang for a whole day. 

 

The position of the Canghai Dynasty was next to Liu Jie. Liu Jie constantly eroded the surrounding maps. 

There were several collisions with the Canghai Dynasty. Both sides did not go all out, but the Canghai 

Dynasty knew that sooner or later there would be a battle with Liu Jie. 



 

It was learned that Lu Yang came to him, and the top of the sea dynasty, the top of the cloud, also had a 

happy conversation with Lu Yang for most of the day. 

 

The same is true of the other several guilds. They are in a world of great contention and are willing to 

build the main city. Some of them do not want to become the hegemony in the new continent. How can 

a certain force be allowed to be too powerful. 

 

Lu Yang spent 7 days, provoking Liu Jie, Park Renyi, Tianlong, and Yideng Dengtian, etc. around the 

unstable, originally agreed, the time to attack together 7 days ago, because the emergence of unfamiliar 

strength has become a jerk. Dare to attack easily. 

 

“What can I do?” In a special space, Liu Jie, Park Renyi, and others were gathering to discuss the 

situation of the battle, Lushui asked with a frown. 

 

The crowd was at a loss. 

 

“I suggest attacking. I don’t believe Lu Yang really reached an alliance with them.” Green Water Ghost 

said, of several forces, he was the weakest, but there were no hostile forces around him. 

 

“Hum, if it is achieved, the Nine Star Alliance, the Dark Holy See, and the Roman Dynasty are all forces 

capable of competing with our single guild. Do n’t let us attack Lu Yang when he is seriously injured, 

then It’s not fun. “Park Renyi said, he is now the first mouse, both worried about Lu Yang’s attack, but 

also worried that the Nine Star Alliance around him is taking advantage. 

 

“Isn’t that a fight yet, we have all planned for such a long time.” One step to the sky asked. 

 

“Fighting still needs to be fought, but I suggest that this war should be expanded a little bit, not only 

ours, but also some more people. When the interests are evenly divided, they should also be given 

some.” Liu Jie said. 

 

“What do you mean?” Tianlong asked. 

 



Liu Jie said: “Simple, since Lu Yang has found so many helpers, we’ll look for the helpers’ enemies or 

potential hostile forces to help, right?” 

 

Everyone shined. 

 

“It makes sense that Lu Yang can find someone, and we can also find it, so that it will cause a large-scale 

dogfight.” One step Dengtian said. 

 

“can.” 

 

“I agree.” 

 

“I’ll talk about the division of interests later. I will destroy Lu Yang first. I don’t mind other forces 

entering the Northeast.” 

 

… 

 

None of the members had an opinion. Liu Jie said, “Okay, then everyone will find a way to contact the 

surrounding strong guilds to participate in the war.” 

 

Everyone nodded, exiting the special space. 

 

On the other side. 

 

Lu Yang quickly got Liu Jie’s next move, and a sneer appeared on his face. 

 

“Since you are willing to delay time, don’t blame me for being rude,” Lu Yang murmured to himself. 

 

After these 7 days of preparation, more than 100,000 Titan dwarf muskets have been created at the 

smithy, and the smithy is still being built. At the same time, the Titan patriarch Tarot constantly 

refreshed the drawings of dwarven muskets. Yang bought it. 



 

Now there are 700 people in the smithy *, and up to 20,000 can be made every day. Unfortunately, half 

of these people need to make ammunition for this weapon, and there is no way *. 

 

Here *, on the other side, Lu Yang asked Sun Yu to pick out the first batch of 100,000 people. Among 

them, the most loyal, 1,000 people working in the studio have been given weapons, and 1,000 people 

have been tested on the test site. At that time, the range damage caused by an attack surprised all the 

vice presidents, including Sun Yu and Xia Yuwei and White Lion. 

 

“This armor reduction is really overbearing, even in defense, it can’t be carried.” Xiao Liang said. 

 

Lu Yang said: “This kind of weapon is specially used to break the shield, but it is limited to level 130. In 

the future, this type of weapon will be meaningless.” 

 

Everyone nodded. 

 

“Hey, if you defend the city now, it will be much easier to have this kind of weapon. The number of 

people coming from the enemy and the number of shields to protect them will be less than a few 

volleys,” said Sun Yu. 

 

Lu Yang nodded, looked at Mu Yi, and asked, “How many gems did you get?” 

 

Recently, Han Fei, with a team of 20,000 thieves, has been stealing gems in the copy and handed them 

to Mu Yi every night. 

 

Mu Yi said: “There are more than 200,000 points of Grade 6 gems.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “Yes, let them continue to steal until the official revision.” 

 

Everyone: “…” 

 

As long as there are enough gems, this war is half won. 



 

He then asked: “What about 130-level equipment?” 

 

Zhuzhuo said: “There are currently only 70,000 sets.” 

 

“Come on, I guess Liu Jie’s attack will not be launched in the short term, but it will not take more than 20 

days. At that time, it will be a super war and must have enough equipment.” Lu Yang said. 

 

There are more than 500,000 players in the Jagged Brothers League to level 130. Most of the rest are 

above level 120. If you want to win the battle, you mainly depend on the strength of high-level players. 

If you give these 500,000 people to level 130, Suit, with top-level weapons support, this battle is bound 

to win. 

 

Zhuojiu said: “The next speed is fast. It should be able to hit 500,000 sets within 20 days Lu Yang 

nodded, looking at the lofty sentiments, and asked:” Select 100,000 people Come out, I have 100,000 

crazi wolf warrior transfer certificates here. “ 

 

“What?” Hao Qingwan thought that he had nothing to do on the side. He was so stunned that he looked 

at Lu Yang and asked, “Boss, do you have 100,000 crazi wolf warrior transfer certificates?” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Of course, I will give you three days to select 100,000 people.” 

 

“I’ll go now.” Wanqing Wan ran away. 

 

Lu Yang laughed and said, “I’m going out for a while. You can keep busy. Mu Yi prepares, and there are 

10 special shields.” 

 

“Yes,” Mu Yi said. 

 

Lu Yang took out his teleportation scepter and flew back to the Titan Dwarf’s location. For the next 

period, he focused on doing tasks on the Titan Dwarf. 

 



Three days later, his prestige here reached reverence. Later, he excitedly found the patriarch Tarot and 

bought only 10 forged drawings of legendary shields. 

 

Chapter 1079 - Titan shield 

  

 

Blacksmithing: Titan Shield (Legendary) 

 

Level: 130 

 

Physical defense: 1800000—1900000 

 

Magic defense: 1800000—1900000 

 

Strength: +7200 

 

Stamina: +7200 

 

Stamina: +7200 

 

Intelligence: +7200 

 

Additional physical defense: +50000 

 

Additional Magical Defense: +60000 

 

This shield is the best of all 130 shields, and it is also Lu Yang’s favorite. His shape is a huge rectangle, 2 

meters long, 1.5 meters wide, and five sides of this kind of shield combined It is like forming a shield 

array to protect many players hiding in it. 

 



He returned to Diamond City, handed the shield forged scroll to Han Zhong, and said, “Master, find 10 

people and build these shields with all your strength.” 

 

“Good stuff.” Han Zhong said with a smile. 

 

Lu Yang said: “With this shield, our defense ability to defend the city is greatly improved.” 

 

Han Zhong nodded. 

 

“Dididi” 

 

The interphone rang, and Lu Yang picked it up, calling with pride. 

 

“What’s the matter?” Lu Yang asked. 

 

“Boss, I have already found 100,000 people, and they have assembled.” Said with pride. 

 

Lu Yang asked, “Where are you?” 

 

“It’s in the inner city of King Kong.” Pride said. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Wait for me. I’ll be right here. I’m also in the city.” 

 

“Yes,” said Hao Qing. 

 

Lu Yang hung up the communicator, put on a flying carpet, and flew towards the inner city. 

 

On the other side. 

 



Inner city. 

 

Pride and tension walk back and forth nervously. Since Lu Yang told him three days ago, after getting 

100,000 crazy wolf transfer certificates, he is excited every day. 

 

How strong the crazy wolf is after the second turn. He is the clearest as a silver moon demon wolf. If 

there are 100,000 people who can turn into a crazy wolf and enter the silver moon temple for a second 

turn, he can lead the 100,000 people to cross the entire new continent. . 

 

“Brother, is it true that the boss said that there are 100,000 transfer certificates?” One of his men asked 

excitedly. 

 

Pride glared at the man and said, “My boss can still have a fake talk, and he will wait for me, put on his 

best form, don’t embarrass the boss, the boss will come right away.” 

 

“Yes,” everyone answered. 

 

A group of people ran to their respective teams and issued orders. For a time, the original neat team 

became more neat, like a soldier, horizontal and vertical, without any dislocation, and 100,000 people 

were like a big square. 

 

If a camera took this scene at this time, I would be surprised for it. A game that can let players do this is 

obviously not what ordinary people can do. 

 

1,000 of these people have entered the studios of the Iron Brotherhood headquarters. Players at the 

Iron Brotherhood headquarters are trained every day by professional soldiers and even top mercenaries, 

so their combat capabilities and military qualities They are far beyond ordinary players, and it is 

reasonable to have such strength. 

 

After 10 minutes. 

 

Lu Yangfei returned to Diamond City, took a flying carpet to the sky, and looked down to the extreme 

comfort. 



 

100,000 people are still standing neatly, no one speaks, and no one talks, he can’t help but open the 

camera to record the scene. 

 

It’s memorable. A game guild made him develop like this. He is proud of himself. 

 

The light flashed. 

 

Lu Yang appeared in front of the lofty sentiments, looked at him nervously, and said with satisfaction: 

“Yes, you have brought out a good soldier.” 

 

With a look of excitement on his arrogant face, he is most happy to get such praise as Lu Yang. 

 

“The boss teaches well, I dare not disappoint.” Said with pride. 

 

Lu Yang nodded with satisfaction, handing over a storage bag containing 100,000 mad wolf transfer 

certificates and 30,000 blood wolf blood veins, said: “Everything is here, starting today, I have learned 

this skill In the future, you will take them to train the tactics and wait for my news. “ 

 

“Yes.” Passionately took the storage bag with excitement, and looking inside, it turned out that all were 

crazi wolf transfer certificate and blood wolf three turns of blood. 

 

“Brothers, it’s time for us,” shouted passionately. 

 

100,000 people were even more excited when they heard this shout. 

 

Lu Yang smiled, asked him to issue a certificate, and returned to the Guildhall hall of King Kong by flying 

carpet. 

 

There, Tu Feng and Zhuo Jiu were waiting for him. Seeing Lu Yang’s return, the group got up and said 

hello. 



 

Lu Yang asked, “What’s the situation now?” 

 

Tu Feng said, “According to the information we have so far, tomorrow morning, one step to the sky and 

bloodthirsty bully and others will storm our tiger mouth fortress with 1.5 million people. After a few 

major guilds left our main city, they would launch civil strife at the same time in Chiyang City, Jiuse City, 

Zixing City and Liberty Capital. , These several together, the total number of people is more than 5 

million, and all are players above 120. “ 

 

Lu Yang snorted and said, “There are quite a lot of people. It seems that when they are not afraid to 

attack us, they are attacked by others.” 

 

Tu Feng went on to say: “This enemy’s attack was a bit fierce. There are more than 20,000 people who 

are masters of the secondary forbidden spell.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “It looks like we are going to move our soldiers.” 

 

“Rescue soldiers?” Everyone asked in surprise. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Of course, I still have an ally. In this way, Zhuojiu takes 500,000 to defend Tianjian 

Fortress, White Lion takes 500,000 to defend Tiger Mouth Fortress, and Hao and Liangyun take 300,000 

people are responsible for protecting the four main cities, such as Chiyang City. I personally took 1 

million people to confront Park Renyi. “ 

 

At present, there are more than 2.5 million people in the Jagged Brothers League who reach level 120. 

The total number is still half that of the other party, but the Jagged Brothers League is a defensive player 

and occupies a great geographical advantage. In addition, there are 500,000 of these people. Level 130 

players, so they do not suffer when fighting. 

 

“I will issue a mobilization order,” Tu Feng said. 

 

“I also mobilized my hands said Zhuojiu. 

 



… 

 

The White Lion and Liang Yun have convened their players separately, and have previously disclosed the 

war to the guild players. 

 

As soon as the mobilization order was announced, the Brotherhood of Iron Blood quickly mobilized as a 

whole. Players who had reached the 120th level and above the gold level found the reports of their 

respective legions. At one time, all the main cities controlled by Lu Yang were in a breath of war. 

 

Lu Yang took out the phone and called Song Sisi, and asked, “How are you preparing over there?” 

 

Song Sisi said proudly: “I have collected 10,000 mages. It’s good.” 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “Good job.” 

 

Song Sisi is also very proud of this. Since Lu Yang asked him to build the main city, he has recruited a 

large number of players who understand the secondary forbidden spell at the request of Lu Yang. After 

two or three months, he just recruited Ten thousand people. 

 

Chapter 1080 - Defensive battle 

  

 

Early the next morning. 

 

At eight in the morning, the entire New World was in turmoil. 

 

Liu Jie, Song Yunyi, Luo Jiade in the northern region, Hans, One Step Ascension, and Iron King in the 

north and central regions, and Park Renyi, Tianlong, and Jiuxing Alliance in the northeast began to 

gather players. 

 

“I announced that the annihilation of the Brotherhood of Iron Blood will begin today, and I will try to 

eliminate it within a week.” On the television screen, Liu Jiexin swore to the host. 



 

Inside the conference room of the Jagged Brotherhood. 

 

Zhou Tianming sneered and said, “He just blow it. It’s a week, don’t let us annihilate it.” 

 

Everyone showed a sneer expression. After so many days, the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood has 

produced 200,000 Titan muskets, which are used by shooters wearing a 130-level dark gold suit. If you 

are defending the city, unless there is a 140-level anti-leader team Otherwise, it is a group of lambs to 

be slaughtered. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Our mission this time is mainly to knock down Dingzhou City and Suiyuan City, and link up 

with the Jiuxing Alliance. Zhuojiu and White Lion must defend these two fortresses, and there must be 

no problems.” 

 

“Boss rest assured.” Zhuojiu said with the White Lion. 

 

Lu Yang believed in the capabilities of the two men. He told the rest: “This battle is about the key to 

whether we can unify the entire Northeast region. Please make sure you work hard.” 

 

“Yes,” the crowd said together. 

 

“Adjourn the meeting and prepare separately.” Lu Yang said. 

 

The party stood up and nodded to Lu Yang, and they all dispersed. By 11 o’clock noon, more than 3 

million brothers in the Iron Blood Brotherhood were ready. 

 

Zhuojiu and the White Lion each took 500,000 people to guard the Tianjian Fortress and the Tiger 

Mouth Fortress, but when they arrived, Dengtian Tian and Liu Jie and others had not organized the 

players. 

 

Tiger mouth fortress. 

 



“This step is also wasteful enough. It will not be able to clean up one million people in three hours. What 

else does this fight with us?” Bai Lang said unhappyly. 

 

“Why don’t we go out and ambush them once?” Bai Hu asked. 

 

“No, our task this time is to defend. If we want to attack, we must wait until they are tired.” White Lion 

said. 

 

The white wolf and the white tiger were helpless, as long as they nodded in agreement, among the 

three of them, the elder brother spoke very usefully, although the two of them didn’t take it seriously. 

 

But what the two of them didn’t know was that he was ready for the first step. He wasn’t ready. It was 

just an illusion. The bloodthirsty bully and the eternal soul, Mu Huali and others brought 500,000 people 

in ambush two hours ago. Out of the tiger mouth fortress. 

 

“The three males of the Bai Family are just reckless husbands. Lu Yang sent them to defend the city, 

which is a big failure. Wait. Seeing that our team is slow, they will definitely want to go out of the city to 

ambush. As long as they dare, we will enter. Soul said eternally shaking the fan. 

 

People like Bloodthirsty and Black Blood nodded one after another. In their cognition, the three males of 

the Bai Family are three reckless husbands, but they forgot that there is such a word in this world, and 

Shiba should wait and see. 

 

The White Lion studied with Lu Yang for two years. It was no longer the reckless lion, but a brave 

general. 

 

Lu Yang dare to send Bai Xiongxiong to defend the city, only to see the white lion’s character has 

become calm, and he has the qualifications to be a general. 

 

At this stage of the Jagged Brothers Alliance, there are only 4 people who are capable of acting as such 

generals. They are Zhuojiu, Liangyun, Tianyao, and Lu Yang themselves. Now there is one more white 

lion, which is equivalent to one more. The army fought externally. 

 



Just at the time of the Bloodthirsty Domineering, they were “joyful” dreaming of ambushing the three 

male heroes of the Bai Family, and Liu Jie had taken 1 million people to the sky sword city. 

 

Originally, he could attack the fort with more than 3 million people, but his 2 million people were 

daunted by other forces such as Song Yunyi and dared not come out in the city. Only these 1 million 

people could send in to fight. 

 

Over the city. 

 

Liu Jie, the person who saw Zhuoju, didn’t follow the dead grass, and showed a slight disdain on his face, 

saying, “The formation on the head of the city adopts a tortoise array and a sky array.” 

 

“Yes.” The front-line defensive player immediately adopted a tortoise array to protect the back row and 

use the sky gunner. 

 

Liu Jie and Zhuojiu are already old acquaintances. They need not talk about the extra nonsense when 

they meet. Liu Jie took a break and immediately directed the whole siege. 

 

“Punch me and lay the fortress.” Liu Jie shouted. 

 

One million people under his team take charge in groups of one hundred thousand people. The front 

line of the charge consists of shield soldiers. This player also holds a large shield and chooses the 

occupation of defense and Paladin. 

 

Protected in the middle of the shield are the mage, the shooter and the priest. This is a regular 

formation, and they also use the tortoise formation. 

 

Over the city. 

 

Zhuo Jiu and other opponents entered 200 meters away and ordered: “Fire.” 

 



100,000 muskets emit dazzling flare at the same time, 100,000 rounds of bullets are emitted along the 

muzzle, but I do not know where to spray. The shot is definitely not a straight line, but there are more 

enemies. Even if it is crooked, it can be shot Into the other 100,000 people. 

 

“嘭” 

 

“嘭” 

 

… 

 

After a wave of attacks ended, thousands of people were killed below the city, which surprised Liu Jie, 

who was slowly becoming confident. 

 

“What’s going on?” Liu Jie asked. 

 

Ruyi Taishan stood aside and said, “The enemy has changed weapons, as if it has done a great deal of 

damage to anti-war and anti-riding.” 

 

“This.” Liu Jie was dumbfounded. He relied most on anti-war and anti-riding at the front. These two 

occupations were also his source of confidence in attacking Tianjian City. If he could not send the player 

safely to the siege area Within that, there was no need to fight. 

 

Over the city. 

 

Lu Yang suddenly appeared, watching the situation, and said to Zhuo Jiu, “Yes, it looks like the 

Musketeers are very useful.” 

 

Zhuoju nodded and said, “It’s too easy to play, and my defense is not a big problem.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “I’ll take a look at the White Lion.” 

 



Tiger mouth fortress. 

 

After waiting for more than two hours One step up to the sky to gather the team, under the city of Tiger 

Mouth, meet with some awkward-looking bloodthirsty tyrants and eternal souls, etc., at this time are 

attacking city. 

 

Although there are many people, unfortunately, they also encountered the attack of the Musketeers 

and could not enter the fortress 100 meters. 

 

Lu Yang watched the battle from the head of the city, and after confirming that there was no problem, 

he flew back to the Devil’s Prairie outside the city of Gassuwen using a teleportation scepter. 

 

“Boss, you are back.” Xia Yuwei said. 

 

Lu Yang said, “The two fortresses have already been fought. There is no problem at present. The whole 

army set off. We are going to fight against Pu Renyi’s coalition forces.” 

 

“Yes.” The crowd nodded in reply. 

 

On the other side of the battlefield, Pu Renyi, Tianlong, and Greenwater Ghost are bringing more than 

1.5 million people to the Devil’s Grassland. 

 

Half an hour later, the two met at the grassland center.   



 


